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Introduction

Two thousand five hundred years ago, Democritus said: “Nothing exists except atoms and empty space.
Everything else is opinion.” Today, this saying is omnipresent, as the state of our social interpretation
of reality has been denominated by the “post-truth society”. Research in automatic Subjectivity and
Sentiment Analysis (SSA), as subtasks of Affective Computing and Natural Language Processing (NLP),
has flourished in the past years. The growth in interest in these tasks was motivated by the birth and rapid
expansion of the Social Web that made it possible for people all over the world to share, comment or
consult content on any given topic. In this context, opinions, sentiments and emotions expressed in Social
Media texts have been shown to have a high influence on social and economic behaviour worldwide.

SSA systems are highly relevant to many real-world applications (e.g. marketing, eGovernance, business
intelligence, social analysis) and also to many tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP), e.g.
information extraction, question answering, textual entailment, to name just a few. The importance of this
field has been proven by the high number of approaches proposed in research in the past decade, as well
as by the interest that it raised from other disciplines (Economics, Sociology, Psychology, Marketing,
Crisis Management, Digital Humanities and Behavioral Studies) and the applications that were created
using its technology. Next to the growth in the diversity of applications, task definitions changed towards
more complex challenges: Subjectivity, polarity recognition and opinion mining has been enriched with
fine-grained aspect and target level predictions. Polarity as a concept is complemented by emotion
models as defined from psychological research. In spite of the growing body of research in the area in
the past years, dealing with affective phenomena in text has proven to be a complex, interdisciplinary
problem that remains far from being solved. Its challenges include the need to address the issue from
different perspectives and at different levels, depending on the characteristics of the textual genre, the
language(s) treated and the final application for which the analysis is done.

The aim of the 10th Workshop on Computational Approaches to Subjectivity, Sentiment and
Social Media Analysis (WASSA 2019) was to continue the line of the previous editions, bringing
together researchers in Computational Linguistics working on Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis and
researchers working on interdisciplinary aspects of affect computation from text.

For this year’s workshop, we accepted 12/19 papers (63 % acceptance rate). The number of submissions
has been comparably low in contrast to previous years, given that WASSA 2018 just took place a little
more than half a year before WASSA 2019. Nevertheless and given the high quality of submissions, we
have an interesting program consisting of 11 oral presentations in 3 sessions. An invited talk by Sven
Buechel on "Modeling Empathy and Distress in Reaction to News Stories" complements this year’s paper
presentations.

Accepted papers deal with a variety of topics, like stance detection, topic and aspect level sentiment
analysis, social network analysis, humor detection, and negations and intensifiers in emotion and
sentiment analysis, as well as applications of such systems to real-world problems. For the first time, we
asked the reviewers for recommendations for a best paper award. Based on these recommendations, the
organizers voted secretly on the best paper selection. The result is that the paper “Stance Detection in
Code-Mixed Hindi-English Social Media Data using Multi-Task Learning” by Sushmitha Reddy Sane,
Suraj Tripathi, Koushik Reddy Sane and Radhika Mamidi wins this year’s best paper award.

We would like to thank the NAACL 2019 Organizers and Workshop Chairs for their help and support at
the different stages of the workshop organization process. We are also especially grateful to the Program
Committee members for the time and effort they spent in assessing the papers.

Alexandra Balahur, Roman Klinger, Véronique Hoste, Carlo Strapparava and Orphée De Clercq
WASSA 2019 Chairs
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Keynote talk: Modeling Empathy and Distress in Reaction to News Stories
Sven Buechel

JULIE Lab, Jena University, Germany

Abstract
Computational detection and understanding of empathy is an important factor in advancing human-
computer interaction. Yet to date, text-based empathy prediction has the following major limitations:
It underestimates the psychological complexity of the phenomenon, adheres to a weak notion of ground
truth where empathic states are ascribed by third parties, and lacks a shared corpus. In contrast, this talk
describes the first publicly available gold standard for empathy prediction. It is constructed using a novel
annotation methodology which reliably captures empathy assessments by the writer of a statement using
multi-item scales. This is also the first computational work distinguishing between multiple forms of
empathy, empathic concern, and personal distress, as recognized throughout psychology.
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Abstract

Social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, and
other microblogging forums have emerged as
a platform for people to express their opin-
ions and views on different issues and events.
It is often observed that people tend to take
a stance; in favor, against or neutral towards
a particular topic. The task of assessing the
stance taken by the individual became sig-
nificantly important with the emergence in
the usage of online social platforms. Auto-
matic stance detection system understands the
user’s stance by analyzing the standalone texts
against a target entity. Due to the limited
contextual information a single sentence pro-
vides, it is challenging to solve this task effec-
tively. In this paper, we introduce a Multi-Task
Learning (MTL) based deep neural network
architecture for automatically detecting stance
present in the code-mixed corpus. We apply
our approach on Hindi-English code-mixed
corpus against the target entity - “Demoneti-
sation.” Our best model achieved the result
with a stance prediction accuracy of 63.2%
which is a 4.5% overall accuracy improvement
compared to the current supervised classifica-
tion systems developed using the benchmark
dataset for code-mixed data stance detection.

1 Introduction

The amount of data that is being generated by In-
ternet users is massive and is multiplying every
day. On the social media platform Twitter alone,
users send more than 300k tweets per minute2.
Users express their feelings, views and share their
opinions on different topics ranging from politics,
sports, government policies, movies, social issues,
etc. More often, we observe that users tend to take
a stance on a particular topic. Stance is a posi-
tion on a specific issue, based on consideration of

* These authors contributed equally to this work.
2http://www.internetlivestats.com/twitter-statistics/

the evidence, often expressed publicly. It is an un-
practical task to manually detect the stance repre-
sented by the individuals in these texts. The prob-
lem of automatic stance detection has caught the
attention of researchers to effectively identify the
stance taken by the user in numerous texts towards
a particular topic.

1.1 Stance Detection

Stance detection addresses the problem of deter-
mining whether the author of a text is in FAVOUR
of (positive), is AGAINST (negative) or is NEU-
TRAL (none) towards a particular target topic.
The task of detecting stance closely compliments
the task of sentiment analysis but is distinctive in
nature (Mohammad, 2016). Stance detection con-
siders the authors evaluative outlook towards spe-
cific targets rather than merely considering speak-
ers emotions which adds to the problem of senti-
ment analysis.

1.2 Code-Mixing

The majority of the work in detecting stance
has been done in English and other monolingual
languages only. Our work focuses on code-mixed
Hindi-English texts from users majorly in the
Indian Subcontinent. It is improvisation to the
task of detecting stance presented (Swami et al.,
2018) for the target entity - i.e., Notebandi (De-
monetisation), which was implemented in India.
The government announced the issuance of new
500 and 2000 banknotes by exchanging with the
demonetised notes. This action was taken to curb
counterfeit cash used to fund terror groups. Many
citizens of India and other nations, voiced their
opinions and took a stance on this move by the
Government of India.

Example: “Demonetisation is a step towards
the development and betterment of society.”
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In this tweet, we can observe that the user most
likely is in favor of the move. Our model for
stance detection determines the stance taken by
the tweeter automatically. An example of a tweet
in the code-mixed Hindi-English corpus is

Example: “Notebandi ne foreigners ko bhi
pareshan karke rakha hai Demonetisation .”

Here, the words demonetisation, foreigners are
English while the others are Hindi. This sentence
is transliterated into Hindi and then translated to
English for employing English-based word repre-
sentations.

In this paper, we describe an MTL based frame-
work which makes use of deep learning architec-
ture for automatic stance detection on social me-
dia corpus presented by (Swami et al., 2018). One
of the major limitations in social media corpus
is that users use unstructured text formats, non-
grammatical structures and express rather explic-
itly compared to opinion surveys or formal texts.
These informal usages introduce noise in the cor-
pus and make the task very challenging. Also, the
code-mixed corpus lacks the presence of word em-
beddings, commonly used, to train any deep learn-
ing model. So, we use machine transliterated and
translated English corpus to feed to the network in
order to use word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) based
word embeddings.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review related research in the area of stance
detection and code mixing. In Section 3, we de-
scribe our system architecture to detect stance. In
Section 4, we present the results and discuss the
evaluation metrics. Finally, we conclude our work
in Section 5 followed by future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Stance Detection problem is widely discussed and
studied for the past few years in opinion mining.
One of the initial work on stance classification
(Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010) explores the
use of sentiment and arguing features for classi-
fying stances in ideological debates by construct-
ing an arguing lexicon from a manually anno-
tated corpus. The combination of opinion target
pair features was employed for the classification
task. Later, Anand et al. (2011) identifies that
for a particular topic, classification results using

lexical and contextual features are far better than
the best feature set without any contextual fea-
tures analyzing the dialogic structure of debates.
Walker et al. (2012); Hasan and Ng (2013) stud-
ied stance detection in two-side online debate data,
and Faulkner (2014) examined document-level ar-
gument stance in student essays where the lan-
guage of the texts are structured, monolingual and
grammatically correct. And lately, a shared task
for stance detection research focused on Twitter
data (Mohammad et al., 2016).

Stance at user-level (Rajadesingan and Liu,
2014) is determined based on the assumption that
if several users retweet one pair of tweets about a
controversial topic, it is likely that they support the
same side of a debate. Djemili et al. (2014) uses
a set of rules based on the syntax and discourse
structure of the tweet to identify tweets that con-
tain ideological stance. However, none of these
works attempts to determine the stance from a sin-
gle tweet. In the field of social media mining,
Guellil and Boukhalfa (2015) described in detail
about different works in opinion mining and sen-
timent analysis and identified a set of open issues.
Apart from English language, stance detection is
carried out on Czech news commentaries (Krejzl
et al., 2017) where maximum entropy classifier ap-
proach was used which were initially developed to
detect stance in English tweets which uses senti-
ment and domain-specific features. Also, for the
corpus of Spanish tweets (Anta et al., 2013), topic
detection, and sentiment analysis approaches are
used.

Multi-task learning approach (MTL) jointly
trains multiple tasks in parallel, which acts as ad-
ditional regularization, to improve the underlying
network’s generalization across all the tasks. It
has proven to be a novel and effective learning
schema in many NLP problems. Recently, multi-
task learning approaches have been used for sen-
timent and sarcasm detection in (Majumder et al.,
2019) , implicit discourse relationship identifica-
tion (Lan et al., 2017), key-phrase boundary classi-
fication (Augenstein and Søgaard, 2017), improv-
ing sequence tagging tasks (Changpinyo et al.,
2018) and improving named entity recognition
tasks (Pham et al., 2019) and target dependent sen-
timent analysis (Gupta et al., 2019).
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3 Method Description

The following subsections explain the preprocess-
ing of the corpus and the deep learning architec-
ture proposed for stance detection.

3.1 Preprocessing
Preprocessing is done on the tweets by removing
twitter handles starting with “@” or words that
had any special symbol. The word “Notebandi”
is replaced by the phrase “noton par prathibandh.”
Emoticons have been removed, and URLs are re-
placed with the word “URL.” This cleaned corpus
is transliterated and translated into English sen-
tences using Google translate API which is later
given as input to the model.

3.2 Model Architecture
We propose a multi-channel convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN), refer Figure 1, for detecting
stance from the given input text. Mutli-channel
CNNs are used to expand the network in width
without increasing cost of computing as deep net-
works tend to overfit on the dataset with limited
samples per class. The model uses four parallel
instances of convolution layer with varying ker-
nel sizes. We experimented with different values
for hyperparameters such as kernel number, ker-
nel size, and finalized the following values based
on the validation set performance:

• Kernel size:

fh1 = 3, fh2 = 6, fh3 = 9, fh4 = 12

• Number of kernels = 200, stride = 1.

3.2.1 Multi-Task Learning
In machine learning, multi-task learning is an old
idea studied by Caruana (1997). A widely used
technique to apply MTL is to train the main and
auxiliary task jointly. In our work, the main
task has text utterances which belong to either of
the three classes, i.e. in favor, against and neu-
tral whereas the proposed auxiliary task has two
classes which comprise of neutral stance tweets
and those which show a stance (in favor + against).
The MTL framework allows the model parame-
ter to be shared across tasks and enables the in-
corporation of a combined loss function with a
shared underlying representation shown in Figure
1. Shared learning pushes the model to learn the

feature representations that generalize well across
tasks. The following loss function is comprised of
loss of the main task and the auxiliary task. We use
a lambda parameter to control the effect of loss of
the auxiliary task on the total loss.

• Loss function:

Ltotal = Ltask1 + λ ∗ Ltask2

Here, λ is a tunable parameter which is opti-
mized as part of the training process. We inves-
tigated the effectiveness of multi-task learning in
an end-to-end neural network architecture for both
the auxiliary task and the main task. We observed
that the effect of task selection on model perfor-
mance where it is validated that using auxiliary
tasks improve the performance of the main task
(Caruana, 1997).

Given suitable data, this approach is flexible
enough to extend to other NLP tasks. It pro-
vides synergy between the two tasks, resulting
in improved performance in comparison to indi-
vidual tasks. The combined loss function pushes
the model to learn general and complex features
across multiple tasks rather than forcing the model
to learn the features of a single task independently.
This is a particularly interesting technique in NLP
since data is scarce for many tasks and shared
learning approach reduces the amount of training
data needed.

4 Results

Model Accuracy(%)
RBF Kernel SVM* 58.7
Random Forest* 54.7
Linear SVM* 56.6
CNN 61.4
CNN + MTL 63.2

Table 1: Detailed accuracies achieved on the bench-
mark dataset by different models. *RBF Kernel SVM,
Random Forest, and Linear SVM accuracies are from
(Swami et al., 2018)

The benchmark dataset that is published online
by (Swami et al., 2018) is used for evaluating the
effectiveness of machine translated input for our
proposed architecture. It contains a total of 3545
annotated tweets where 1755 are labeled in favor,
647 as against and 1934 as neutral tweets. For the

3



Figure 1: Proposed CNN - MTL architecture

Model Accuracy(%)
CNN 66.7
CNN + MTL 71.3

Table 2: Comparison of accuracies for the auxiliary
task

two tasks, we achieved an accuracy of 63.2%. We
carried out 10-fold cross-validation for generating
all our experimental results. Using all the features
(Swami et al., 2018), the baseline systems: RBF
kernel SVM, random forest, linear SVM presented
an accuracy of 58.7%. Going forward, to the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to experiment
with deep learning architecture based on MTL for
detecting stance in code-mixed data. The chal-
lenges in this task are the linguistic complexity
and the lack of clean code-mixed data. And, pre-
processing of code-mixed data will increase model
performance.

In Table 1, we present the results of both the
tasks with the proposed deep learning based ar-
chitecture with translated data as input. We ex-
perimented with both continuous bag of words
(CBOW) and skip-gram versions of word embed-
dings with CNN model and achieved similar re-
sults. The substantial accuracy obtained (63.2%
for stance) shows more than 4.5% increment from
values reported by (Swami et al., 2018). How-
ever, these values reflect that there is still a lot of
room for improvement, justifying further efforts.
We observed more than 4% overall accuracy im-
provement in the auxiliary task with the introduc-
tion of MTL as compared to the performance on
the standalone CNN architecture. This indicates
that training the main and the auxiliary task jointly
can learn robust shared features which leads to im-
provement on both the main and auxiliary task.

5 Conclusion

We present MTL based deep learning approach
for the problem of detecting user stance with re-
spect to a particular topic: “Demonetisation”, on
Twitter’s code-mixed Hindi-English data gener-
ated by bilingual users. The machine transliter-
ated and translated corpus is given to the model.
We empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed architecture. The proposed approach
of jointly training the main and the auxiliary task
proved to be the best-performing model so far for
the code-mixed data, indicating that it is a promis-
ing new direction in the automated assessment of
stance. An accuracy of 63.2% is achieved from our
proposed deep learning model based on multi-task
learning at detecting stance in code-mixed data
which is an improvement of more than 4.5% over-
all accuracy when compared with current bench-
mark results.

6 Future Work

Our work provided insights regarding the bene-
fits of training the main and the auxiliary task
jointly for code-mixed data. There is a lot of
room for improvement, and we hope to get a better
understanding of how to improve the techniques
for stance classification by primarily improving
the corpus quality in our future work. Further,
we will compare and contrast with different net-
works like LSTM, Attention-based architectures,
etc. The results of our experiments are encour-
aging though since they show that it is possible
to use classical methods for analyzing code-mixed
texts. Furthermore, to address phrasal repetitions,
short and simple constructions, non-grammatical
words, more corpus without spelling errors need
to be constructed as this can help other NLP tasks
in multilingual societies.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a soft label approach
to target-level sentiment classification task, in
which a history-based soft labeling model is
proposed to measure the possibility of a con-
text word as an opinion word. We also apply
a convolution layer to extract local active fea-
tures, and introduce positional weights to take
relative distance information into considera-
tion. In addition, we obtain more informative
target representation by training with context
tokens together to make deeper interaction be-
tween target and context tokens. We conduct
experiments on SemEval 2014 datasets and the
experimental results show that our approach
significantly outperforms previous models and
gives state-of-the-art results on these datasets.

1 Introduction

Target-level sentiment classification aims to iden-
tify the sentiment polarities towards given targets
by analyzing sentence context. For example, in the
sentence “The food is good but service is bad.”,
there are two targets “food” and “service” men-
tioned. The sentiment towards “food” and “ser-
vice” are positive and negative respectively.

Neural network models (Tang et al., 2016a;
Wang et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016b; Liu and
Zhang, 2017; Ma et al., 2017; Tay et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Gu et al.,
2018) have achieved high accuracy on this task.
Most of the neural network models introduce at-
tention mechanism to find the correlation between
target and context tokens. However, the combina-
tion of word-level features computed by attention
weights may introduce noise into model. For in-
stance, in “The dish tastes bad but its vegetable
is delicious though it looks ugly.”, these attention-
based models tend to highlight some involve some
other words such as “bad” and “ugly”.

Instead of using the attention mechanism, we
propose a soft label approach for the target-level

sentiment classification task. Intuitively, the task
could be treated as a two-step process. Firstly the
sentiment words that are related to the given target,
called opinion words, are labeled and extracted.
Then the final decision on the sentiment polarity
would be made by taking all the extracted opinion
words into account. However, this kind of hard la-
bel strategy, which directly determines whether a
token is an opinion word or not, for labeling opin-
ion words is non-differentiable and hinders train-
ing through normal back-propagation. Thus we
use a soft labeling model to avoid the hard deci-
sion and make sure the model works in an end-to-
end way.

Specifically, the soft label model is used to mea-
sure the likelihood of a context word as an opinion
word at each time step. The larger the value of
one word’s soft label, the greater its effect on tar-
get sentiment. In fact, given a target, people are
accustomed to going through a sentence from be-
ginning to end, and to judge whether current word
is highly related to the target sentiment at each
step with comparison of history information till
the current word in the reading process. There-
fore, we implement an LSTM-based (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) soft labeling model by a
history-based approach, which utilizes history in-
formation (previous soft labels and cell states) to-
gether with representation of the current word, to
decide how to pay attention to history information
or current word representation based on their cor-
relation with target representation.

Moreover, since the convolution layer (LeCun
et al., 1989) does better in capturing local ac-
tive features than other neural networks do and
these extracted features are proved to be benefi-
cial to text classification (Kim, 2014; Johnson and
Zhang, 2015), we apply a convolution based en-
coder to extract these features. The distance of the
features to target is also essential as texts may be
long and contain several targets. The closer tokens
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are more likely to affect on the targets. Therefore,
we adopt positional weights to scale the features
with relative distance information between context
tokens and the target.

Target representation is also critical to this task.
Previous works, such as Tang et al. (2016a), sim-
ply take the average of target embeddings as tar-
get representation. In fact, this kind of representa-
tion does not incorporate contextual information.
Words in a sentence have strong dependencies on
each other. Thus it is necessary to train target
representation together with context tokens to ob-
tain more informative representation dependent on
contextual information.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• Our model uses a soft label approach to eval-
uating the likelihood of a context word as an
opinion word based on the history informa-
tion.

• Our model leverages convolution layer,
which is seldom used in the task, to extract
features, and these features are accordingly
weighed by positional information.

• Our model learns more informative represen-
tation of the target, instead of the average of
target embeddings, and strengthens the inter-
action between target and context tokens in
soft label computation process.

• We conduct experiments on benchmark
datasets and the experimental results show
that our approach significantly outperforms
previous models and achieves state-of-the-art
results on these datasets.

2 Related Work

Early methods mainly apply supervised learning
approach with large quantities of handcrafted fea-
tures (Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2008; Yu et al.,
2011; Jiang et al., 2011; Kiritchenko et al., 2014),
but ignore context information and deep relations
between target and context tokens.

Neural network models have achieved high ac-
curacy on this task. AE-LSTM and ATAE-LSTM
(Wang et al., 2016) simply concatenate target em-
beddings to context word embeddings to make
connection between targets and contexts. How-
ever, both models described above do not obtain
target representations based on context-aware in-
formation. Inspired by the TNet (Li et al., 2018),

which learns deep representations for targets, we
propose a model which could strengthen the inter-
action between target and context tokens.

Recently, most of the previous state-of-the-art
models leverage attention mechanism to evaluate
the correlation between the tokens in one sen-
tence. IAN (Ma et al., 2017) adopts two separate
LSTM layers and an interactive attention mech-
anism. Hazarika et al. (2018) classifies the senti-
ment polarities of all the targets in one sentence si-
multaneously with attention mechanism to model
inter-target dependencies. MemNet (Tang et al.,
2016b), RAM (Chen et al., 2017), TRMN (Wang
et al., 2018) and IARM (Majumder et al., 2018)
introduce deep memory network and multi-hop at-
tention model over sentence-level memories to in-
corporate target information into sentence repre-
sentations. Specifically, TRMN and IARM at-
tach importance to the interaction between targets
and contexts, and inter-target relations, which con-
tain the information of relationship between multi-
ple targets in one sentence, respectively. Different
from them, our model adopts a novel and effective
soft label approach in an intuitive way.

There are few works (Xue and Li, 2018; Huang
and Carley, 2018) applying CNN, which is con-
sidered to be good at text classification, on target-
level sentiment classification. GCAE (Xue and Li,
2018) and PG-CNN (Huang and Carley, 2018) are
both CNN-based models and adopt gate mecha-
nism to make interaction between target and con-
text tokens. To improve the effectiveness of con-
volution layers, our model further adopts posi-
tional weights, which take relative distance infor-
mation into account.

3 Model

Target-level sentiment classification task is to de-
cide which sentiment is expressed towards a tar-
get: positive, neutral or negative.

Our model is illustrated in Figure 1. It is divided
into four parts: (1) a Bi-LSTM (Schuster and Pali-
wal, 1997) layer to get context-aware representa-
tions, (2) a convolution based feature extractor,
(3) computation of soft labels, and (4) sentiment
classification using the soft labels and positional
weights.

We introduce the following notations: s =
[w1, w2, ..., wn] denotes a sentence which consists
of n words. wi ∈ Rd0 is the embedding of the i-th
word. t = [t, t+1, ..., t+m−1] denotes the posi-
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed method. We use the sentence “Delicious and good-looking Sake
Ikura roll, and sashimi tastes good as well.” as an example. The term “SLC” indicates soft label computation.
“TR” indicates target representation and “CR” represents context representation.

tion of the target tokens, where t ≥ 1, t+m−1 ≤
n. The length of the target is m.

3.1 Context-Aware Representations
Since words in a sentence have strong dependen-
cies on each other, it is necessary to fetch context-
aware representations to combine context infor-
mation with words. In order to incorporate the
context information into words, we encode them
with a Bi-LSTM layer:

xi = [
−−−−→
LSTM(wi);

←−−−−
LSTM(wi)] (1)

We concatenate the forward and backward hidden
outputs of LSTM, of which the dimension size is
both d′

0, and [; ] denotes concatenation. We regard
xi ∈ R2d′

0 as the context-aware representation of
word wi, and feed it to following layers.

3.2 Convolution Based Feature Extractor
To extract the local active features, we use a con-
volution layer with three parallel windows, which
have different sizes. Each kernel has d1 filters. For
kernel size sj , let W convj ∈ Rd1×sj×2d′

0 be the d1

filters for the convolution with the same size sj ,
and bconvj ∈ Rd1 be the bias. xconvj , the output of
the convolution layer is produced by convoluting
W convj with the word window x

i−� sj−1

2
�:i+� sj

2
� at

each i ∈ [1, n] (positions out of range are padded
with zero):

x
convj

i = ReLU(x
i−� sj−1

2
�:i+� sj

2
�

◦ W convj+bconvj )

(2)
where ReLU indicates a nonlinear activation func-
tion, and ◦ is element-wise multiplication.

Merging outputs of three kinds of kernels, the
word representation is computed as:

hE
i = xconv1

i ⊕ xconv2
i ⊕ xconv3

i (3)

where ⊕ is concatenation. The dimension of hE
i is

d′
1 = 3d1.
htarget is computed by an average-pooling layer

to refine the target representation:

htarget =
1

m

m∑

i=1

hE
t+i−1 (4)

3.3 Computation of Soft Labels

Instead of using a hard label strategy and labeling
explicitly context words as opinion words or not,
we adopt a soft labeling model in which soft label
is defined as the probability of each context word
as an opinion word. An LSTM layer is applied to
compute the final word representation hD

i and the
soft label li for the i-th word. It takes both the
interacted representation produced by the convo-
lution based feature extractor and the soft label of
the previous time step as the input, in order to take
history contexts into consideration:

hD
i , cD

i = LSTM(hD
i−1, c

D
i−1, ui) (5)

where hD
i ∈ Rd′

1 is the output of the i time stamp,
cD
i ∈ Rd′

1 is the LSTM cell state, which could be
treated as long-term memory till the i-th word, and
ui is the input which will be described later.

One problem encountered here is that the his-
tory information of previous time steps may not
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be closely related to the target. Consider predict-
ing the sentiment of the target “service” in the sen-
tence “Tasty food but the service was dreadful!”.
When the LSTM comes to the word “dreadful”, a
simple soft label approach might indicate that the
sentiment polarity is positive due to the influence
of the word “Tasty”, which in fact does not modify
the target “service”. To solve the problem, we ap-
ply a gate mechanism to determine the proportion
of the history information in the input, according
to the ratio of history information and current word
information’s correlation with the target:

gi =
exp(cD

i−1W
ghtarget)

exp(cD
i−1W

ghtarget) + exp(hE
i W ghtarget)

(6)
where W g ∈ Rd′

1×d′
1 is the weight matrix. Also,

we intend to strengthen the influence from target
representation. Thus we further incorporate target
information into the input:

ui = gi · (WDli−1) + (1 − gi) · hE
i + htarget (7)

where WD ∈ Rd′
1 is the weight parameter and

li−1 is the soft label of the (i − 1)-th word. To
reduce the dimensions of LSTM inputs, we fuse
the target representation with word representations
by a simple addition operation.

With the output of the LSTM layer, the soft la-
bel li is computed as:

li = p(ei = 1|hD
i )

= p(ei = 1|l1, l2, ..., li−1, h
D
i−1, h

E
i )

= sigmoid(W lhD
i + bl)

(8)

where ei = 1 indicates that the word should be
considered as bearing sentiment towards the cur-
rent target, W l ∈ Rd′

1 and bl ∈ R.

3.4 Sentiment Classification
Features that are close to the target often con-
tribute more to the sentiment towards the target.
Considering the impact of the distance to the tar-
get, we define the positional weights:

posi =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1 − t − i

β
i ∈ [1, ..., t − 1]

1 − i − t + 1

β
i ∈ [t, ..., n − m]

(9)

where β controls the rate of decaying of the po-
sitional weights according to the distances to the
target. The value of the rate is 1

β .

Algorithm 1 Training framework of our model.
Input: Sentence w, target t, golden label y.
1: hE , htarget = ComputeRepresentation(w, t)
2: for word wi in sentence w do
3: if i == 1 then
4: gi = 0
5: else
6: gi = ComputeGate(hE

i , cD
i−1, h

target) (Eq.6)
7: end if
8: ui = ComputeInput(gi, li−1, h

E
i , htarget) (Eq.7)

9: hD
i , cD

i = LSTM(hD
i−1, c

D
i−1, ui)

10: li = ComputeSoftLabel(hD
i ) (Eq.8)

11: end for
12: p = Predict(l, hD, pos)
13: L = CrossEntropy(p,y)
14: Back propagate errors and update parameters θ

Then we combine the soft labels and positional
weights together to take both the history contexts
and the relative distances into consideration. The
integrated weight of the i-th word is:

ci = li · posi (10)

We put the word representations together to pre-
dict the sentiment towards the target, according to
the integrated weight of each word:

p(ỹ|w, t) = softmax(W pmax{ci · hD
i } + bp)

(11)
where ỹ is the three categories of sentiment polar-
ity, max{·} is the max-pooling operation, W p ∈
R3×d′

1 and bp ∈ R3 are the prediction matrix and
its bias. In summary, the whole algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.

In training, we utilize the cross entropy loss
function as the objective:

L = − 1

T

T∑

i=1

3∑

j=1

yi,j log pi,j + λ||θ||2 (12)

where T is the number of training samples, yi ∈
R3 denotes the ground truth label of sample i, rep-
resented by one-hot vector, and pi,j is the pre-
dicted probability of sample i with sentiment j. θ
is the set of all parameters and λ is the coefficient
for L2 regularization.

Algorithm 1 shows the overall framework of our
model.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

We conduct experiments using the benchmark
datasets of SemEval 2014 Task 4 (Pontiki et al.,
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Dataset Positive Negative Neutral

Restaurant Train 2159 800 632
Test 730 195 196

Laptop Train 980 858 454
Test 340 128 171

Table 1: Statistics of benchmark datasets.

2014)1, which contain reviews about laptop and
restaurant respectively and are used by previous
works. The statistics of two benchmark datasets
are shown in Table 1. There are three kinds of
sentiment polarity: positive, negative and neutral.

In our experiments, we use GloVe.840B.300d
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014)2 as previ-
ous works do. Each word embedding has 300
dimensions. Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words
are randomly sampled from the uniform distri-
bution U(−0.02, 0.02). Weight matrices are ini-
tialized by sampling from uniform distribution
U(−0.1, 0.1). The kernel sizes of convolution
based feature extractors s1, s2, s3 are 3, 4, 5. Each
kernel consists of 128 filters. The dimension of
outputs of LSTM 2d′

0 and the convolution layer d′
1

are 400 and 384 respectively. We use Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with learning rate
0.003. The batch size is set to 128. In order to
alleviate overfitting, we set the dropout rate to 0.5
and the coefficient of L2 regularization to 0.00001.
The hyperparameter β used to calculate positional
weights is set to 40. We choose the model with the
minimum loss on testing set among 100 epochs.
Besides, since there exists class imbalance in Se-
mEval dataset, we additionally show the Macro-
F1 scores of each model together with accuracy
metric to further investigate the effectiveness and
robustness of our model.

4.2 Comparison Results

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our model,
we compare it with 10 previous state-of-the-art
models. The description is below:

• AE-LSTM (Wang et al., 2016) encodes the
context-aware words to get representation. Then
it simply uses the concatenation of context-aware
word representations and target embeddings to
classify the sentiment. However, the target em-

1The detailed task definition can be obtained from
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task4/

2Pre-trained word embeddings can be obtained from
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

beddings do not contain contextual information.
• ATAE-LSTM (Wang et al., 2016) addition-

ally leverages attention mechanism on top of AE-
LSTM to find out relevant words with target.

• GCAE (Xue and Li, 2018) is based on CNN
and applies Gated Tanh-ReLU Units (GTRU) to
control the information flow from the target and
build interaction between targets and contexts.

• MemNet (Tang et al., 2016b) uses a multi-
hop attention mechanism whose query of the first
attention layer is target representation. The atten-
tion result and the linear transformation of target
representation are summed and used as the mem-
ory and the query of the next attention layer. Out-
put of the last attention layer is considered as the
sentiment representation used for classification.

• IAN (Ma et al., 2017) uses two attention
mechanisms to select information from contexts
and targets according to the average of encoded
targets and contexts separately. The concatenation
of two attention results is used for sentiment clas-
sification.

• PG-CNN (Huang and Carley, 2018) is also
based on CNN and uses gate mechanism to incor-
porate target information into CNN architecture.

• The model designed by Hazarika et al. (2018)
classifies all the targets in one sentence simulta-
neously with attention mechanism and inter-target
dependencies detected by a complicated two-layer
LSTM structure. One LSTM layer is designed
to obtain the whole sentence representation based
on each target in one sentence, similar to ATAE-
LSTM. Then the model feeds the sentence repre-
sentations altogether into the other LSTM to find
the inter-target dependencies.

• RAM (Chen et al., 2017) uses multi-hop at-
tention mechanism on position-weighted memo-
ries and combines the attention results to synthe-
size important features in difficult sentence struc-
tures. The model still constructs the memories by
sentence-level information as MemNet does.

• TRMN (Wang et al., 2018) is a target-
sensitive memory network, where various interac-
tion mechanisms between target and context are
leveraged. The whole architecture is similar to
MemNet.

• IARM (Majumder et al., 2018) also lever-
ages recurrent memory networks with attention
mechanism. The memory is built by the sen-
tence representation based on target information
as ATAE-LSTM does. In addition, the model con-
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Models Restaurant Laptop
ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

AE-LSTM∗ 76.60 66.45 68.90 62.45
ATAE-LSTM∗ 77.20 65.41 68.70 59.41
GCAE 77.28 - 69.14 -
MemNet∗ 78.16 65.83 70.33 64.09
IAN 78.20 - 72.10 -
PG-CNN 78.93 - 69.12 -
Hazarika et al. (2018) 79.00 - 72.50 -
RAM∗ 79.38 68.86 73.59 70.51
TRMN - 69.00 - 68.18
IARM 80.00 - 73.80 -

Ours∗ 80.98† 71.52† 74.56† 71.63†

Table 2: Comparisons with baselines and ablation experiments (%). The best results are in bold. The model with
∗ means its result is the average value of 5 runs. The result with † means statistical significant at the level of 0.05
with the baselines tagged by ∗.

centrates on inter-target dependencies by memory
networks, instead of vanilla LSTM structure used
in the model proposed by Hazarika et al. (2018).

The comparisons with baseline methods are
shown in Table 2. Our model significantly out-
performs all the baselines. Except for AE-LSTM,
GCAE and PG-CNN, the other baseline models
adopt attention mechanism to evaluate the correla-
tion between target and context words. However,
the attention score for each word is distributed si-
multaneously according to simple computation by
weight matrices. In our model, we intend to esti-
mate the probability of being an opinion word at
each time step based on the history information,
such as previous soft labels and cell states, to take
each word into account individually. Indeed, our
model achieves significant improvements over the
attention-based baseline models.

Moreover, we find that several baseline methods
are based on memory networks, such as MemNet,
RAM, TRMN and IARM. Note that the memo-
ries of these models are all based on the general
sentence-level representations which might lose
individual consideration and dilute the informa-
tion of opinion words. Thus, it is better to take
advantage of the history contexts and current word
representation to consider each token individually
instead of the overall sentence-level information.

Also, from the fact that IAN, which consid-
ers the interaction between target and context to-
kens, performs better than AE-LSTM and ATAE-
LSTM, we observe the importance of interaction

in this task. Though GCAE does not take context-
aware representations into account, it still per-
forms better than AE-LSTM and ATAE-LSTM
do. It demonstrates the effectiveness of GTRU
and further justifies the necessity of interaction be-
tween target and context. In our model, we em-
phasize the interaction when fusing the target rep-
resentation with the context word representations
and evaluating the correlation with targets to de-
cide which information we should focus on more.

The convolution layer has been proved to be
good at extracting local active features. How-
ever, the convolution based model GCAE and PG-
CNN behave poorly in this task because vanilla
convolution based models tend to find the salient
features in the whole sentence rather than figure
out the active features which are strongly asso-
ciated with the target. Intuitively, closer words
are more likely to modify the given target, and
some of the previous state-of-the-art models also
consider the relative position factors. There-
fore, inspired by them, we apply a convolution
based model combined with position information
to achieve better performance.

4.3 Ablation Study

To evaluate the effect of each part in our model,
we remove some important components or replace
them with widely used alternatives. The compar-
isons with ablated tests are shown in Table 3. The
results of ablation tests are the averages of 5 runs.

The biggest change from previous models is
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Models Restaurant Laptop
ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

Ours 80.98‡ 71.52‡ 74.56‡ 71.63‡

with Hard Labels 78.34 68.17 73.14 69.01
with Attention 79.01 68.61 73.35 69.18
w/o Convolution Layer 79.15 68.45 73.28 69.24
w/o Soft Labels 79.34 68.37 73.62 69.52
w/o History Information 79.53 67.98 73.07 69.17
with AVG 80.29 69.65 73.84 70.31
w/o Positional Weights 80.54 69.95 73.65 70.44

Table 3: The results of ablation tests (%). The best results are in bold. w/o History Information indicates the
soft label approach without consideration of history information. with AVG indicates the target representation is
replaced by the averaged target embeddings. The result with ‡ means statistical significant at the level of 0.05.

that we use the soft label approach based on his-
tory information, such as previous soft labels and
cell states, instead of using attention scores. To
further confirm the effectiveness of the soft label
strategy, we replace it with attention mechanism,
which treats the target representation as a query
and uses a weight matrix to compute the correla-
tion between target and context words. The ex-
perimental results show that the accuracy drops
over 1.97% and 1.21% and Macro-F1 score drops
2.91% and 2.45% respectively. It strongly proves
the effectiveness of our soft label strategy and the
better performance can be attributed to the careful
consideration of each word at each time step. Ad-
ditionally, we compare our model with w/o His-
tory Information, which does not feed previous
time step’s soft label and cell states information
into the input of the current time step and simply
uses a weight matrix to project the hidden outputs
to the values of soft labels. The improvements
show that the history information is indispensable
for the task. The whole process of determining the
soft label value in our model is fairly similar to the
process of people reading a sentence and predict-
ing the sentiments for targets discussed in Section
1. Besides, our model outperforms with Hard La-
bels, where the value of the label is either 0 or 1,
because the soft approach can alleviate the prop-
agation problem caused by hard decision. More-
over, our model greatly improves the performance
compared with w/o Soft Labels. Obviously, the
history-based soft label approach has great effects.

As mentioned before, the interaction between
target and context is important in this task. Com-
pared with the model with AVG, our model has

Figure 2: Effect of β on two datasets.

better performance on the two datasets for the tar-
get representation of our model contains contex-
tual information and thus is more informative. The
results indeed prove the usefulness of strengthen-
ing interaction. Lastly, without the convolution
layer, the performance drops 1.83%, 1.28% on ac-
curacy and 3.07%, 2.39% on Macro-F1 score re-
spectively, suggesting that the convolution layer is
capable of extracting active features for sentiment
classification. Using relative distance information,
our model greatly improves the performance of
w/o Positional Weights. It indicates that position-
aware information is beneficial to our model.

4.4 Impact of Rate of Decaying on Positional
Weights

As our model involves the rate of decaying of po-
sitional weights which is controlled by β, we at-
tempt to investigate which value is proper for β.
Eq. 9 shows that the bigger β is, the slower the rate
is. In our experiments, we keep the other experi-
mental setups the same, and then vary β from 10 to
100, increased by 10. The results on two datasets
are shown in Figure 2. Firstly, we notice that our
model is better than most of the state-of-the-art
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models on two datasets even if we do not opti-
mize on β, suggesting that the other components
of our model are effective. Besides, we observe
that the performance tends to get better before β
reaches 40, and there is a downward trend after
it. When β equals 10, the rate of decaying is rel-
atively fast. Since there are some long sentences
in the datasets, the positional weights would lead
to the loss of word information and result in worse
performance. When β is large, like 100, the rate
is slow and the positional weights may negligibly
affect the classification process. Thus, it is neces-
sary to choose a proper value for β.

4.5 Case Study

To further manifest the performance of our pro-
posed model, we choose a case and show it in a
heatmap form. In this case, the input sentence is
“The dish tastes bad but its vegetable is delicious
though it looks ugly.” and the given target is “veg-
etable”. There are two targets and three important
sentiment words (“bad”, “delicious” and “ugly”)
in the sentence. The challenge the model faces
is to find out which sentiment word contributes
more to the sentiment polarity of “vegetable”.
The upper part of Figure 3 is the visualization re-
sult of with Attention instead of using our pro-
posed soft label strategy. We can easily find that
the model attends on all the three sentiment words
listed before, especially on “bad” and “ugly”, and
wrongly predicts the sentiment as a negative one.
It partially justifies attention mechanism’s ability
of extracting the sentiment words, but the wrong
prediction could be attributed to the simultaneous
weight distribution of attention scores and lack of
individual consideration on each word.

Our proposed soft label approach is a good solu-
tion that could deal with the difficulty of matching
multiple opinion words to the given target. The
lower part indicates the visualization result of the
value of soft labels and represents the process of
soft label computation from the beginning of the
sentence to the end. Besides, the proportions of
history information gi are all above 0.4, except for
those of “bad” and “delicious”, which are 0.217
and 0.105 respectively. The relatively small value
means that there might be a sentiment change in
the place of the word. When the model browses
to the word “bad”, as words before do not con-
tain strong emotions, the cell states are now com-
bined with the sentiment information of “bad”.

When turning to “delicious”, the model recog-
nizes that “delicious” is more relevant to the target
while competing with the previous memory. Thus,
its soft label’s value becomes higher than that of
“bad” and the word accounts for relatively great
proportion of the cell states. Lastly, the model
considers the cell states containing the information
of “delicious” are more closely connected with
the target than the word “ugly” is. As a result, the
value of the soft label of “ugly” is low. Since the
value of the soft label of “delicious” is the highest
among those of all the other tokens in the sentence,
the model predicts the sentiment correctly. The
complex case strongly demonstrates the effective-
ness of finding correct opinion words for target.

5 Error Analysis

Though our model achieves good performance by
adopting the soft label strategy, we find that our
model fails to predict the sentiment correctly in
some cases. For example, when predicting the
sentiment of the target “staff” in the sentence
“The staff should be a bit more friendly.”, our
model tends to classify the sentiment as a posi-
tive one because of the opinion word “friendly”.
Actually, the modal verb “should” represents the
implicit meaning that the staff is not friendly and
the customer hopes the staff could change the atti-
tude towards customers. Therefore, there is still
a room for our model to mine the kind of im-
plicit semantics, not only based on the explicit
opinion words. Additionally, we choose to detect
the sentiment of “startup times” in the sentence
“Startup times are incredibly long: over two min-
utes.” and find that our model wrongly predicts
the sentiment as a positive one. Though “long”
is usually used to praise the quality of battery, it
represents negative meaning when modifying the
“startup times”. The fact that the same opinion
word represents totally different sentiments in dif-
ferent contexts may lead to the error.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a soft label approach to target-level
sentiment classification task. Our model benefits
from the soft label strategy based on history infor-
mation, positional weights to take relative distance
into account, and deeper interaction between tar-
get and context tokens. Experimental results on
two benchmark datasets show that our model in-
deed substantially outperforms previous works. In
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The dish tastes bad but its vegetable is delicious though it looks ugly

with Attention Prediction: Negative

Our model            Prediction: Positive

Figure 3: Case study of our proposed model and with Attention described in Section 4.3. The given target is
“vegetable” and the sentiment towards it is positive. The deeper the blue is, the bigger the values of attention
scores and soft labels are. Notice that the values of soft labels are normalized and they do not contain any position
information.

the future, taking the encountered errors into ac-
count, we will do further researches on mining im-
plicit semantics and distinguishing different senti-
ments expressed by the same opinion word in var-
ious kinds of contexts.
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Abstract
We propose an attention-based neural network
approach to detect abusive speech in online so-
cial networks. Our approach enables more ef-
fective modeling of context and the semantic
relationships between words. We also empiri-
cally evaluate the value of text pre-processing
techniques in addressing the challenge of out-
of-vocabulary words in toxic content. Fi-
nally, we conduct extensive experiments on
the Wikipedia Talk page datasets, showing
improved predictive power over the previous
state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, there has been increasing
attention devoted to the problems of abusive lan-
guage and hate-based activity in online social net-
works, with big social media platforms feeling the
pressure from governments to perform some mod-
eration of their activities. The AI research com-
munity has begun to design automated methods to
detect instances of hate speech in these networks,
with a primary approach proposing the use of Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) to perform docu-
ment classification (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017).

A major challenge to performing this task is the
intentional word and phrase obfuscation done by
users to avoid detection (Nobata et al., 2016). Ex-
amples such as ‘sh*t’, ‘1d10t’ and ‘banmuslim’
are human-readable but difficult to detect using al-
gorithms that rely on keyword spotting. Obfusca-
tion makes context modeling, a challenging prob-
lem in NLP, even harder. For example, in the sen-
tences “You feminist cnt” and “I cnt understand
this”, ‘cnt’ is used as a shorthand. However, with-
out considering the context, it is difficult to tell
whether ‘cnt’ represents ‘cannot’ or a derogatory
remark.

Early work in hate speech detection used clas-
sifiers such as Support Vector Machines and Lo-

gistic Regression, with features such as word
n-gram counts and the number of insult words
(Greevy and Smeaton, 2004; Kwok and Wang,
2013; Mehdad and Tetreault, 2016). With the re-
cent success of deep learning models in solving a
variety of classification problems, they have also
become the state-of-the-art in detecting abusive
speech.

In this paper, we make the following contribu-
tions towards detecting hate speech in social net-
works.

1. We propose the use of attention based deep
learning models, the first being the usual
word attention layer and the second being a
self-targeted co-attention layer that consid-
ers the semantic relationships between word
pairs.

2. We examine the value of text pre-processing
techniques to reduce the number of out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words. We find that pre-
processing not only helps to improve the ac-
curacy of existing models, but also improves
the proposed attention models.

Our solution addresses the main challenges in
detecting abusive content: capturing context to
identify important words when making classifi-
cation decisions, which we achieve through the
attention models, and out-of-vocabulary words,
which we deal with through preprocessing. Al-
together, we improve classification accuracy over
the previous state of the art on the Wikipedia Tox-
icity, Personal Attack, and Aggression datasets
(Wulczyn et al., 2017).

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2
discusses related work, Section 3 presents our
pre-processing method, Section 4 discusses our
deep learning models and the baseline, Section 5
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presents experimental results, and Section 6 con-
cludes the paper with directions for future work.

2 Related Work

Among the first to study the problem of online
abuse detection were Yin et al. (2009) who fo-
cused on harassment on the Web. They used a lin-
ear Support Vector Machine (SVM) with character
and word n-grams, sentiment, and contextual fea-
tures of the document (cosine similarity of neigh-
bouring text). One of the first to study hate speech
were Djuric et al. (2015) who used comments from
the Yahoo Finance website. They learned text em-
beddings using the neural language model from
Le and Mikolov (2014) and used them to train
a binary classifier. Nobata et al. (2016) trained
a regression model on multiple features such as
word and character n-grams, as well as linguistic
(e.g., number of hate blacklist words), syntactic
(part-of-speech tags) and distributional semantic
features (e.g., embeddings). They showed that al-
though best performance was achieved when all
features were used together, character n-grams
were the most important.

Waseem and Hovy (2016) released a dataset
containing 16,000 tweets that were manually la-
beled as either racist, sexist or clean. They used
a Logistic Regression classifier and showed that
character n-grams were important features. Work-
ing with the same dataset, Badjatiya et al. (2017)
were one of the first to apply deep learning. They
used a Gradient-Boosted Decision Tree (GDBT)
on word embeddings learned using a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). Also, Gambäck and Sik-
dar (2017) used Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) on the same dataset. Furthermore, Park
and Fung (2017) used the following two-step pro-
cess. They first detected whether a tweet was abu-
sive or not, and then, using another classifier, fur-
ther classified the tweet as racist or sexist. They
used a HybridCNN model, which is a variant of
CNN that uses both words and characters to make
classification decisions.

Wulczyn et al. (2017) created three datasets
from the English Wikipedia Talk Page: one an-
notated for personal attacks, one for toxicity, and
one for aggression. Their best model was a multi-
layer perceptron trained on character n-gram fea-
tures. Pavlopoulos et al. (2017) then improved
the accuracy on the toxicity and personal attack
datasets using RNNs. In addition, they released

another dataset, with 1.6 million manually anno-
tated user comments from the Greek Sports Por-
tal (Gazzetta), and embeddings trained on this
dataset. Mishra et al. (2018) generated embed-
dings for OOV words and used them with RNNs
and character n-gram features on the Twitter and
the Wikipedia datasets. Lee et al. (2018) analyzed
another dataset released by Founta et al. (2018),
which also consists of tweets manually annotated
into various categories of abusive speech.

Recently, attention models have been shown to
be effective in various areas of NLP such as ma-
chine translation (Luong et al., 2015), question
answering (Seo et al., 2016), entailment classifi-
cation (Rocktäschel et al., 2015), and document
classification (Yang et al., 2016). The idea is
that different words in a sentence can have dif-
ferent relative importance. Attention models help
identify this by assigning importance scores to
words. However, there has been limited effort on
exploring the utility of these models for detect-
ing online abusive speech. One study on mod-
erating user comments (Pavlopoulos et al., 2017)
experimented with adding an attention module,
and showed benefits for the Greek Sports Por-
tal dataset, but found little improvements for the
Wikipedia dataset. Another effort focused on
Twitter (Lee et al., 2018) was also unable to see
improvements, but since attention works better on
longer sentences, this result is not surprising.

Co-attention is a specific kind of attention
mechanism that was introduced for the task of
Question Answering (QA) to measure the relation-
ship between all pairs of context and query words
(Seo et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016). Since hate
speech detection takes single sentences as input,
self targeted co-attention may be more appropri-
ate, whose aim is to model a sentence against it-
self, and thus extract the relative importance of
every word pair. We also take inspiration from a
recent work by Tay et al. (2018) who applied a co-
attention model for sarcasm detection. The modest
effort to date with attention models for abuse de-
tection and the limited success of these efforts pro-
vides an important opportunity for us to present a
novel approach, with more effective results.

3 Preprocessing Methods

Social media content is noisy: it may contain
shorthand, typos, emojis, etc. Furthermore, abu-
sive content may be intentionally obfuscated to
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avoid detection. However, we found previous
work to be inconsistent with the use of text pre-
processing techniques and with quantifying their
effects. Some approaches, such as Mishra et al.
(2018); Pitsilis et al. (2018), applied minimal pre-
processing, similar to our baseline defined be-
low. Others, such as Zhang et al. (2018), used
additional methods including Twitter tokenizers
and normalizing Twitter hashtags. In our view,
text preprocessing can be an important factor in
improving hate speech detection capabilities and
therefore we take on the task of measuring its
value. Below, we detail the baseline and the pre-
processing technique we use in this work.

std-approach serves as our baseline. It com-
prises of lower casing the text, light text clean-
ing such as handling elongated text (e.g., covert-
ing ‘yaaaay’ to ‘yaay’), and removing whitespaces
and stop words. For tokenization, we use the stan-
dard nltk text tokenizer1.

adv-approach consists of the following steps:

• AT: We replaced the nltk tokenizer with an
advanced tokenizer2 (Baziotis et al., 2017),
designed for noisy data from social networks.
It handles common emoticons, URLs, dates,
and hashtags. It also labels common censored
words such as sh*t but does not modify their
form, e.g., it converts ‘sh*t’ to ‘sh*t (cen-
sored)’.

• SW: We remove punctuation and words ap-
pearing only once. We also limit words to
50 characters (trimming longer words down
to 50 characters). However, in contrast to the
std-approach, we do not remove stop words
since we observed that pronouns play an im-
portant role in hate speech detection (details
in Section 5).

• SC: We employ a state-of-the-art spelling
correction tool (Ekphrasis) to remove typos
and obfuscation. However, we only use this
tool on words whose suggested corrections
are present in our pre-trained word embed-
ding vocabulary (details in Section 5).

• WS: We then deal with concatenated words
such as ‘stupidperson’ or ‘stupid person’.
The first case can be handled by replacing
dashes with spaces and then applying a spell

1https://www.nltk.org/
2https://github.com/cbaziotis/ekphrasis

checker on the segmented words to identify
typos. For the second case, we use a word
segmenter library (Ekphrasis). Again, we
only consider the result of the segmenter if
each separated word is part of our embedding
vocabulary. As a result, adv-approach can-
not identify phrases composed of incorrectly
spelled words such as ‘bnamuslmis’.

4 Deep Learning Methods

In this section, we describe the deep learning
methods for hate speech detection, including base-
lines and attention models.

4.1 BiRNN

Our first baseline is the Hidden State (HS) method
adopted from Mishra et al. (2018). We refer to
our modified version as BiRNN. Instead of using
two layers of RNNs, we use a single-layer Bidirec-
tional RNN (BiRNN) since it gave better results.
A BiRNN consists of two RNNs, one operating on
the sequence of words in the forward direction like
a standard RNN, and the other going backwards.
Each cell in a BiRNN is a GRU (Gated Recurrent
Unit) (Chung et al., 2014). The model accepts a
sentence as input. First, the embedding layer con-
verts each word into a low dimensional embedding
vector, producing a sequence of word embeddings
W ∈ R(n×d), where n and d denote the num-
ber of words in the sentence and the embedding
dimension size, respectively. Thus, the sentence
can be denoted by (w1, w2, ..., wn) where wi rep-
resents the ith word through its embedding vector.
This is given as input to the BiRNN, which cre-
ates two sets of hidden states,

→
h and

←
h . We con-

catenate these two hidden states to obtain the final
hidden state vector h ∈ R(n×2m) represented as
(h1, h2, ..., hn), where m is the number of hidden
dimensions of each GRU cell. Finally, we perform
a max-pooling over time operation (Collobert and
Weston, 2008) over the hidden states to obtain the
final representation vector.

4.2 Attn

Our second model is a variant of the attention
mechanism originally proposed by Yang et al.
(2016) and used by Pavlopoulos et al. (2017) on
the same Wikipedia Talk datasets that we use in
our experimental evaluation3. The intuition be-

3However, they did not see any improvements in their re-
sults. We suspect this was because their attention model was
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hind this attention model is that since not all
words contribute equally to a sentence, the model
should learn to focus on the important words.
This mechanism is applied over the hidden states
(h1, h2, ..., hn) of the BiRNN as shown below.

ui = (ReLU(Wwhi + bw))

a = Softmax(uTi uw)

v =
n∑

i=1

hiai

Here, Ww ∈ R(2m×p), bw ∈ R(p) and uw ∈
R(p×n) is a context length vector, where m is the
number of hidden dimensions of each GRU cell, p
is a hyperparameter, and ReLU is a rectified lin-
ear unit describing the activation function. All of
these weights are learned during the training pro-
cess. Thus, we obtain the attended hidden state
vector v, which is given to the dense layer.

4.3 Co-Attn

Finally, we consider a co-attention model inspired
by recent work on sarcasm detection (Tay et al.,
2018). However, we propose several modifica-
tions. As shown in Figure 1, the model is com-
posed of a co-attention module and a BiRNN. The
idea behind co-attention is to learn the semantic
relationship between each word pair in the sen-
tence whereas the BiRNN learns the long-range
dependencies in the sentence.

We apply the co-attention layer directly on the
embedding vectors (we also tested it over the out-
puts of the BiRNN but obtained worse accuracy).
We generate a similarity matrix S ∈ R(n×n) to
learn the relationships between words, where sij
denotes the score between words ei and ej . Our
similarity matrix is as follows:

sij = WEW T

where E ∈ R(d×d) is a learnable weight matrix,
and, as mentioned earlier, W ∈ R(n×d) is the
word embedding matrix, where n and d denote
the length of sentence and embedding dimension
size, respectively. We also mask the values in S
where i == j, so the similarity of a word with
respect to itself is not considered. Next, we ap-
ply a row-wise average pooling operation to S (as

deeper than the one we propose and may have led to overfit-
ting.

Figure 1: Structure of the Co-Attn model. (Best viewed
in color)

compared to max pooling that was originally pro-
posed), which is followed by a Softmax to learn
the attention vector a:

a = Softmax(avgrow(S))

where a ∈ R(n) represents the learned attention
weights. Then the attention vector is used to learn
the weighted representation r ∈ R(d) of W, given
by the equation below.

r =
n∑

i=1

wiai

Now, instead of learning only from the output of
the final hidden state of the BiRNN, the classifica-
tion layer learns from the joint representation of
the co-attended embedding representation (r) and
the BiRNN last hidden state vector (hn), as shown
below:

f = (ReLU(Wf ([r;hn]) + bf ))
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where Wf ∈ R((d+2m)×m) and bf ∈ Rm. The em-
bedding representation captures relationships be-
tween words while the BiRNN captures the se-
quential information within the sentence.

5 Experiments

For consistency with previous work, our ex-
periments are based on the recently released
Wikipedia datasets: Toxicity (W-Tox), Personal
Attack (W-At) and Aggression (W-Ag) (Wulczyn
et al., 2017). W-Tox contains 159,686 records,
while W-At and W-Ag both contain 115,864
records each. These datasets were created by hav-
ing annotators from the Crowdflower platform la-
bel Wikipedia Talk Page comments as toxic or not,
personal attack or not, and aggressive or not, re-
spectively. Each comment was judged by multi-
ple annotators, and, in this work, we take the ma-
jority vote as the class label. This gives us a bi-
nary classification problem. Roughly 10 percent
of the comments in each dataset are labelled as
toxic, personal attacks or aggressive. For a fair
comparison to Mishra et al. (2018), we use a 60:40
training-testing split.

Following Mishra et al. (2018), we use 300-
dimensional Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) em-
bedding vectors and we further tune them during
training via back-propagation. We create embed-
ding vectors for OOV words with random values
in the range±0.25. We use 175 as the length of the
sequence and we use cross-entropy loss with the
Adam optimizer (Kinga and Adam, 2015), with an
initial learning rate of 0.001 and L2 regularization
of 10−6. Each GRU cell has a hidden dimension
size of 150. We experimented with batch sizes of
128, 200 and 256. We implemented all the mod-
els in Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017) and we use the
sigmoid output layer in all the models. Our source
code is available at https://github.com/
ddhruvkr/Online_Abuse_Detection

We first evaluate the two methods of pre-
processing from Section 3, std-approach and adv-
approach. We then evaluate the models from Sec-
tion 4. To measure the accuracy of the models, we
report macro (i.e., average) F1 scores over both
classes (labelled “Overall” below) as well as the
(micro) F1 scores for just the toxic classes (defined
in the standard way, as a harmonic mean of preci-
sion and recall). In some experiments, we also re-
port precision (P) and recall (R) individually. For
each method, we repeat the experiments five times

Method W-Tox W-At / W-Ag
std-approach 13617 10703
adv-approach 3418 2755

Table 1: OOV counts after applying standard and ad-
vanced pre-processing techniques.

Method Overall Toxic
W-Tox

std-approach 88.76 79.58
std-approach + AT 89.05 80.19
std-approach + SW 88.95 80.04

std-approach + WS + SC 88.93 79.94
adv-approach 89.47 81.02

W-At
std-approach 87.08 77.09

std-approach + AT 87.53 77.89
std-approach + SW 87.71 78.27

std-approach + WS + SC 87.41 77.71
adv-approach 88.03 78.89

W-Ag
std-approach 86.45 76.15

std-approach + AT 86.71 76.63
std-approach + SW 86.86 77.01

std-approach + WS + SC 86.64 76.48
adv-approach 87.22 77.59

Table 2: Overall and toxic F1 score after applying var-
ious preprocessing techniques using the BiRNN base-
line model.

and report the average.

5.1 Impact of Pre-Processing

We first compare the OOV word count in the
data after the simple preprocessing method (std-
approach) to after applying additional preprocess-
ing (adv-approach). Table 1 compares the OOV
word count after applying the two preprocessing
approaches on the three tested datasets. Our ad-
vanced preprocessing method reduces the number
of OOV words by a factor of 4.

To assess the impact of the different preprocess-
ing steps from Section 3 on classification accuracy,
Table 2 shows the Overall average F1 scores and
the toxic class F1 scores for the BiRNN model
(baseline model). We test the standard approach,
the standard approach plus the advanced tokenizer
(AT), the standard approach plus punctuation and
rare word removal, and stopwords added back
(SW), the standard approach plus spellchecking
(SC) and segmenting concatenated words (WS),
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Method W-Tox W-At W-Ag
Context HS+CNG∗ 89.35 87.44 -

BiRNN 89.47 ± 0.18 88.03 ± 0.20 87.22 ± 0.23
Attn 89.65 ± 0.15 88.18 ± 0.11 87.49 ± 0.22

Co-Attn 89.76 ± 0.14 88.34 ± 0.08 87.35 ± 0.16

Table 3: Overall Macro F1 scores in the three datasets. ∗ denotes results taken directly from the original papers.

and the advanced approach, which includes all of
AT, SW, SC, and WS. In general, the adv-approach
outperforms the std-approach on all three tested
datasets. In particular, the inclusion of stopwords
(SW), specifically pronouns, contributes the most
to improving the performance on the W-At and W-
Ag datasets. On the other hand, the advanced tok-
ernizer (AT) is the most important preprocessing
step for the W-Tox dataset. Word Segmentation
(WS) and spelling correction (SC) also improve
the scores for all three datasets.

5.2 Impact of Attention Models

The remainder of our experiments examine the
value of neural attention models, Attn and Co-
Attn, compared to 1) the baseline BiRNN 2) and
a variation of the baseline that also uses character
n-gram features in addition to a RNN, abbreviated
Context-HS+CNG. (Mishra et al., 2018). We in-
clude Context-HS+CNG because it is the previous
state-of-the-art model on our datasets.

First, to compare overall performance, Table 3
shows the overall macro F1 scores of each tested
method on the three datasets. We take the scores
of Context HS+CNG directly from the original pa-
pers (they did not test it on W-Ag, so we omit
this number). Overall, we observe that the base-
line model BiRNN with text pre-processing al-
ready performs better than the previous state-of-
the-art. Applying the attention mechanism (Attn)
improves the scores, and the Co-Attn model is
even better than Attn on W-Tox and W-At.

In addition to reporting the average macro F1
scores, Table 3 also includes the standard devia-
tion over the five experimental runs. In addition
to having the highest scores on W-Tox and W-At,
Co-Attn also has the lowest standard deviation.

To obtain further insight into the performance
on the minority (toxic, personal attack or aggres-
sion) class, we show the micro precision (P), recall
(R) and F1 scores for the minority class in Table 4.
The attention models outperform the baselines in
terms of recall and F1, but not precision. The Co-

Method P R F1
W-Tox

Context HS+CNG∗ 85.42 76.17 80.53
BiRNN 83.49 78.69 81.02

Attn 83.57 79.04 81.24
Co-Attn 83.67 79.42 81.49

W-At
Context HS+CNG∗ 81.39 74.28 77.67

BiRNN 83.43 74.81 78.89
Attn 82.28 76.40 79.23

Co-Attn 81.42 77.62 79.47
W-Ag

Context HS+CNG∗ - - -
BiRNN 82.32 73.37 77.59

Attn 81.57 75.13 78.22
Co-Attn 81.8 74.55 78.01

Table 4: Micro precision, recall and F1 scores for
toxic/personal attack/aggression classes.

attn model gives the best F1 score for the W-Tox
dataset, improving it by close to one point over
the previous state-of-the-art (Context-HS+CNG).
For the W-At dataset, Co-Attn also has the high-
est F1 score, improving the baseline by 1.8 points.
For the W-Ag dataset, the Attn model improves
the BiRNN baseline by about 0.6 points. Using
a paired t-test, we found that the differences be-
tween BiRNN and Co-Attn for the W-Tox and W-
At datasets and between BiRNN and Attn for the
W-Ag dataset are statistically significant using a p
value of 0.05.

5.3 Interpretability

A useful feature of attention mechanisms is that
they can help interpret the classification decisions
made by the models. To do so, we analyze the
representations formed by the attention layers. In
Table 5, we consider five comments marked as
personal attacks in the W-At dataset. We exam-
ine examples where both Attn and Co-Attn pre-
dicted the correct label and where their prediction
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Model Prediction Confidence (in%) Sentence
Attn Attack 85.13 stop deleting my comments you coward

Co-Attn Attack 92.42 stop deleting my comments you coward
Attn Attack 59.04 you queer boy stop messing with my edits

Co-Attn Attack 82.87 you queer boy stop messing with my edits
Attn Non-Attack 71.41 hey queer boy stop messing with my edits

Co-Attn Attack 64.39 hey queer boy stop messing with my edits
Attn Attack 77.41 thanks for testing my resolution not to refer to anyone as douchebag

Co-Attn Attack 74.87 thanks for testing my resolution not to refer to anyone as douchebag
Attn Attack 65.11 thanks for testing my resolution not to refer to anyone as douche bag

Co-Attn Non-Attack 50.25 thanks for testing my resolution not to refer to anyone as douche bag

Table 5: Visualization of attention maps, predicted class, and the confidence percentage of the two attention models
on personal attack (W-At) comments.

was incorrect. We highlight words found to be im-
portant (darker shading means the word was more
important), and we show the confidence percent-
age scores, which represent the probability of the
class predicted by the models.

For the first sentence, both models give an ac-
curate prediction. The Attn model captures the re-
lationship between “you” and “coward” whereas
the Co-Attn model focuses on the word “stop” in
addition to “coward”. In general, we observed that
the Attn model relied heavily on pronouns. We see
an example of this in the next two sentences.

For the second sentence, both models correctly
predicted the class. The Attn model relies on
“you” and “queer”. In the third sentence, we re-
place the word “you” with “hey”, and we see that
the Attn model incorrectly labels the sentence as
not a personal attack. On the other hand, the Co-
Attn model is still able to predict the label cor-
rectly.

The next two sentences demonstrate where
the Co-Attn model breaks. In the fourth sen-
tence, both models are correct in their predic-
tions. However, the Attn model mainly attends to
the word “douchebag” whereas Co-attn observes
the interaction between the words “anyone” and
“douchebag”. However, when we modified the
sentence by splitting the word “douchebag” into
two (last sentence), the Co-Attn model attends
to both “anyone” and “bag” along with the word
“douche”. This results in the model being indeci-
sive and incorrectly predicting that the label is not
a personal attack. The confidence score of 50.25%
further confirms that the model is uncertain of its
prediction. On the other hand, the Attn model still
correctly predicts the class as it only focuses on the
word “douche”. In general, we found that the Co-
attn model was able to capture more interactions
between words as compared to the Attn model.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we demonstrated the utility of at-
tention models in detecting online abusive speech.
We also showed the importance of reducing the
number of out-of-vocabulary words through pre-
processing techniques. Our experimental results
showed that combining text processing with atten-
tion mechanisms, both of which aim to filter out as
much noise as possible, is more effective than the
previous state of the art, especially at predicting
the minority (toxic) class.

In future work, we will investigate alternative
spell checkers. In the context of hate speech
detection, a problem with standard spell check-
ers is with their handling of profanity. For ex-
ample, “sh*t” is corrected to “shot” and “b*tch”
to “batch”. Recent work on context-sensitive
spelling correction may be a good starting point
for this extension (Gong et al., 2019), although
it is not clear if intentional obfuscation should be
corrected since it can be a strong indicator of hate
speech.

We also plan to investigate the performance of
our preprocessing and attention methods on other
datasets such as Twitter and Facebook (Waseem
and Hovy, 2016; Waseem, 2016; Kumar et al.,
2018). As mentioned by Mishra et al. (2018), the
Wikipedia datasets that we used in this paper have
more standard language and less obfuscation than
Twitter datasets. Thus, we expect preprocessing
to be important for those datasets as well. We
will also study the importance of different prepro-
cessing steps when combined with contextualized
character embeddings such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018).

Another interesting direction for future work
is to explore adversarial training in hate speech
detection. This concept originated in the field
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of computer vision, and refers to the practice of
adding noise to training data so as to make the
model resistant to noise in test data (Goodfellow
et al., 2015). For example, in computer vision, it
was observed that when some calculated noise was
added to the training data of an image classifica-
tion model, the model made an incorrect classifi-
cation decision even though there was no change
to a human eye. It can be argued that intentional
obfuscation of hate comments affects hate speech
classifiers in a similar way. Recent work found
that adversarial training does not completely miti-
gate these issues in hate speech detection and that
character level features are more robust than word
level features (Gröndahl et al., 2018). However,
more work can be done to explore the potential of
this idea.

Finally, Schmidt and Wiegand (2017) point out
that little research has been done in the field of
hate speech detection in languages other than En-
glish. They mention that hate speech could have
strong cultural implications and therefore advanc-
ing the area of multi-lingual hate speech detection
is important. They further state that it remains to
be seen that how successful techniques in detect-
ing hate speech in English perform when applied
to different languages.
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Abstract

Adjective phrases like “a little bit surprised”,
“completely shocked”, or “not stunned at all”
are not handled properly by currently pub-
lished state-of-the-art emotion classification
and intensity prediction systems which use pre-
dominantly non-contextualized word embed-
dings as input. Based on this finding, we ana-
lyze differences between embeddings used by
these systems in regard to their capability of
handling such cases. Furthermore, we argue
that intensifiers in context of emotion words
need special treatment, as is established for
sentiment polarity classification, but not for
more fine-grained emotion prediction. To re-
solve this issue, we analyze different aspects
of a post-processing pipeline which enriches
the word representations of such phrases. This
includes expansion of semantic spaces at the
phrase level and sub-word level followed by
retrofitting to emotion lexica. We evaluate the
impact of these steps with À La Carte and Bag-
of-Substrings extensions based on pretrained
GloVe, Word2vec, and fastText embeddings
against a crowd-sourced corpus of intensity
annotations for tweets containing our focus
phrases. We show that the fastText-based mod-
els do not gain from handling these specific
phrases under inspection. For Word2vec em-
beddings, we show that our post-processing
pipeline improves the results by up to 8% on
a novel dataset densely populated with intensi-
fiers.

1 Introduction

Emotion detection in text includes tasks of mapping
words, sentences, and documents to a discrete set
of emotions following a psychological model such
as those proposed by Ekman (1992) and Plutchik
(1980), or to intensity scores or continuous val-
ues of valence–arousal–dominance (Posner et al.,
2005). The shared task on intensity prediction for

discrete classes proposed to combine both (Moham-
mad et al., 2018; Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez,
2017a). In this task a tweet and an emotion are
given and the goal is to determine an intensity score
between 0 and 1.

Especially, but not only in social media, users
use degree adverbs (also called intensifiers Quirk,
1985), for instance in “I am kinda happy” vs. “I am
very happy.” to express different levels of emotion
intensity. This is a relevant task: 10% of tweets con-
taining an emotion word are modified with such an
adverb in the corpus we describe in Section 3.1. In
this paper, we challenge the assumption that models
developed for intensity prediction perform well on
tweets containing such phrases and analyze which
of the established embedding methods Word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), and fastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) performs well when predicting intensities for
tweets containing such phrases. We will see that
the performance of the popular and fast-to-train
Word2vec method can be increased with a simple
postprocessing pipeline which we present in this
paper.

As a motivating example, the DeepMoji model
(Felbo et al., 2017) predicts anger for both the
example sentences “I am not angry.” and “I am
angry.”1. Using the model by Wu et al. (2018)
(one of the state-of-the-art intensity prediction mod-
els from Mohammad et al. (2018), building their
model on top of Word2vec embeddings) we also
obtain anger as having the highest intensity for
both examples. We argue that the models should be
more sensitive to the difference between negations,
downtoners and amplifiers.

With this paper, we contribute to alleviate this
situation in three aspects. Firstly, we provide an
analysis of the distribution of degree adverbs (in-

1https://deepmoji.mit.edu
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cluding negations) with emotion words and show
that not all such combinations are equally common.
Secondly, we perform a crowdsourcing experiment
in which we collect scores for different combina-
tions of degree adverbs and emotion adjectives. We
use these data, which we make publicly available,
as an additional challenging test set for the task of
intensity prediction for English. Thirdly, we use
a state-of-the-art intensity prediction model (Wu
et al., 2018) on this test set and evaluate two meth-
ods to improve these predictions, namely the inclu-
sion (Zhao et al., 2018) and n-gram embeddings
via À La Carte of additional subword information
with Bag-of-Substrings (Khodak et al., 2018). We
evaluate based on Word2vec, GloVe and fastText
embeddings and show that particularly the first two
benefit from these changes, but to different extents.

2 Related Work

2.1 Degree Adverbs in Linguistics
Adverbs that express intensity are named degree
adverbs, degree modifiers or intensifiers.2 The
entities they intensify are located on an abstract
scale of intensity (Quirk, 1985). The intensifiers
that scale upward are named amplifiers and are
further categorised as maximizers, such as “com-
pletely” and “totally” or boosters, such as “really”
or “truly”. Those that scale downward are called
downtoners and are further classified as approxima-
tors, such as “almost” or “kind of”, compromisers,
such as “fairly”, “pretty” and “quite”, diminish-
ers, such as “slightly” and “a bit”, and minimizers
(Quirk, 1985; Paradis, 1997; Nevalainen and Ris-
sanen, 2002, i. a.). Further distinction of degree
modifiers is concerned with the fact that there are
intensifiers that imply boundaries, such as “totally”,
“fully”, and “completely” and those that do not,
such as “very”, “utterly”, “pretty” (Paradis, 1997,
2001, 2000). Finally, in the context of discourse,
there is the property of expressing focus, which is
present in the so-called focus modifiers, such as
“only” and “just”, which are also further classified
in additives, such as “also” and “too” and restric-
tives, such as “only” and “merely” (Quirk, 1985;
Athanasiadou, 2007).

English degree modifiers have also long history
of research in English studies and more generally
in Language Studies. Most English studies focus
on the incidence and distribution of these adverbs
in different corpora, e.g. Peters (1994) study letters

2In this paper, we will use these terms interchangeably.

from Early Modern English and shows the how
the distributions of boosters change across time.
Nevalainen (2008) study the social variation in in-
tensifier use, with a focus on the suffix -ly. More
recently, Napoli and Ravetto (2017) collect a vol-
ume of papers that explore the process of intensi-
fication following a corpus-based, cross-linguistic
and contrastive approach. The volume contains
various works on the variation in the distribution
and incidence of the intensifiers based on sociolin-
guistic features and in a diachronic fashion. The
work brings in attention intensification in ancient
languages as well as modern languages.

A more recent work investigates the differences
in the use of intensifiers and considers English
speech of adults and teenagers as corpus. It ex-
plores two maximizers in-depth, namely “abso-
lutely” and “totally” and shows that those prove
to be more “flexible“ in the language used by
teenagers (Pertejo and Martı́nez, 2014).

2.2 Modifiers in the context of Sentiment and
Emotion Analysis

In the context of sentiment analysis the discussion
of intensifiers and negations has gained quite some
attention, since those are primarily markers of sub-
jectivity (Athanasiadou, 2007).

Negations, and in particular negation cue detec-
tion (with the goal of scope recognition) have been
the research interest of Councill et al. (2010) and
Reitan et al. (2015), who use a lexicon for nega-
tion cue detection and a linear-chain conditional
random field for scope recognition. In the area of
distributional semantics, the investigation of word
vectors with a focus on negated adjectives (Aina
et al., 2018) is complementary to our work with re-
gards to negation in terms of the methods and data
used. Following this approach, one could build a
distributional semantic model whose vocabulary
includes the modified phrases. In practice, each oc-
currence of a modified adjective by a degree adverb
could be treated as a single token (e. g. “not happy”
would be represented as “not happy”). For a gen-
eral overview of modality and negation in compu-
tational linguistics we refer the interested reader to
the work by Morante and Sporleder (2012).

Furthermore, Zhu et al. (2014) study the effect of
negation words on sentiment and evaluate a neural
composition model. Kiritchenko and Mohammad
(2016a) create a sentiment lexicon of phrases that
include modifiers such as negators, modals, and
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degree adverbs. The phrases and their constituent
words are annotated manually with the same an-
notation procedure we will discuss in detail. We
follow this work closely and apply the same proce-
dures in the context of emotion analysis.

Dragut and Fellbaum (2014) study the effect of
intensifiers on the sentiment ratings and shows that
the degree adverbs do not carry an inherent senti-
ment polarity but alter the degree of the polarity of
the constituents they modify.

We argue that there is not enough work on trans-
ferring the methods used in sentiment analysis to
the more fine-grained analysis of emotions, except
for Strohm and Klinger (2018), who limit them-
selves to analysis and do not apply state-of-the-art
prediction models for handling degree adverbs, and
Carrillo-de Albornoz and Plaza (2013) who con-
sider modified emotions but predict sentiment.

3 Methods

In the following, we explain how we create the data
sets for our analysis (Section 3.1) and then how we
set up the experiments to measure the impact of À
La Carte and Bag-of-Substrings on the modified
phrases (Section 3.2).

3.1 Data Collection and Annotation

As a basis of our work, we create a compositional
emotion lexicon for English Twitter and retrieve
crowdsourced ratings using Best-Worst Scaling
(Louviere et al., 2015; Kiritchenko and Moham-
mad, 2016b). We show later that these ratings are
by and large independent of context and can there-
fore be interpreted as a labeled emotion lexicon of
compositional phrases.3

3.1.1 Data Collection

Each query we use to retrieve tweets consists of
a pair of an adjective with one or a combination
of several degree adverbs (intensifiers (including
amplifiers and downtoners) and negations), for in-
stance “not at all surprised” or “not very happy”.
We first generate a comprehensive list by map-
ping each of Ekman’s fundamental emotions (Ek-
man, 1992) to their corresponding adjective sad,
happy, disgusted, afraid, surprised, angry and aug-
ment this list to 333 emotion adjectives and their
synonyms from the Oxford Dictionary of English

3Our data is available at https://www.ims.
uni-stuttgart.de/data/modifieremotion.

(Ehrlich, 1980), the New Oxford American Dictio-
nary (Stevenson and Lindberg, 2010) and Macmil-
lan Online English Dictionary4 and further filter
this list to 43 entries which are intersubjectively
agreeable. This filter step is performed via crowd-
sourcing on Prolific5, in which we asked native
speakers of English which emotion is the closest
to each synonym. We only keep those synonyms
where all annotators agreed. The inter-annotator
agreement is  = 0.63 (Fleiss’  over 9 annota-
tors).

The list of degree modifiers is a combination of
Quirk (1985); Paradis (1997); Strohm and Klinger
(2018). From the cartesian product of degree modi-
fiers with emotion adjectives, we keep those which
we find at least 10 times in the general Twitter cor-
pus we discuss below. That leads to 266 phrases.

We base our analysis on a set of 32 million
tweets obtained from Twitter with the official API
between March 2006 and October 2018, using a
combination of diverse search terms corresponding
to isolated emotion word synonyms, those in com-
bination with degree adverbs, and frequent hash-
tags. We filter out retweets and full quotes, tweets
with more than 140 characters and those with less
than 10 tokens, as well as those consisting of more
than 30% hashtags, links, or usernames, which
we replace by generic respective tokens otherwise.
Tweets with more than 30% of non-ASCII charac-
ters are also removed.

3.1.2 Annotation Procedure
For each tweet (t) and emotion (e) we obtain emo-
tion intensity scores st,e 2 [�1, 1] via Best-Worst
Scaling (BWS, Louviere et al., 2015). In general
with BWS, the annotators are shown a subset of a
number of items from a list and are asked to select
the best and worst items (or most and least some
given property of interest). Within our study, we
show four items at once to the annotators. In a first
setting, we show them four tweets that contain the
queries we want to have scores assigned for. In
a second setting, we show them only the queries
without the context (the tweet) in which they were
found. In both scenarios, the annotators need to
select the tweet or the query with the highest and
lowest intensity of each emotion.

These groups of tweets are sampled under
following constraints that have been empirically

4http://www.macmillandictionaries.com/
dictionary-online/

5https://prolific.ac
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1. I'm really sad there's barely any Little Witch Academia
content on Twitter dot com,, it's my favorite anime in years
stop sleeping on it

2. Actually really scared about how much my hair is falling
out.. 

$$

3. <username> She just has very watery eyes but don’t
worry she’s a very happy little doggo just ask <username>

4. happy 2 months to the boy who had made me so happy 

%%%%

 <link>

Q1. Which of the four tweets expresses JOY the MOST? (required)

1 2 3 4

Q2. Which of the four tweets expresses JOY the LEAST? (required)

1 2 3 4

Q3. Which of the four tweets expresses SADNESS the MOST? (required)

1 2 3 4

Q4. Which of the four tweets expresses SADNESS the LEAST? (required)

1 2 3 4

Q5. Which of the four tweets expresses ANGER the MOST? (required)

1 2 3 4

Q6. Which of the four tweets expresses ANGER the LEAST? (required)

1 2 3 4

Figure 1: An example of what contributors see on the
Figure Eight Platform. The 4 sentences shown are an
example of a group of four tweets the contributors have
to annotate. The questions Q1 to Q4 that follow below
are a subset of the questionnaire.

proven to lead to reliable scores (Kiritchenko and
Mohammad, 2016c), resulting in 532 samples
(twice the amount of queries): (1) no two sam-
ples have the same four queries (in any order), (2)
no two queries within a sample are identical, (3)
each query occurs in 8 (±1) different samples, (4)
each pair of queries appears in the same number of
samples. We perform two annotation experiments
on the crowdsourcing platform Figure Eight6: In
Experiment 1, we present the whole tweet to the
annotator, in Experiment 2, we only show the query
phrase. This enables us to evaluate the importance
of context, shown in Section 4.2. Each sample was
annotated by three contributors that confirmed to
be English native speakers.

3.2 Adaptations of Embeddings

In the following, we discuss the three methods to
improve the embeddings and later to test if these
improvements add additional information with re-
spect to intensifiers for emotion analysis. The eval-
uation will be on the downstream task of emotion
intensity prediction.

We focus on subword-level information and
phrase-level information, as those, presumably,
capture intensity information.

6https://www.figure-eight.com

3.2.1 À La Carte
With this method we learn a representation of yet
unseen phrases within an embedding space through
a linear transformation of the average of the word
embeddings in the feature’s contexts. The method
constructs a representation for a new phrase given
a set of contexts where this phrase occurs in.

Given our Twitter corpus Cw consisting of con-
texts of words w and the pre-trained word embed-
dings vw 2 Rd, of dimension d, our goal is to
construct a representation vq 2 Rd of a query q
given a set Cq of contexts it occurs in.

We learn the transform A 2 Rd⇥d that can re-
cover existing word vectors vw via linear regres-
sion by summing their context embeddings

vw ⇡ A

0
@ 1

|Cw|
X

c2Cw

X

w02c

v0w

1
A . (1)

Using the learned transformation matrix A we can
embed any new query vq in the same semantic
space as the pre-trained word embeddings via

vq = A

0
@ 1

|Cq|
X

c2Cq

X

w2c

vw

1
A . (2)

3.2.2 Bag-of-Substrings
BoS generalizes pre-trained semantic spaces to un-
seen words. The established approach to represent
word phrases or sentences is to take a bag of words
of word embeddings.

BoS achieves its goal by first learning a mapping
between the subwords present in each word and its
corresponding pre-trained vector. Then, by using
this learned subword transformation, the model is
able to generate new representations for any new
word as a set of its character n-grams. For us this
is relevant, since we can consider our focus phrases
to be character n-grams instead of word n-grams.

Formally, the representation for a word vw from
the lookup table V (which stores the embeddings of
dimension d for each possible substring of length
within a range) is:

vw =
1

|Sw|
X

t2Sw

vt, (3)

where Sw is the set of each possible character n-
grams of length within a given range over w and
vt is the vector in V indexed by t.

The model views the vector of a phrase as the av-
erage vector of all its substrings, which are trained
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by minimizing the overall mean squared loss be-
tween the generated and given vectors for each
word:

min
V

1

|W |
X

w2W

l

0
@ 1

|Sw|
X

t2Sw

vt,uw

1
A (4)

where uw 2 Rd⇥|W | are the target vectors of the
dimension d over the vocabulary W and l(v,u) =
1
2kv � uk22 .

After training, similarly to the previous method,
one can use the learned space to generate a new
word vector vq as the average of the vectors of all
of its substrings through Equation 3.

Since BoS produces vectors for unknown words
from vectors of substrings of characters contained
in it, this allows to build vectors for misspelled
words and concatenation of words. Particularly
on Twitter data, we benefit from getting a repre-
sentation for phrases like “sooooexcited:)”, “verrry
cheerful”, “soo unhappy:(”. Relevant for our analy-
sis is that BoS uses special characters to mark the
start and the end of the word and thus helps the
model to distinguish morphemes that occur at dif-
ferent word parts, like prefixes or suffixes. Through
that we learn to distinguish morphemes like “un-”,
“-er” and “-est” that are part of our focus phrases.

Note that this method uses the same idea as in
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), but is for our
case computationally more efficient, since the BoS
model is trained directly on top of pre-trained vec-
tors, instead of predicting over text corpora.

3.2.3 Retrofitting
We use the method of retrofitting existing embed-
dings (Faruqui et al., 2015) in order to enrich word
vectors using synonymity constraints provided by
semantic lexicons. The algorithm learns the word
embedding matrix A = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn} with the
objective function:

 (A) =
X

i2V

[↵i||vi�v̂i||2+
X

(i,j)2E

�ij ||v̂i�v̂j ||2]

(5)
where an original word vector is vi, its synonym
vector is vj , and inferred word vector is v̂i.

Our lexicon of synonymity constraints was au-
tomatically constructed from the data we collected
in Section 3.1.1 by adding an entry for each emo-
tion adjective with its synonyms crowdsourced as
previously described. We also added entries for

Focus phrase jo
y

sa
dn

es
s

an
ge

r

fe
ar

su
rp

ri
se

di
sg

us
t

so happy +.73 �.43 �.50 �.51 �.10 �.66
not happy �.52 +.41 +.02 �.16 �.11 +.17
kinda happy +.53 �.70 �.67 �.55 �.47 �.76

so sad �.50 +.66 +.04 +.13 �.16 +.03
not sad +.55 �.60 �.57 �.55 �.45 �.52
kinda sad �.41 +.62 �.02 +.02 �.18 +.02

so angry �.39 +.26 +.86 +.21 +.02 +.63
not angry +.40 �.36 �.82 �.17 �.27 �.45
kinda angry �.80 +.68 +.84 +.32 +.08 +.64

so scared �.07 +.15 �.21 +.83 +.15 �.13
not scared +.35 �.35 �.28 �.66 �.53 �.33
kinda scared +.03 +.10 �.03 +.71 �.13 �.13

so surprised +.34 �.27 �.09 +.02 +.81 .00
not surprised +.60 �.56 �.50 �.60 �.83 �.60
kinda surprised +.37 �.37 �.17 +.01 +.72 �.20

so disgusted �.11 �.02 +.30 +.16 +.33 +.88
not disgusted +.42 �.39 �.42 �.36 �.36 �.84
kinda disgusted �.16 +.08 +.41 �.01 +.08 +.80

Table 1: Example queries with their BWS crowd-
sourced scores for the modifiers “so”, “kinda” and the
negation “not”. For every focus phrase we have an
intensity score between �1 and +1 for each emotion.
The focus phrases are shown in groups made around
the emotion adjectives.

the phrases in the lexicon for retrofitting, as fol-
lows, for each emotion phrase according to the
intensifiers classification described in Section 2.1.
For instance, “not happy” had as an entry in the
lexicon the phrases “unhappy” and “not happy at
all” while “completely cheerful” had in its entry
phrases like “totally cheerful”, “totally happy”,
“completely happy”, among others (since “com-
pletely” and “totally” are in the same class). We
apply retrofitting on phrases which origin from the
extension of the space with À La Carte.

4 Results

In the following, we explore the Twitter corpus
described previously, the results of the BWS anno-
tation of the pairs of degree adverbs and adjectives,
and finally we discuss our experimental setting and
evaluation on the downstream task of emotion in-
tensity prediction on the different embedding adap-
tation methods.

4.1 Corpus Analysis

The Twitter corpus described in Section 3.1 con-
tains 34,297,941 tweets out of which 2,948,397
contain emotion phrases. Most dominant are am-
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plifiers (49%) followed by downtoners (24%) and
negations (19%). Only 8% contain the emotion
adjectives in superlative or comparative.

Figure 2 shows how often the top 30 modifiers
are used with adjectives from the basic set of emo-
tions. We see that disgust is rarely downtoned and
anger, sadness, and surprise are amplified most
often. Joy and fear are relatively equally amplified,
with joy being more negated and fear being more
downtoned. The amplifiers “so” and “really”, as
well as the downtoners “just” and “kind of/kinda”
are frequently used. The downtoner “just” is the
most frequently used downtoner and acts at times
as an amplifier, which could explain its frequent
use. We hypothesize that this is due to their use
as fillers and their grammaticalization (cf. Taglia-
monte, 2006). Most frequently downtoned emotion
is surprise (which is often used in phrases like “a lit-
tle surprised”, “quite surprised”, “a bit surprised”).

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 we observe that the
use of modifiers with respect to an emotion vary a
lot within the same class of modifiers among both
more frequent and less frequent modifiers. In Fig-
ure 3, we observe that the focus modifier “only”
scales downward surprise the least, while all the
other “true” scaling adverbs are more impactful.
Sadness is the emotion that is mostly expressed
through the focus adverb “only” in this setting. The
figure also (implicitly) shows that certain modifiers
prefer certain adjectives, e.g. the adjectives that
express disgust, such as “disgusted” is mostly mod-
ified by “absolutely”, “truly”, “utterly”, “pretty”
and not by “extremely”, “incredibly” or “only”.
This distinction show the “harmony” between ad-
jectives and degree adverbs (Quirk, 1985).

Looking in more depth into the most frequent
used amplifiers and downtoners in Figure 4 we see
that among the top used amplifiers “so”, “really”,
“very” we find that joy, anger, and disgust prefer
“so” over “really” and “very”, the emotions fear
and surprise prefer “very” over “so” and “really”
and sadness is modified rather equally by the three
amplifiers. Between the downtoners “kind of” and
“kinda” there is a notable difference in use for sad-
ness, fear and anger, with “kind of” being prefered
over “kinda” in the context of sadness, with the
opposite holding true for fear.

4.2 Annotation Analysis

Table 1 shows examples of phrases annotated with
real-valued scores following the annotation pro-

Spearman’s rank correlation

Emotion w/ context w/o context between

anger .84 .82 .88
fear .84 .73 .81
joy .90 .86 .91
sadness .90 .86 .88
surprise .71 .71 .81
disgust .86 .86 .88

average .84 .80 .86

Table 2: Split-half reliabilities and Spearman’s rank
correlation between these settings.

cedure described in Section 3.1. We see that we
have scores for each phrase in the context of each
emotion. For instance, “kinda surprised” has the
score �.37 for sadness and +.17. We observe that
the negation “not” paired with any emotion adjec-
tive, excluding happy obtains a positive score for
joy, and a negative score for every other emotion.
The phrase “not happy” obtains a negative score
of only �.52. In the complete annotation results
we include as negations also the phrase “not happy
at all”, which in this case gets closer to the lower
limit of the potential scores.

We measure the reliability by randomly dividing
the sets of 4 responses to each question into two
halves and comparing the Spearman rank correla-
tion coefficient between the two sets (Kiritchenko
and Mohammad, 2016b). Both with and without
having access to context, the annotators mostly
agree regarding their annotations, as Table 2 shows
in the first two columns. Lowest reliability is
achieved for surprise, with .71 Spearman’s rank
correlation and the highest for joy and sadness (.9).
The reliability drops most when context is not avail-
able for fear (by 11 percentage points).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the scores
assigned through the annotation per emotion. We
observe that disgust is mostly amplified and rarely
negated (only once). The outliers in each boxplot
mostly correspond to negated phrases.

4.3 Embedding Adaptations

Figure 6 summarizes our experimental setup. We
build on top of pretrained embeddings obtained
with Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) (300d, neg-
ative sampling, Google News corpus), fastText
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) (300d, news corpora),
or GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) (300d, Com-
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Figure 2: Relative frequencies of the most common 30 modifiers in the Twitter Corpus (from dark (infrequent) to
yellow (frequent).
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Figure 3: Amplifiers and downtoners that vary the most
in use with regards to emotion
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Figure 4: Most frequent three amplifiers and downton-
ers used across all emotions and their variation with
respect to emotion.

mon Crawl). Each embedding is then optionally
augmented with phrase and subword embeddings
and fed into a CNN-LSTM model as proposed by
Wu et al. (2018), trained on the Affect in Tweets
Dataset used at Sem Eval 2018 Task 1 (Moham-
mad et al., 2018). Their system achieved an aver-
age Pearson correlation score of 0.722, and ranked
12/48 in the emotion intensity regression task.

Table 3 shows Spearman’s rank correlation be-
tween the predicted intensity scores and the emo-
tion scores obtained in the annotation of our Twitter
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Emotion
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Figure 5: Distribution of the aggregated emotion scores
obtained by applying the counting procedure BWS

corpus or the EmoInt data (Mohammad and Bravo-
Marquez, 2017b).

The fastText-based models underperform con-
stantly on our Twitter dataset. For GloVe embed-
dings, À La Carte (ALC) and Bag-of-Substrings
(BoS) lead to a substantial improvement, of 7pp
(see Table 3, G vs. G+ALC) and 8pp (G vs. G+BoS)
over the baseline of using the pretrained embed-
dings unchanged. On Word2vec embeddings BoS
and ALC show the same improvement of 7pp
(W2V vs. W2V+ALC/BoS).

While on average, ALC and BoS can only sub-
stantially contribute based on GloVe and Word2vec,
this is not the case for individual emotions. For
Word2vec, sadness figures to be particularly chal-
lenging, leading to an overall comparably low per-
formance. Most importantly, we observe that our
extensions of the semantic spaces do not negatively
affect the results on the EmoInt dataset.

Unexpectedly, retrofitting does not help in all
settings in our post-processing pipeline except for
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Word2vec fastText GloVe

A La Carte Bag of Substring

Attention CNN-LSTM (Wu et al., 2018)

joy: 0.75

anger: 0.32

sadness: 0.27

fear: 0.13

I am so happy!! #joy

Retrofitting Lexicon

Source embeddings

Embedding expansion

Constraint transfer

EI regressor

1

Figure 6: Experimental Setup. The green arrow from
Word2vec to the regressor unit shows the information
flow in the baseline. The black solid arrows show the
different experimental settings. The purple dashed ar-
rows at the bottom show the prediction phase.

fastText embeddings. We assume that is a conse-
quence of using a too small lexicon for retrofitting,
and the method would improve the embeddings
if sentiment or emotion lexicons would be used
instead. However, this needs further investigation.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

With this paper, we presented the first analysis of
the distribution of degree adverbs and negations on
Twitter in the context of emotions. In addition, we
proposed a pipeline with different modules to ex-
pand embeddings particularly for emotion phrases.
Our evaluation shows substantial differences based
on the combination of input embeddings and the
postprocessing method. Our pipeline improves the
results obtained while evaluating the downstream
task of emotion intensity prediction on our dataset.
Finally, we contribute a novel emotion phrase lexi-
con of high precision.

For future work we propose to analyze other
baseline approaches, particularly learning a compo-
sition function over pairs of adjectives with degree
adverbs. The modifiers could be considered as
functions over adjectives and would be represented
as matrices.

Another further improvement of this work would
be to expand this analysis to verbal and nominal
expressions of emotion, which we hypothesize as
also being frequent. In order to obtain meaning-
ful representations for the phrases we focus on,
another natural next step is expanding the post-
processing pipeline and including a comparison
to other adaptation methods such as counterfitting

jo
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fe
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T EI T EI T EI T EI T EI

G .20 .60 .21 .59 .24 .60 .27 .61 .23 .60
G+ALC .23 .61 .31 .63 .33 .62 .35 .62 .30 .63
G+BoS .24 .58 .30 .60 .34 .59 .36 .57 .31.59
G+ALC+RF .19 .60 .21 .61 .26 .63 .28 .61 .24.61
G+BoS+RF .19 .62 .21 .60 .28 .62 .25 .61 .23 .61

W2V .16 .60 .12 .59 .19 .60 .23 .63 .18 .62
W2V+ALC .20 .60 .24 .64 .28 .65 .28 .64 .25 .63
W2V+BoS .20 .61 .23 .64 .28 .66 .29 .60 .25 .64
W2V+ALC+RF .21 .60 .25 .54 .28 .69 .28 .64 .26 .62
W2V+BoS+RF .16 .60 .12 .61 .24 .67 .20 .60 .18 .63

FT .16 .58 .14 .53 .21 .65 .22 .60 .18 .61
FT+ALC .16 .59 .14 .52 .21 .59 .23 .62 .19 .59
FT+BoS .16 .60 .14 .59 .22 .63 .23 .61 .18 .62
FT+ALC+RF .18 .54 .16 .62 .22 .64 .25 .59 .20 .60
FT+ BoS+RF .16 .60 .14 .57 .22 .62 .21 .57 .18 .63

Table 3: Evaluation: Spearman’s rank correlation be-
tween predicted emotion intensity scores and annotated
scores on our dataset (T) or the EmoInt dataset (EI). We
report results only for the 4 emotions annotated in the
EmoInt data.

(Mrkšić et al., 2016). Presumably, this will also
generate additional insights into the aspect that
we were only able to show a limited improvement
based on retrofitting.

Given the recent advances in representing con-
textualized word embeddings as functions comput-
ing dynamically the embeddings for words given
their context, we hypothesize and intend to fur-
ther verify that these embeddings would be a better
choice for input to systems that predict intensity
scores. It would be interesting to compare models
such as word embeddings from language models
(Elmo) (Peters et al., 2018), bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers (BERT) (Devlin
et al., 2018), and generative pre-training OpenAI
(GPT) (Radford et al., 2019) to the ones we already
discussed, since the contextualized embeddings as-
sign a different vector for a word in each given
context. These approaches presumably produce a
different vector for “happy” in the context of “not”
than in the content of “very” or “completely”.

Lastly, we plan to also adjust the lexica created
such that it covers more domains, sources, and
languages.
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Abstract 

We investigate the relationship between 
basic principles of human morality and the 
expression of opinions in user-generated 
text data. We assume that people’s 
backgrounds, culture, and values are 
associated with their perceptions and 
expressions of everyday topics, and that 
people’s language use reflects these 
perceptions. While personal values and 
social effects are abstract and complex 
concepts, they have practical implications 
and are relevant for a wide range of NLP 
applications. To extract human values (in 
this paper, morality) and measure social 
effects (morality and stance), we 
empirically evaluate the usage of a morality 
lexicon that we expanded via a quality 
controlled, human in the loop process. As a 
result, we enhanced the Moral Foundations 
Dictionary in size (from 324 to 4,636 
syntactically disambiguated entries) and 
scope. We used both lexica for feature-
based and deep learning classification 
(SVM, RF, and LSTM) to test their 
usefulness for measuring social effects. We 
find that the enhancement of the original 
lexicon led to measurable improvements in 
prediction accuracy for the selected NLP 
tasks.  

1 Introduction 

User-generated text data are used in various fields 
to study, analyze, and extract people’s culture, 
behavior, opinions, and emotions. The access and 
popularity of social media platforms such as 
Twitter attract individuals to participate in online 
discussions or share their points of view. Different 
beliefs and perspectives on social, political, 
economic, and other potentially controversial 
issues can lead to debates or conflicts among 

groups, and can result in arguments, abusive 
discussions, and segregated communities 
(Conover et al., 2011).  

Given this type of behavior on online platforms, 
researchers have been investigating the 
relationship between basic principles of human 
values and the expression of opinions in user-
generated text data by using (lexical) resources 
developed for this purpose and domain. This is 
done as part of stance analysis (Mohammad, 
Kiritchenko, Sobhani, Zhu, & Cherry, 2016), 
analysis of controversial topics (Addawood, 
Rezapour, Abdar, & Diesner, 2017), sentiment 
analysis (Wilson, Wiebe, & Hoffmann, 2005), and 
other standard NLP tasks. Following this line of 
research, in this paper, we operationalize and 
extract morality as a basic principle of human 
decision making and interaction guideline for 
people, e.g., when expressing themselves related to 
social or political topics. Our research is based on 
the assumption that people’s backgrounds, 
cultures, and values affect their perception and 
expression of knowledge and beliefs about 
everyday topics. These personal idiosyncrasies and 
differences manifest themselves in people’s social 
discourse and everyday use of language (Triandis, 
1989), and can be helpful in analyzing or 
measuring people’s positions or values regarding 
various social issues.   

Concepts such as morality are challenging to 
measure as they require reliable operationalization 
and identification of regularities, and accounting 
for context and meaning (Bateson, 1972). To 
measure such concepts, we need to make sure that 
our results are - as much as possible - a reflection 
of the behavioral effect we want to study, not of the 
tools we use. The same is true for a wide range of 
social concepts that have been measured by 
applying lexicons to text data, such as opinion 
(Wiebe, Wilson, & Cardie, 2005), emotions 
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(Munezero, Montero, Sutinen, & Pajunen, 2014), 
sentiment (Pang & Lee, 2008; Rezapour, Wang, 
Abdar, & Diesner, 2017), and culture (Van Holt, 
Johnson, Carley, Brinkley, & Diesner, 2013). 
Moreover, natural language text data are inherently 
ambiguous, and signals relevant for detecting 
personal characteristics and social effects are 
sparsely distributed across text data. Therefore, we 
can make the basic assumption that the reliable 
measurement of human behavior based on text data 
requires robust, reliable, and transparent tools to 
measure any effects in a credible fashion (Diesner, 
2015). This paper contributes to this challenge by 
improving an off-the-shelve lexicon, known as the 
Morality Foundations Dictionary (MFD) (Graham 
et al., 2013; Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009), and 
mitigating biases in measurement by expanding 
and validating the lexicon (enhanced MFD) by 
using multiple strategies and datasets. To achieve 
this goal, we performed a quality-controlled, semi-
automated, and human-validated expansion of the 
original MFD (from 324 to 4,636 syntactically 
disambiguated entries) (discussed in Section 4). 
We then used the enhanced MFD as a feature for 
supervised learning to predict two social effects: 
(1) personal stance, and (2) individual value or 
morality (discussed in Section 5). To make a clear 
distinction between the two lexicons used in this 
paper, from this point, we refer to the original MFD 
as MFDO and to the enhanced lexicon as MFDE.  

For predicting stance, we used semeval 2016 
Stance detection benchmark dataset (Mohammad 
et al., 2016). For the second task, we leveraged the 
Baltimore protest benchmark dataset (Mooijman, 
Hoover, Lin, Ji, & Dehghani, 2017) created for 
predicting people’s morality in tweets. The stance 
detection task is relevant to our assumption since 
individual differences in stance may relate to 
cultural differences. Therefore, we believe that the 
MFDE can be of assistance in improving the 
predictability of stance in user-generated texts. 
Regarding the second dataset, we found the 
Baltimore dataset relevant to our task since the 
dataset comes from the same domain, annotated on 
morality, and can show the usefulness of the 
MFDE lexicon. 

The results of our prediction models show that 
using the MFDE as a feature outperformed 
prediction compared to MFDO. Using morality as 
a feature increased the performance of both 
classical feature-based (93%) and deep learning 
models (85.7%) in the majority of test cases. From 

that, we conclude that morality can be a useful 
feature for detecting social effects in text data. In 
addition, we observed that lexicon expansion is 
worthwhile as it improves prediction accuracy in 
the majority of experiments on both morality and 
stance prediction.  

This study makes several contributions. First, 
we introduce and operationalize morality as a 
feature for NLP tasks, and show that incorporating 
this information can lead to measurable 
improvements in prediction accuracy of social 
effects such as stance. Second, we apply the 
morality lexicon not only for morality prediction, 
but also for stance prediction, and this out-of-
domain test enhances the robustness of our 
findings. Third, we improve the accuracy and 
transparency of measuring morality based on text 
data, and provide a rigorous and reusable strategy 
for lexicon expansion and validation.  

2 Literature Review 

Moral Foundations Theory (MFT), introduced by 
Graham and Haidt, considers four sources of 
individual moral judgment: 1) innate features, 2) 
human learning, based on the cultural context in 
which people are embedded, 3) judgment based on 
situational intuition, and 4) pluralism of moral 
primitives (Graham et al., 2013; Graham et al., 
2009; Haidt & Graham, 2007). Based on the MFT, 
the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ) was 
developed to facilitate measuring people’s 
spontaneous morality (Graham et al., 2013). Such 
standardized questionnaires are often used by 
researchers to conceptualize morality and elicit 
information about moral reasoning from 
individuals in a lab or remote settings. Socio-
demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender) and 
personal characteristics (e.g., educational level, 
political orientation, religiosity) were often used to 
aggregate and compare the results of these 
questionnaires. While questionnaires and lab 
experiments provided valuable information, they 
entail some shortcomings such as high costs, 
limited scalability, mock-up setups, and reliability 
issues of self-reported data (Hofmann, Wisneski, 
Brandt, & Skitka, 2014).  

Furthermore, alternative approaches like 
enhancement of a user study with neuro-
physiological measures (Decety, Michalska, & 
Kinzler, 2012), AI-based simulations (Pereira & 
Saptawijaya, 2007), and extracting signals about 
morality from text data were used to address these 
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shortcomings. In addition, text-mining techniques 
have been used to study user-generated, empirical 
data while eliminating issues with artificial lab 
settings and self-reported data. 

The majority of prior studies that use NLP to 
study morality has focused on analyzing rhetorical 
aspects. Sagi and Dehghani (2014) used the MFDO 
to measure the moral loading of news data by 
analyzing articles about socio-political conflicts 
(World Trade Center before and after 1993 and 
9/11 attacks, Ground-Zero Mosque and abortion) 
from the New York Times. In another study, Kaur 
and Sasahara (2016) leveraged a combination of 
the MFDO and latent semantic analysis to measure 
morality in tweets about different social issues, 
such as homosexuality and immigration. They 
found two dimensions, namely purity and care, to 
be dominant in conversations focused on 
immorality. Moral values have also been predicted 
using background knowledge and textual features. 
Lin and colleagues (2018) proposed a context-
aware framework to aggregate external knowledge 
with text and improve morality prediction by 
13.3% compared to the baseline. Garten and 
colleagues (2018) used a Distributed Dictionary 
Representations (DDR) approach to measure 
semantic similarity between dictionaries and 
text instead of using word counts. The DDR model 
was further used for predicting moral values of 
Twitter data related to Hurricane Sandy.  
Mooijman and colleagues  (2017) evaluated the 
relation between online moral rhetoric and violent 
protests by applying Recurrent Neural Networks 
(RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to 
a Baltimore Protests dataset. Dehghani and 
colleagues (2016) used the MFT to understand 
homophily, and found that people whose tweets are 
highly indicative of purity tend to be more like-
minded. Finally, Fulgoni and colleagues (2016) 
leveraged the MFDO to analyze polarized debates 
in news sources. Their analysis showed different 
moral dimensions in liberals and conservatives 
conversations, where the former group favored 
care/harm and fairness, and the latter one focused 
on authority and loyalty.   

Overall, a very few studies have extended the 
MFDO using variations of word embedding 
models and calculating the cosine similarities 
between moral foundation context vectors and 
word vectors (Kaur & Sasahara, 2016). Our work 

                                                            
1 https://psyarxiv.com/4bvyx/ 

builds upon prior studies of MFDO expansions, but 
differs from them in that we evaluate the semi-
automated and human-validated expansion of the 
original lexicon as a feature for NLP prediction 
problems. Our ultimate goal is not to improve 
morality prediction or stance detection (though we 
do, by a small margin), which are intensively 
studied problems in NLP. Instead, we aim to 
provide a rigorous strategy for lexicon expansion, 
and based on that a generally useful lexicon that 
can serve as a feature for a variety of information 
extraction and classification tasks. This can 
particularly be useful for people who want to use 
reliable resources.  

3 Data 

We used two public benchmark datasets that were 
previously annotated for morality (Baltimore) and 
stance. The Baltimore data1 contains tweets related 
to the street violence that took place in Baltimore 
during the Freddie Gray protests (04/12/2015 to 
05/08/2015). This dataset has been used to study if 
the rate of moral in tweets can assist in predicting 
violent protests (Mooijman et al., 2017). From 19 
million tweets that were collected, the authors of 
the original paper removed those tweets for which 
the geolocation was not the same as the cities 
where protests related to the death of Freddie Gray 
took place. Next, they had human annotators code 
5,000 tweets for moral content based on the MFT. 
The annotated tweets were then used to train a deep 
neural network-based model (RNN and LSTMs) to 
predict moral values from tweets; resulting in 
89.01% accuracy. To get the dataset, we ran the 
tweet IDs through the Twitter API and were able to 
extract 3,793 of the tweets (around 75.8% of the 
original tweets) for which human labels were 
available.  

The stance dataset was made available for 
SemEval 2016 (Mohammad et al., 2016). Using 
Twitter as a source, this dataset contains 4,870 
tweets on six topics: abortion, atheism, climate 
change, feminism, Donald Trump, and Hillary 
Clinton. The tweets were hand-coded for stance, 
with the options being in favor, against, and none. 
The SemEval competition contained two tasks: 
Task A) was traditional supervised classification 
(on five topics mentioned above excluding Donald 
Trump), where 70% of the annotated data was used 
for training and the rest for testing. The highest 
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accuracy (68.98%) was achieved by the baseline 
model, which used SVM and n-grams. Nineteen 
teams participated, and the best performing team 
achieved an overall accuracy (F-score) of 67.82% 
by using two RNN classifiers. Overall, about nine 
teams used some form of word embedding 
approaches, while some other teams leveraged 
publicly available lexicons (e.g., for sentiment, 
hashtags, and emotion), and Twitter specific 
features. For Task B, tweets on Donald Trump (a 
topic not used in Task A) were used. The highest F-
score for Task B was 56.28% with nine teams 
participating. For our study, we combined the test 
and training sets from task A, and added the tweets 
on Donald Trump, resulting in a total of 4,870 
tweets in our stance dataset.   

4 Moral Foundations Lexicon Expansion 

The Moral Foundation Theory (MFT) categorizes 
human behavior into five basic principles that 
characterize opposing values (virtues and vices) as 
shown in Table 1. To enable the measurement of 
this theory based on text data, the Moral 
Foundations Dictionary (MFD) was developed and 
published (Graham et al., 2013; Graham et al., 
2009). In the original MFD, there is a sixth 
“miscellaneous” category, which is a collection of 
morally relevant words that were not yet mapped 
to any of the other categories. The MFDO 
associates 324 unique indicator terms (words) with 
the virtues and vices from the MFT. This lexical 
resource is highly valuable as it implements a 
theory. At the same time, it is limited in several 
ways: First, the number of entries is small and 
therefore might not capture all (variations of) terms 
indicative of morality in text data. This can lead to 
limited results, which may become part of our 
presumably valid knowledge about human 
morality. This problem can be mitigated through 
quality-controlled lexicon expansion as presented 
in this paper.   

Second, we do not know based on what texts the 
MFDO was built, and even if we knew, these texts 
might be different from the ones to which 
researchers want to apply the MFDO. In NLP, this 
problem is known as domain adaptation. Several 
solutions to this problem have been developed 
(Daumé, 2007; Glorot, Bordes, & Bengio, 2011; 
Satpal & Sarawagi, 2007). Given that the MFT 
aims to measure basic principles of human 
behavior, one could aim to build a generally valid, 
i.e., robust and validated resources with broad term 

coverage, which can then be used as is or further 
be adapted to domains, contexts, and culture. We 
chose the second strategy as it results in an 
improved general resource for others (and us) to 
use, and present our solution to this problem in this 
paper.  

In addition, the entries in the MFDO are not 
syntactically disambiguated, which can also limit 
the results, e.g., by capturing false positives. For 
example, one entry in the MFDO is “safe,” which 
represents the virtue of care. In a text, “safe” can 
occur as a noun, which is probably not the intended 
meaning, or as an adjective, which is more likely 
to be the intended meaning. This problem can be 
solved by adding the part of speech that represents 
the intended sense to each dictionary entry. We 
solve this problem as well.  

The outlined limitations of the MFDO in terms 
of size, scope, and syntactic ambiguity can lead to 
flawed analysis results. We fixed these issues as 
described in the remainder of this section and 
tested the benefit of this work as described in the 
next section (Method).    

To expand the lexicon, we first sorted the words 
from the “miscellaneous” category (which we 
named “general”) into virtues and vices. Next, we 
manually annotated each lexicon entry with one or 
more best fitting parts of speech (POS). We then 
manually added variations of the original words 
and sense, such as grammatical inflections to the 
lexicon. All variations were added to the same 
category as the original root word. This expansion 
resulted in 1,085 words over 12 categories.  

We then added synonyms, antonyms, and 
(direct) hypernyms of all original entries 
automatically by using WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998; 
Walenz & Didion, 2008); a word graph of broad 
scope and general applicability. To evaluate and 

Category Virtue Vice 

Protecting versus hurting others Care Harm 

Cooperation/ trust/ just versus 
cheating in interaction with 

objects and people 
Fairness Cheating 

In-group commitment (to 
coalitions, teams, brands) 

versus leaving a group 
Loyalty Betrayal 

Playing by the rules of a 
hierarchy versus challenging 

hierarchies 
Authority Subversion 

Behavioral immune system 
versus spontaneous reaction Purity Degradation 

Table 1: Moral foundations theory 
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adjust the new additions, we trained two human 
annotators to analyze every word entry for its POS 
and morality category assignment. Their initial 
intercoder-agreement was 65% (Kappa). After that, 
we went through all entries again, resolved 
annotation disagreements, and removed the words 
that the annotators found not suitable for any 
predefined category.  

 In the MFDO, some words occurred in multiple 
categories, which can confuse classifiers and make 
data analysis less robust. Therefore, we made the 
word to category assignment exclusive by 
assigning each redundant entry to only the best 
fitting category. To justify these assignments, we 
asked the human annotators to study each 
applicable term and choose the most suitable 
dimension for the words by considering their 
common meaning. Finally, we expanded nouns 
with their plural or singular form, adjectives with 
comparatives and superlative, and lemmatized the 
verbs (following the MPQA subjectivity lexicon 
(Wiebe et al., 2005)). Overall, our enhanced 
lexicon (MFDE) consists of 4,636 syntactically 
disambiguated, exhaustively expanded, and 
carefully pruned entries. Is this work worth the 
effort? To answer this question, we designed and 
ran experiments as described in the next sections. 
Our Enhanced Morality Lexicon can be accessed 
and downloaded at  
https://doi.org/10.13012/B2IDB-3805242_V1 

5 Method 

To analyze the impact of using the morality 
lexicons on predicting social effects, we built upon 
previous work in this domain. We assessed the 
performance of the lexicon and its expansion as 
features for both traditional feature-based and deep 
learning machine learning models. To test their 
impact on measuring social effects, we first created 
baseline models, and then added the original and 
enhanced MFD to the baseline to test if morality is 
a useful feature and if the learning with MFDE 
outperforms MFDO. 

5.1 Data Preprocessing 

Tweets are noisy in that they do not follow 
conventional spelling schemes, and therefore 
require extensive data cleaning and preprocessing. 
To prepare our datasets for analysis, we removed 
all URLs, mentions (usernames), hashtag symbols, 
punctuations, and numbers from the tweets. We 

then expanded contracted words by automatically 
converting them to their assumed intended form 
(e.g., “I’ve” to “I have”). Finally, we lowercased all 
words. 

5.2 Classic Machine Learning  

Figure 1 shows the overall experimental design 
used for this approach. 

Feature Selection: We use morality words as 
additional attributes on top of the baseline models. 
We consider three types of counting to aggregate 
morality words per tweet: morality type count, 
morality dimension count, and morality polarity 
count.  

Morality dimension count represents the 
number of words per tweet that match any of the 
five morality dimensions plus the general category, 
resulting in six attributes (each horizontal row in 
Table 1).  

Morality type count represents the number of 
words per tweet that match words in the vice or 
virtue category of each morality dimension (each 
box in the last two columns of Table 1). Using the 
MFDO, this results in 11 additional attributes, and 
for MFDE in 12 (since we divided the general 
category into vice and virtue).  

Morality polarity count represents the number 
of words per tweet that match any virtue or vice 
category regardless of the morality dimension 
(each of the last two columns in Table 1), resulting 
in two additional attributes.  

We then test each counting approach with four 
feature sets: baseline (no morality feature), original 
morality, enhanced morality with POS, and 
enhanced morality without POS; all of which are 
explained next.  

1) Baseline Model (BM): We replicated the 
baseline method from the SemEval competition 
from which we re-used the stance detection 
dataset. In the original SemEval competition, the 
best performing model was the baseline, which 
only used word level features, namely n-grams 
(Mohammad et al., 2016). To re-create that, we 
divided the dataset into its original sub-topics 
(feminism, climate change, atheism, Hillary 
Clinton, and abortion), and created one model for 
each sub-topic. We then replicated the unigram 
bag-of-words approach. To reduce the redundancy 
of the features, unlike in the original model, we 
removed stop words as well as words that appeared 
in less than 5 and more than 99% of the tweets. For 
the Baltimore dataset, we created a simple baseline 
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by extracting unigrams from the dataset and using 
the counts of words to create feature vectors.  

We found that different numbers of tweets 
returned through the Twitter API as well as a lack 
of transparency for the original models, such as 
preprocessing steps and metrics, limited our ability 
to reproduce the original works. 
2) Original Morality Model (OM): The MFDO 
consists of five dimensions that are further divided 
into virtue and vice and a sixth “miscellaneous” 
dimension.  To aggregate the number of words per 
tweet, we used three types of counting as explained 
earlier. For the morality dimension, we added 6 
attributes on top of the baseline (OM6), for the 
morality types, we added 11 attributes (OM11), 
and for morality polarity, we added two attributes 
to the baseline model (OM2).  

3) Enhanced Morality Model with POS (EM): 
We used the Python NLTK library to tokenize the 
tweets and tag each token with a POS (Bird & 
Loper, 2004). We then used all matches between 
the texts and the MFDE if they agreed in POS as 
features. Finally, we aggregated the extracted 

words using the three counting methods explained 
above.  

4) Enhanced Morality Model without POS 
(EMNP): To not only test the impact of dictionary 
expansion in size but also of word sense 
disambiguation based on syntax, we built a set of 
models where any word from tweets that matched 
the MFDE was considered regardless of its POS. 
This model results in a higher number of words in 
the BOW than the EM model since the 
grammatical agreement restriction was lifted from 
string matching. Again, we aggregated the 
extracted words using three count methods.  

Classification: We used Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF) as 
classification algorithms as implemented in the 
Python Scikitlearn package (Pedregosa et al., 
2011).  

For the stance dataset, we replicated the 
approach from the original SemEval task, i.e., we 
used a 70%-30% split for training and testing. For 
the Baltimore dataset, we conducted 5-fold cross-
validation. To test the performance of our models, 
we (1) built the baseline model by using the full set 
of unigrams (BOW), (2) added attributes created 
from MFDO to the baseline model, and (3) added 
attributes created from MFDE with POS and (4) 
without POS to the baseline model for each of the 
two datasets. For each model, we tested the 
previously explained counting options (morality 
dimension, type, and polarity).  

For assessing prediction accuracy, we used the 
standard metrics of overall accuracy, precision, 
recall, and F-score. Due to page limitation, we only 
report accuracy of the models (Table 2).  

5.3 Deep Learning Models 

We further investigated the usefulness of using 
lexicons using a recurrent neural network (RNN) 
with bidirectional long short-term memory 
(LSTM) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). The 
advantage of LSTM compared to other RNNs is its 
ability to consider the whole context since it is 
capable of bridging long time lags between inputs. 
To implement the models, we used Keras (Chollet, 
2018). For the stance dataset, we used a 70%-30% 
split for training and testing, and for the morality 
dataset, we used 5-fold cross-validation.  

Baseline LSTM: To create the embedding 
layer, we leveraged the 200-dimensional word 
embedding from GloVe Twitter trained on two 
billion tweets (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 

 

Figure 1: Experimental design and workflow of  
the classic machine learning approach 
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2014). The embedding layer was followed by a 
Bidirectional LSTM of size 100, a hidden layer 
with Sigmoid activation function and an output 
layer with Softmax activation function. We further 
used Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) to optimize the 
parameters, and used cross-entropy as the loss 
function.   

Enhanced LSTM with Morality Lexicon:  To 
create the enhanced model, we first created the 
embedding layers of the lexicon words for (1) the 
MFDO (OM), (2) the MFDE with POS (EM), and 
(3) the MFDE without POS (EMNP). Moreover, 
we first found the words that intersected between 
the lexicon and datasets, and then created the 
embedding layers using the 200-dimensional 
GloVe Twitter (Pennington et al., 2014) without 
considering the morality dimensions, type, or 
polarity.   

After that, we concatenated the output of the 
baseline Bidirectional LSTM (as explained above) 
with the embedding of the morality words to build 
three types of models: (1) OM, (2) EM, and (3) 
EMNP. After concatenating the LSTM output and 
lexicon embedding, we used a hidden layer with 
Sigmoid activation function and an output layer 
with Softmax activation function. We further used 
Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) to optimize the 
parameters, and used cross-entropy as the loss 
function.   

One challenge in implementing neural network 
models is finding the best number of layers and 
settings (because there is no standard way of 
building the models). Since we are comparing 

different models, we found it challenging to choose 
a common set of numbers as the best 
hyperparameters, e.g., neurons, for both baseline 
and enhanced models. While we found one hidden 
layer to work best for our models, to increase 
transparency, we report the performance of our 
models with two sets of neuron sizes: 150 and 100. 
Table 3 shows the output of the LSTM models.    

6 Results 

Table 2 and 3 shows the result of predicting stance 
and morality. In both tables, the highest 
performance for each set of experiments (OM, EM 
and EMNP) is marked with bold text, and gray 
cells indicate the highest accuracy per model (per 
column). 
The results for the classic machine learning 
models are shown in Table 2. For the Baltimore 
dataset (originally annotated for morality, last two 
columns in Table 2), using a simple set of basic 
unigram feature and classic machine learning 
models resulted in a baseline accuracy of 85.20% 
accuracy for SVM. Adding the simplest morality 
model (OM11) led to a small decrease (about 
0.02%) with SVM. For the RF model, adding 
OM11 increased the performance by about 0.21%. 
Adding information about morality-relevant words 
in more sophisticated ways, (EMs and EMNPs) 
increased accuracy for both RF and SVM. As 
shown in Table 2, the best result for RF was 
achieved using EM2 (85.31%), and for SVM by 
using EM6 (85.71%).  

Experiments 
Stance Dataset Baltimore Abortion Atheism Climate Clinton Feminist Trump 

SVM RF SVM RF SVM RF SVM RF SVM RF SVM RF SVM RF 

B
as

el
in

e 

BM 66.42 62.5 69.54 64.54 61.76 68.23 60.81 60.13 58.94 60.7 51.17 45.07 85.20 83.91 

M
or

al
ity

 
T

yp
es

 OM11 66.42 62.5 71.81 65.0 63.52 67.05 61.14 57.77 61.05 59.29 50.7 49.29 85.18 84.12 
EM12 67.85 62.85 71.36 62.72 63.52 60.58 64.18 58.78 57.19 57.19 51.64 47.88 85.60 84.73 

EMNP12 66.07 63.21 71.36 66.81 62.35 62.94 62.38 61.48 58.94 59.29 52.58 52.58 85.31 84.12 

M
or

al
ity

 
D

im
en

si
on

 

OM6 68.21 63.57 70.45 69.09 62.35 64.7 59.79 58.1 59.29 60.7 51.17 46.94 85.31 84.73 

EM6 68.21 62.5 71.36 66.81 60.58 64.11 62.83 57.43 58.94 58.59 52.58 53.99 85.71 84.44 
EMNP6 68.21 62.5 70.45 60.0 60.0 66.47 64.52 59.12 60.00 62.45 54.92 50.7 85.55 84.10 

M
or

al
ity

 
Po

la
ri

ty
 OM2 67.14 63.21 69.09 69.54 62.94 65.29 62.83 57.09 58.24 56.84 52.58 50.23 85.31 84.99 

EM2 67.85 64.28 72.27 66.81 62.94 61.17 63.17 58.78 57.19 61.05 50.7 43.19 85.60 85.31 
EMNP2 67.14 63.92 71.81 64.54 61.17 67.05 63.17 60.13 59.29 56.49 53.52 49.29 85.49 84.84 

Table 2: Result of predicting stance (first 12 columns) and morality (last two columns) with SVM and RF for stance 
and Baltimore datasets (Accuracy) (highest performance per set of experiments (OM, EM, and EMNP - each half 

column) in bold, highest accuracy per each model (each column) in gray) 
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For the stance datasets, the results are shown in 
the first 12 columns of Table 2. Depending on the 
sub-topic, our baseline accuracy ranged from 
45.07% (RF, Trump, stance hardest to predict) to 
69.54% (SVM, atheism, stances easiest to predict). 
As observed for the Baltimore data, adding lexical 
morality features to stance increased accuracy over 
our baseline in all but one case (Climate, RF) cases.  

The results for the LSTM model for both 
datasets are shown in Table 3. As mentioned 
before, we used two sets of neuron sizes for the 
hidden layer. For the Baltimore dataset, using the 
MFDE achieved better performance in both 
implemented models. The highest accuracy was 
obtained by the enhanced LSTM model using 
enhanced morality words (EM), 86.61% (N=100). 
For the stance dataset, adding morality embedding 
to the output of LSTM (baseline) resulted in 
outperforming the baseline in 83.33% of cases (10 
out of 12).  

Does using morality as a lexical feature 
improve prediction accuracy for the selected NLP 
tasks? Comparing the baseline to any models that 
include morality, we conclude that adding morality 
as a lexical feature increases accuracy in 13 out of 
14 cases (93%) for feature-based learning 
(considering RF and SVM models for each topic) 
and in 12 out of 14 cases (85.7%) for deep learning 
(considering experiments with two sets of neurons 
for each topic). This finding suggests that using the 
morality as a feature is helpful for standard NLP 
tasks - and possibly other tasks as well, which 
would need to be explored in future work.  

Does expanding the MFDO pay off? We find 
that for feature-based learning (Table 2), in 29 out 
of 42 cases (69.05%), the accuracy with any 
MFDE feature outperforms the models with 
MFDO features, in 21.43% of the cases, MFDO 
outperforms MFDE, and in 9.52% of the cases, 
both versions of the dictionary lead to equal results. 

For the LSTM, 9 out of 14 models (64.28%) had 
better performance when using MFDE, while 
14.28% of models (2 models) worked better with 
MFDO (Table 3). From that, we conclude that 
lexicon expansion is worthwhile as it improves 
prediction accuracy in the majority of our 
experiments, especially for feature-based learning.  

Does disambiguating word sense in the MFDO 
via POS pay off? Based on the results in Table 2 
and 3, we found that syntactic disambiguating of 
lexicon entries leads to only minor quantitative 
improvements. We believe that the usefulness of 
POS tags can be further tested with other types of 
user-generated data that follow more conventional 
grammatical rules. In addition, beyond what we 
measured in this paper, this additional layer of 
information might further boost the quality of the 
data.  

Based on the results of all implemented models, 
highlighted in Table 2 and 3, we found that using 
MFDE results in higher performance compared to 
other models (MFDO and BM).   

7 Discussion and Conclusion  

In this paper, we investigated the usefulness of 
leveraging morality as an NLP feature for 
predicting two selected social effects (morality and 
stance). In addition, we showed how investments 
in the quality and general nature of lexical auxiliary 
tools and the rigorous evaluation of these 
investments improve the predictability of these 
social effects, thereby reducing biases in 
algorithmic solutions. This work matters as 
personal values and social effects (which are often 
measured as the aggregation of personal values) 
are abstract and complex constructs, and their 
measurement requires researchers to find reliable 
and robust ways to operationalize these concepts. 
The validity of such research hinges on the 
trustworthiness of our methods for capturing these 

#Neurons in Hidden 
Layer 

Stance Dataset Baltimore 
Experiments Abortion Atheism Climate Clinton  Feminist Trump 

N = 150 BM 62.500 68.181 67.647 58.445 57.192 51.643 84.2391 
(1) OM 68.214 68.636 65.882 56.081 57.894 50.704 85.504 
(2) EM 67.500 72.272 70.00 63.851 57.894 50.234 86.163 

(3) EMNP 65.714 73.181 68.823 57.432 57.543 54.929 84.634 
N = 100 BM 65.714 65.454 70.588 59.121 58.596 51.173 84.845 

(1) OM 64.642 66.363 69.411 60.472 56.842 51.643 85.900 
(2) EM 67.142 70.909 69.411 59.797 54.385 53.521 86.612 

(3) EMNP 64.642 71.363 67.647 56.756 58.245 49.765 83.580 
Table 3: Result of predicting stance (first 7 columns) and morality (last column) with LSTM model for stance 
and Baltimore datasets (Accuracy) (highest performance per set of experiments (OM, EM, and EMNP – each 

half column) in bold, highest accuracy per each model (each column) in gray) 
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effects in digital traces of human behavior. Hence, 
our work is based on the assumption that people’s 
personal values, which might be impacted by their 
cultural contexts, are reflected in their language use 
(Bateson, 1972; Milroy & Milroy, 1985; Triandis, 
1989), and that we can capture these values in user-
generated text data.  

Enhancing lexicons is expensive, as it requires 
trained human coders to assess each entry and its 
meta-data (in our case, category assignment and 
part of speech). This might help to increase the 
reliability of social computing research, but does 
this effort make a difference for improving the 
accuracy of NLP tasks? In order to answer this 
question, we evaluated the usefulness of using no 
lexicon, a basic lexicon, and an enhanced lexicon 
for capturing morality in text data to measure two 
different social effects (morality and stance) based 
on public benchmark datasets. We found that using 
the lexicons we tested, namely the Moral 
Foundations Dictionary, does increase prediction 
accuracy in the majority of cases, especially when 
used for feature-based machine learning. 
Moreover, we found that the semi-automated and 
human-validated verification and advancement of 
this lexical resource led to measurable 
improvements in capturing social effects in text 
data.  

Our work has several limitations. For deep 
learning models, while using the enhanced 
morality lexicon yielded better overall accuracy, 
we still need to investigate more parameters and 
settings to find the most robust models. We plan to 
investigate these settings in the future. Moreover, 
the benchmark data we used were too small for this 
purpose. In addition, we only worked with tweets, 
which is just one out of many types of user-
generated text data. The robustness of our 
evaluation might be further improved by working 
with texts from other genres and of higher 
formality, such as debates, congressional speeches, 
product reviews, and news articles.  
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Abstract

Twitter customer service interactions have re-
cently emerged as an effective platform to re-
spond and engage with customers. In this
work, we explore the role of negation in cus-
tomer service interactions, particularly applied
to sentiment analysis. We define rules to iden-
tify true negation cues and scope more suited
to conversational data than existing general re-
view data. Using semantic knowledge and
syntactic structure from constituency parse
trees, we propose an algorithm for scope de-
tection that performs comparable to state of the
art BiLSTM. We further investigate the results
of negation scope detection for the sentiment
prediction task on customer service conversa-
tion data using both a traditional SVM and a
Neural Network. We propose an antonym dic-
tionary based method for negation applied to a
CNN-LSTM combination model for sentiment
analysis. Experimental results show that the
antonym-based method outperforms the pre-
vious lexicon-based and neural network meth-
ods.

1 Introduction

Negation has been described as a polarity influ-
encer (Wilson et al., 2009) and therefore it has to
be taken into consideration while designing a sen-
timent prediction system, but how important it is
in twitter customer service conversations? For ex-
ample, both the customer service tweets in Table 1
have an explicit negation cue but the effect of cue
words on the polarity differ. The first tweet has
a negation cue [don’t] that changes the positive
polarity of the words in the scope [think you do
understand]. Additionally, tweet 1 has a hashtag
[Misleading] which could be a strong negative sig-
nal on its own. The second tweet has a cue word
[not] but it does not negate the words in that sen-
tence or change their polarity. The negation cue

[not] in the second tweet is not a true negation cue,
and hence it has no scope.

S.No Tweet Sentiment
1 @Username I don’t think you do un-

derstand. Buyers and Sellers deserve to
know facts,User actively prevents accu-
rate feedback. #Misleading.

Negative

2 @Username Sorry to hear this. Have
you had a chance to call/chat us? If not,
we can look into options:

Positive

Table 1: Customer Service Conversation.

Negation can be expressed in different ways in
natural language. It may be through the use of
explicit negation cues such as no, not and never
that have a morphologic indication of a negative
meaning. This also includes a group of broad or
semi negatives words (e.g. barely, hardly, and sel-
dom) that have a negative meaning but are without
any morphological negative. This has been also
referred to as clausal or syntactic negation (Quirk
et al., 1985; Givón, 1993). These cue words are of-
ten used to negate a statement or an assertion that
expresses a judgment or an opinion. However in
some contexts, these cue words function as excla-
mations, and not as true negation cues. These false
cues do not change the sentiment polarity of the
following expression, and hence do not have any
associated scope. We define rules to identify true
negation cues and their scopes more suited to con-
versational data than existing general review data.

The impact of negation has been studied in do-
mains such as biomedical, literary texts, and on-
line reviews (Szarvas et al., 2008; Morante et al.,
2008; Councill et al., 2010; Reitan et al., 2015;
Konstantinova et al., 2012); however, none of
the previous corpora are conversational in nature.
Scope definitions may depend on the domain. Re-
itan et al. (2015) showed that negation scope algo-
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rithm trained on a twitter domain struggled when
tested on a medical domain. Majority of the pre-
vious work in scope detection has been dominated
by SVMs or Neural Networks, which require ex-
pensive annotated training data. Scope annotation
is costly and time-intensive as all the scope con-
flicts have to be resolved by mutual discussion
amongst expert annotators. Our main motivation
is to create a system that does not require a huge
amount of training data for scope detection, but
has comparable performance to machine learning
models that require annotated training data. The
proposed method uses constituency parse trees
and semantic knowledge to predict scope. The re-
sults in Table 7 show that the method is compara-
ble to state of the art BiLSTM model from (Fan-
cellu et al., 2016) on gold negation cues for scope
prediction. Since our method does not need expen-
sive training data, we could also use this method to
predict on other negation data sets. However, our
aim here was first to test if the predicted negation
scope improves sentiment in conversations.

For a real time sentiment prediction system, we
need both a cue prediction system to determine
the true negation cues, and scope detection. As
a first step, we use a data based approach to train
an SVM to predict true negation cues. It’s much
faster and simpler to get annotated data for cue
prediction, a binary task as compared to scope de-
tection, which is a sequence labeling task. This
is followed by a second step of constituency tree-
based negation scope detection for predicted cues.
The last step applies negation prediction coupled
with antonym dictionary to improve the senti-
ment performance for a combination CNN-LSTM
model.

The contributions of this paper are:

• Negation scope rules more suited to conver-
sational data.

• A constituency-tree based approach for scope
detection that uses both semantic and struc-
tural information, and does not require anno-
tated data for scope.

• An antonym based negation applied to a
combination CNN-LSTM model for senti-
ment prediction in conversations.

We begin with a discussion of related work in
Section 2, followed by negation corpus in Section

3, and negation cue and scope detection experi-
ments in Section 4. Next, we show the effect of in-
troducing negation detection for the sentiment task
in Section 5. We then compare and contrast the
twitter conversational sentiment data to previous
datasets in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents
the conclusions and future directions.

2 Related Work

Initial studies on negation scope detection were
performed in Biomedical domain including med-
ical reports, biological abstracts, and papers
(Szarvas et al., 2008). Morante and Daelemans
(2009) used a 2 step approach: first, a decision tree
to predict negation cues, followed by a CRF meta-
learner to predict negation scope. The model used
a combination of k-nearest neighbors, a support
vector machine, and a CRF. The research in this
field was further enhanced by a shared SemEval
2012 negation and scope resolution task (Morante
and Blanco, 2012). The organizers released a cue
and scope annotated corpus of Conan Doyle sto-
ries.

Read et al. (2012) described both, a rule-based
and a data driven approach for scope resolution.
Both the methods were driven by the hypothe-
sis that syntactic units correspond to scope an-
notations. The rule-based approach used heuris-
tic rules based on POS tags and constituent cat-
egory labels, while machine learning used SVM
based ranking of syntactic constituents. Limited
rule based system obtained similar results to the
data-driven system on a held-out set. This result
was particularly note-worthy since getting suffi-
cient scope annotation training data for every new
domain is quite expensive, and requires trained an-
notators. A comparison of these results motivated
us to further develop the rule-based system for the
conversational domain using both semantic infor-
mation and syntactic structure. (Councill et al.,
2010; Lapponi et al., 2012; Reitan et al., 2015)
used CRF-based sequence labeling using features
from dependency tree. Packard et al. (2014) used
hand-crafted heuristics to traverse Minimal Recur-
sion Semantics (MRS). However, if a reliable rep-
resentation for a sentence could not be created,
their system used a fall back mechanism based on
Read et al. (2012). Fancellu et al. (2016) showed
that a neural network based model using a BiL-
STM outperformed the previously developed clas-
sifiers on both scope token recognition and exact
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scope matching for in domain testing but not on
a different domain. The authors noted that when
tested on a different test set from Wikipedia, White
(2012)’s model built on constituency-based fea-
tures performed better.

A survey on the role of negation in sentiment
analysis was done by (Wiegand et al., 2010) stat-
ing that negation expressions are ambiguous i.e.
in some contexts do not function as a negation
and, therefore, need to be disambiguated. Rules of
composition were defined by Moilanen and Pul-
man (2007) on the syntactic representation of a
sentence to account for negation and the model-
ing paradigm could be applied to determine the
sub-sentential polarity of the sentiment expressed.
(Councill et al., 2010) showed that a CRF based
negation enhanced classifier improved the F-score
of positive on-line reviews by 29.5% and 11.4%
for negative. Much recent progress in the field
has been in connection with the "The Interna-
tional Workshop on Semantic Evaluation" (Se-
mEval) (Nakov et al., 2013). Since 2013 the
workshop has included shared tasks on "Sentiment
Analysis in Twitter". Most of the top perform-
ing systems submitted used just a simple punctua-
tion model that assigns a negation cue scope over
all the terms to the next punctuation (Tang et al.,
2014; Miura et al., 2014; Mohammad et al., 2013).
(Kiritchenko et al., 2014a) reported an improve-
ment of up to 6.5 percentage points when handling
negated context on the SemEval-2013 test set. Us-
ing the simple punctuation model for scope detec-
tion, an improvement of upto 6% was reported by
(Reitan et al., 2015).

With the recent advances in deep learning and
use of embeddings, the CNN and LSTM based
models have shown to outperform traditional
SVM and lexicon based methods for sentiment in
twitter and review domain. Kim (2014) applied a
CNN based model to numerous document classi-
fication tasks, and improved the sentiment state of
the art using a CNN architecture with one layer of
convolution trained using word vectors obtained
from Mikolov et al. (2013) on 100 billion words
of Google News. Yin and Schütze (2015) com-
bined different word embeddings using multichan-
nel CNN. Wang et al. (2016) showed that a com-
bination CNN-LSTM outperformed CNN for sen-
timent task. Shin et al. (2017) integrated senti-
ment embeddings in a CNN to build simpler high-
performing models with much smaller word em-

beddings. However, none of the previous work
has explored negation coupled with antonyms to
get a better sentence representation for sentiment
prediction.

3 Conversational Negation Corpus

hardly lack lacking lacks neither
no nobody none nothing nowhere
cant arent dont doesnt didnt
havent isnt mightnt mustnt neednt
shouldnt wasnt werent wouldnt without
seldom scarcely wont never aint
barely nor not hadnt rather
hasnt shant

Table 2: Negation cue lexicon.

We selected conversations from the Twitter cus-
tomer service pages of different companies and
downloaded 89552 customer service tweets in to-
tal1. A lexicon of explicit cue words that may act
as indicators of negation was primarily adopted
from (Councill et al., 2010; Reitan et al., 2015).
It was further extended to include semi negative
words. The final set of cues used is shown in Ta-
ble 2. We then extracted 23243 tweets containing
explicit negation cues giving a frequency of 26%.
In contrast, the equivalent numbers for BioScope
corpus (Szarvas et al., 2008) and for Twitter cor-
pus (Reitan et al., 2015) are 13.8 % and 13.5% re-
spectively. Tottie (1991) presented a comprehen-
sive taxonomy of English negations and stated that
frequency of negation is 12.8% in written English.
In another statistical study on negation, (Biber,
1999) reported that negation is much more fre-
quent in conversation as compared to written dis-
course. Since we had a lot more negation cue
occurrences, we divided the tweets into 5 differ-
ent groups based on the number of negation cues
present in each tweet. A random sample was se-
lected from each group based on the number of
instances in each group giving a dataset of 2000
tweets. A separate set of 100 tweets was used as
a development set to help formulate the rules and
study negation patterns. Every tweet was anno-
tated by a pair of annotators. To test the robustness
of guidelines, we measured inter-annotator agree-
ments (IAA) for each pair of raters using the to-
ken level and full scope measures as used in previ-
ous work (Reitan et al., 2015). The token level is
the percentage of tokens annotators agreed upon.

1 Comapny names are anonymous for annotation
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Since the average number of tokens in scope is
far less than the number outside the scope, this is
a skewed measure. For full scope, it is the per-
centage of scopes that have a complete and exact
match amongst annotators (PCS). After an initial
annotation phase of 1000 tweets, the average token
level agreement was 0.95 and full scope was 0.78.
All the scope conflicts were mutually resolved af-
ter discussion. Corpus statistics are shown in Ta-
ble 3. The average number of tokens per tweet is
22.3, per sentence is 13.6 and average scope length
is 2.9.

Total negation cues 2921
True negation cues 2674
False negation cues 247
Average scope length 2.9
Average sentence length 13.6
Average tweet length 22.3

Table 3: Cue and token distribution in the conversa-
tional negation corpus.

3.1 Annotation Guidelines
We define rules to identify true negation cues and
their scopes more suited to twitter customer ser-
vice conversational data than existing general re-
view data, which has its own characteristics such
as brevity and skewed distribution towards nega-
tive polarity (Sec. 6). The guidelines described
here were adapted from Councill et al. (2010)
but modified for customer service conversations.
Nouns and adjectives are key indicators of senti-
ment (Hu and Liu, 2004; Pang and Lee, 2008) and
hence we had a more restricted scope for noun and
adjectives as compared to verbs and adverbs. In
the following examples, the cue is underlined and
the scope is marked in bold.

• Annotating the negation cue.

– False Negation: Some negation cues can
be used in multiple senses and hence the
mere presence of an explicit cue in a
sentence does not imply that it functions
as a negator, (e.g., He could not help me
more). Reitan et al. (2015) reported that
in the twitter corpus the cue word no of-
ten occurs as an exclamation leading to
erroneous predictions. Such cues should
be marked as false negations.

– Negation cues are not part of the scope.

• Annotating the Scope

– Annotate the minimal span for scope.
– Scope is continuous.
– A noun or an adjective negated in a noun

phrase: If only the noun or adjective is
being negated then do not annotate the
entire clause. Consider each term sepa-
rately, (e.g., There are no details on the
return page).

– A verb or an adverb phrase: By and
large, the entire phrase is annotated,
(e.g., I do not want to update it any-
more ).

We used a different scheme for annotating
nouns and adverbs as compared to (Councill et al.,
2010). Our nouns have a more restricted scope
contrary to the previous work where typically the
entire phrase is negated in a noun phrase.

4 Negation Cue and Scope Detection
Experiments

We divided the dataset into train and test sets giv-
ing a training set of 2317 cues and test set of 604
cues to train both a cue detection and BiLSTM
scope prediction.

4.1 Negation Cue Detection

The task of cue detection system is to determine
if the potential cue word negates a concept in the
sentence. It is based on the state-of-the-art cue
classifier described by (Read et al., 2012; Velldal,
2011; Enger et al., 2017). A binary SVM classifier
is used to disambiguate the cue for only the known
cue words, considering the set of cue words as a
closed class. Our baseline system uses the features
and implementation as described in Enger et al.
(2017). The features used are the word form, POS
and lemma of the token, and lemmas for previous
and next position. Adding simple features such as
position of the cue word in the sentence, POS bi-
grams improves the F-score of false negation from
a 0.61 baseline to 0.68 on a test set containing 47
false and 557 actual negation cues. See Table 4.

F-Score

Baseline Proposed Support

False cues 0.61 0.68 47
Actual cues 0.97 0.98 557

Table 4: Cue classification on the test set.
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4.2 Negation Scope Detection

Syntactic structure of the sentence has been of-
ten used to determine the scope of negation using
supervised classifiers (Morante and Daelemans,
2009; Councill et al., 2010; Reitan et al., 2015;
Read et al., 2012; Carrillo de Albornoz et al.,
2012). Our work is inspired by the previous
rule-based approach using constituency tree (Read
et al., 2012; Carrillo de Albornoz et al., 2012; Vell-
dal et al., 2012). We build on that work by adding
rules based on semantic information, the position
of the negation cue in the tree and the projection
of its parent based on phrase structure. The syntax
tree is obtained using Stanford CoreNLP (Man-
ning et al., 2014). It is possible that the nega-
tion marker may be present in the main clause
but semantically belong to the embedded clause.
(Gotti et al., 2008) mention that semantic content
of copula verbs is subsidiary to that of subject
complement, (e.g., A drunken worker does not be-
come rich, the negation marker "not" negates the
subject complement "rich" rather than the copula
verb "become"). Neg-raising is a linguistic phe-
nomenon where certain predicates such as think,
believe and seem occur in the main clause but may
be interpreted to negate the complement clause
(Fillmore, 1963; Horn, 1989). We move ahead in
a linear order on either finding a copula verb or
neg-raising predicates (NRPs). Table 5 contains
the list of such verbs used. At this point, the algo-
rithm branches based on POS tag of the token. We
traverse the tree in an upward direction until we
find a parent with the desired phrase tag as deter-
mined by the POS tag of the token. This method
differs from the previous work that finds the first
common ancestor enclosing the negation cue and
the word immediately after it, and assumes all de-
scendant leaf nodes to the right as its scope (Read
et al., 2012). Our detailed algorithm for finding
the scope is presented in Figure 1.

think believe seem appear feel
grow look prove remain smell
sound become might are am
been has were was is

Table 5: Neg-raising predicates (NRP) and copula
verb.

Though we use SBAR* tags from syntax tree to
determine the clause boundaries but it cannot de-
tect all boundaries. We therefore also used explicit

1. Traverse the tokens in linear order and stop on finding
any cue from the explicit cue lexicon.

2. Find the next first occurrence of noun, verb, adverb,
adjective.

3. If the verb is an instance of copula verb or neg-raising,
move to step2 else go to step4.

4. Branch depending upon POS tag of the token found in
step2.

(a) For nouns and adjectives:
• Traverse the tree in upward direction level

by level until you reach an ancestor with a
tag of NP, VP, ADJP, SBAR* or S* for ad-
jectives. For nouns, stop at NP, SBAR* or
S*.

• If a PP, VP, ADVP, SQ, SINV or SBAR* is a
right child of the ancestor, then remove that
child.

• Get all the descendant leaves as scope.
(b) For verbs and adverbs:

• Traverse the tree in upward direction level
by level until you reach an ancestor with a
tag of VP, SBAR* or S*.

• If there exists an SBAR*, SQ, or SINV tag
as a right child of the ancestor then remove
that child.

• Get all the descendant leaves as scope.
5. Apply post-processing rules to align the scopes.

Figure 1: Negation scope detection .

discourse connectives that signal a contrast rela-
tion, or a coordination to limit the scope. These
connectives act as a boundary for an idea ex-
pressed in one clause. For example, To be hon-
est I am not angry but upset, the scope of not as
per the rules given in Figure 1, would be angry
but upset. Once we find this scope, we use the
discourse connective ‘but’ to delimit the scope.
The list of connectives used is given in Table 6.
Morante and Blanco (2012) reported that for the
SemEval shared task on negation scope detection,
most of the systems were post processed to im-
prove their performance. Read et al. (2012) for-
mulated a set of slackening heuristics by remov-
ing certain constituents at the beginning or end of
a scope. This improved the alignment of scopes
from an initial 52.42% to 86.13%. Following a
similar approach, the post-processing rules were
designed and are given in Figure 2.

because while until however what
but though although nothing nowhere
whenever & and nonetheless whereas
whose why where wherever

Table 6: Prune-connective list
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• If the scope contains a connective from the prune-
connective list then delimit the scope before the con-
nective.

• If the scope contains a punctuation then delimit the
scope before the punctuation marker.

• Remove the negation cue from the scope.
• Remove the scope words before the cue word, if any.
• If no scope is found after using these rules then predict

a default scope as all the tokens up to the first noun,
adjective or verb.

• Include the tokens after the negation cue, upto the be-

ginning of the predicted scope.

Figure 2: Post-processing heuristic rules.

4.3 Negation Scope Detection Evaluation

The algorithm is evaluated using two different
measures; token-level and scope-level. Every to-
ken can be either in-scope or out of scope. We
report the F-score for both in-scope and out-of-
scope tokens. Since the output is a sequence, F-
score metrics may be insufficient as it just consid-
ers individual tokens. We also report percentage
of correct scopes (PCS). Results are given in Ta-
ble 7. The out-of-scope token has a higher F-score

Punctuation BiLSTM Proposed

In-scope (F) 0.66 0.88 0.85
Out-scope (F) 0.87 0.97 0.97
PCS 0.52 0.72 0.72

Table 7: Negation classifier performance for scope de-
tection with gold cues and scope.

as compared to in-scope. This is expected since
scope tokens are restricted and less in number as
compared to out-of-scope (See Table 3). The in-
scope F-score is more important for the down-
stream task of sentiment as we apply negation on
predicted in-scope tokens for sentiment. The re-
sults show that our proposed model is comparable
to the BiLSTM model for sentences with gold cues
that have an annotated scope, but our model does
not require annotated data. For BiLSTM, we used
the implementation provided by the authors 2. We
also implemented a punctuation model that marks
as negated all terms from a negation cue to the next
punctuation. Fancellu et al. (2017) mentioned
punctuation alone as a strong predictor for nega-
tion scope detection task for a majority previous of
negation corpora. Notably, it performs poorly on
our data as our scope is more restricted. We next

2https://github.com/ffancellu/NegNN

show that having a restricted scope is beneficial to
the antonym based negation sentiment prediction.

5 Sentiment with Negation Detection
Pipeline

Here we show the integration of predicted nega-
tion scope in sentiment prediction pipeline. We
begin with an overview of the data preprocessing,
features and modeling, followed by our experi-
mental setup and results. Finally, a comparison
of the prediction performance of different systems
is presented.

5.1 Experimental Method
From our tweet collection, we discarded tweets
containing images and Non-English characters
and anonymized all user and company handles,
giving a dataset of 21746 tweets. A sentiment
annotation task was run on a data annotation
platform. Each tweet was initially annotated
by 5 annotators using a 4 point (0 to 3) Lik-
ert scale (Likert, 1932) indicating Not-At-All,
Slight, Moderate and Very about their percep-
tion on the sentiment for a given tweet. We used a
set of gold standard questions to filter out the bad
annotators, computed the average score for each
label, and assigned the maximum score. A tweet
is assigned a sentiment label if the maximum score
for that label is greater than 1 else it is discarded
from the study, giving a labeled dataset of 17779
tweets. To compute the inter-annotator agreement,
first we measured what percentage of the annota-
tors out of 5 contributed to the final sentiment la-
bel and then took the average over all the tweets
giving a 78.8% inter-annotator agreement.

5.1.1 Data Pre-processing
A cleaning module is incorporated to reduce spar-
sity when generating word-based features. We re-
placed all links/URL by a keyword URL, removed
# from the hashtags, replaced all @mentions, and
replaced emojis and emoticons with the word ex-
planation. An entity recognition module is run
to replace the identified entity using a keyword
"ENT".

5.1.2 Features
TFIDF-based unigram features.
Existence of consecutive question and exclama-
tion marks and capitalized words.
Emotion lexicon features: A count of the number
of words in each of the 8 emotion classes from
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the NRC emotion lexicon (Mohammad and Tur-
ney, 2010)
Sentiment lexicons used:
Bing Liu’s Opinion Lexicon (Ding et al., 2008);
The MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon (Wilson et al.,
2005); Sentiment140 Lexicon (Kiritchenko et al.,
2014b); NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon (Kir-
itchenko et al., 2014b);
For a given tweet, we computed minimum, maxi-
mum, average and summation of positive and neg-
ative scores of the words in the tweet that lies
within a negation scope, and the average sentiment
score of the last word in the tweet.
Negation handling: Append "NOT_" to each word
in the scope.

5.1.3 SVM Evaluation
Libsvm (Chang and Lin, 2011) is used to imple-
ment the SVM classifier. The tweet annotated
dataset was divided into a train and test set (see
Table 8 for the distribution). The training set was
further split into a ratio of 85:15 for the valida-
tion set. The three parameters w1, w2 and C were
tuned using the validation set. The variables w1
and w2 are the penalty associated to a class and C
is the regularization. Table 8 shows the evaluation
metric using Precision, Recall and F measure for
each class in the test set.

We do not find a major difference for SVMs(
w/o negation). This is in spite of using the stan-
dard features such as prefixing the tokens in scope
with a keyword NOT_ and changing the polarity of
the sentiment-bearing words using sentiment lex-
icons as described in previous work. A possible
reason is that customer service domain is more
negative as compared to general review domain
See Section 6 for detailed analysis.

5.2 Neural Network Evaluation

Baseline 1: Our first baseline is a single layer
CNN as used in (Kim, 2014). The model consists
of a 1D convolution layer of window size 2 and 64
different filters. The convolution layer takes as in-
put the GloVe embeddings. Max pooling layer is
used to reduce the output dimensionality but keep
the most salient information.
Baseline 2: (Wang et al., 2016) presented a jointed
CNN and LSTM architecture. The features gener-
ated from convolution and pooling operation can
be viewed as local features similar to ngrams but
cannot handle long term dpendencies. LSTM can
handle CNN’s limitation by preserving historical

information for a long period of time. Using this
as a motivation, we included a convolutional layer
and max pooling layer before the input is fed into
an LSTM. A bidirectional LSTM layer is stacked
on the convolutions layer and the tweet represen-
tation is taken to the fully connected network.
Proposed Negation + Antonym CNN-LSTM :
We modified the sentence representation learned
by replacing a word in the negation scope with it’s
antonym. Using antonyms would reduce the Out-
of-Vocabulary words as compared to prefixing a
word with "NOT_" for learning word representa-
tions. Replacing all the words upto punctuation
with antonyms could entirely change the sentence
meaning and hence this required a more restricted
and accurate scope detection. We get the predicted
scopes from the scope detection model described
in Section 4. The antonym list is obtained from
AntNET (Rajana et al., 2017)

For the NN-based approaches, 20% data is used
for validation and we save the model weights only
if the validation accuracy improves. The outputs
of the LSTM are fed through a sigmoid layer for
binary classification. Regularization is performed
by using a drop-out rate of 0.2 in the drop-out
layer. The model is optimized using the (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) optimizer. The deep network was
implemented using the Keras package (Chollet
et al., 2015). Hyper-parameter optimization for
the neural network is performed using Hyperas,
a python package, based on hyperopt (Bergstra
et al., 2015). Results in Table 8 show that the
antonym based learned representations are more
useful for sentiment task as compared to prefixing
with NOT_. The proposed CNN-LSTM-Our-neg-
Ant improves upon the simple CNN-LSTM-w/o
neg. baseline with F1 scores improving from 0.72
to 0.78 for positive sentiment and from 0.83 to
0.87 for negative sentiment. Hence Negation cou-
pled with antonyms improves the sentiment pre-
diction for a customer service domain.

6 Discussion

In this section, we aim to show the particularities
of our dataset, suggesting the reasons why nega-
tion detection did not improve the performance of
the lexicon-based SVM when previous work had
seen huge performance gains, and intuitions on
how the antonym based method gives improve-
ment.

• Class Distribution
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Positive Sentiment

Classifier Precision Recall Fscore
SVM-w/o neg. 0.57 0.72 0.64
SVM-Punct. neg. 0.58 0.70 0.63
SVM-our-neg. 0.58 0.73 0.65
CNN 0.63 0.83 0.72
CNN-LSTM 0.71 0.72 0.72
CNN-LSTM-Our-neg-Ant 0.78 0.77 0.78

Negative Sentiment

Precision Recall Fscore
SVM-w/o neg. 0.78 0.86 0.82
SVM-Punct. neg. 0.78 0.87 0.83
SVM-Our neg. 0.80 0.87 0.83
CNN 0.88 0.72 0.79
CNN-LSTM. 0.83 0.83 0.83
CNN-LSTM-our-neg-Ant 0.87 0.87 0.87

Train Test
Positive tweets 5121 1320
Negative tweets 9094 2244

Table 8: Sentiment classification evaluation, using dif-
ferent classifiers on the test set.

Our customer service dataset has a much
larger number of negative tweets while the
benchmark sentiment dataset used in most of
the previous systems has positive class as the
majority class (Kiritchenko et al., 2014b; Re-
itan et al., 2015; Nakov et al., 2013; Moham-
mad et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2014). Addi-
tionally, Reitan et al. (2015) reported that the
classifier struggles with negative class predic-
tion. A F-measure of 0.533 and 0.323 is re-
ported by Reitan et al. (2015) and Councill
et al. (2010) respectively, on negative class
prediction. In contrast, our baseline classifier
achieves a much higher F score of 0.82 on the
negative class.

• Cue Word Distribution.
The conversation negation corpus is anno-
tated for both actual negation cues and sen-
timent. To see if there exists some correla-
tion between the number of cues and senti-
ment, we calculated the percentage of posi-
tive and negative tweets with more than one
cue. 19% of positive tweets contain more
than one negation cue while for the negative
class it is 48%. Though we need more ev-
idence to support, but it is possible that the
number of negation cues in these conversa-
tions is a strong indicator of negative class,
hence the SVM based classifier had better

prediction on negative class detection.

• Sarcasm and Irony
Results in Table 8 show that the classifier
struggles with positive class precision. A
sentiment study on user-generated content
by (Sarmento et al., 2009; Carvalho et al.,
2009) has similar class distribution and re-
sults to ours. The sentences expressing nega-
tive opinions is almost the double of those ex-
pressing positive opinions and the precision
of identifying negative opinions (≈ 89%)
is significantly higher than the precision of
identifying positive opinions (≈60%). They
confirm the relevance of irony for sentiment
analysis by an error analysis of their present
classifier stating that a large proportion of
misclassifications (≈35%) derive from their
system’s inability to account for irony. We
then performed some manual error analysis
on the incorrect positive predictions for SVM
and observed that some of the incorrect pre-
dictions were actually sarcastic, see Table 9.
To get an insight on how our method im-
proves these types of predictions, consider
the example in Row2 in Table 9. It was
predicted as positive by SVM, CNN and
LSTM due to the positive word "Awesome".
Our method detects negation cue word "not"
with "able" in it’s scope. The antonym dic-
tionary then is used to replace "able" with
"incapable". Having a strong negative word
corrects the prediction to negative. These re-
sults indicate that there is room for improve-
ment for the positive class but negation han-
dling may not be enough. A combination of
negation and sarcasm may be a useful direc-
tion to explore in future for customer service
conversations.

S.No Tweet

1 Hi @username - Love u. I’d recommend not
displaying the early bird button in the app if it’s
broken and not working

2 looks like I won’t be able to vote because the
train is running late. Awesome

Table 9: Negative sarcastic examples.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented an approach to negation cue
and scope detection in customer service inter-
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actions on Twitter and the impact of using this
component for sentiment detection. We refined
the annotation guidelines for scope representa-
tion, gathering a dataset of 2000 labeled tweets.
Our rule based approach based on syntactic con-
stituents does not require annotated scope data
for training, but performs comparable to state of
the art BiLSTM. To evaluate the effectiveness
of negation modeling on sentiment detection, we
performed experiments using both an SVM and
CNN-LSTM Architecture. There was no signifi-
cant improvement between the two lexicon based
SVMs (with/without negation handling). The pro-
posed antonym based negation for CNN-LSTM
outperformed both a CNN and a combination
CNN-LSTM that did not handle negation. The
result and error analysis shows that customer ser-
vice interactions have higher frequency of nega-
tion cues, are more skewed towards negative class,
and are sometimes sarcastic. In future, we plan
to study other language phenomenon such as sar-
casm in combination with negation.
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Abstract

We propose bilingual word embeddings based
on word2vec and fastText models (CBOW and
Skip-gram) to address the problem of Humor
detection in Hindi-English code-mixed tweets
in combination with deep learning architec-
tures. We focus on deep learning approaches
which are not widely used on code-mixed
data and analyzed their performance by exper-
imenting with three different neural network
models. We propose convolution neural net-
work (CNN) and bidirectional long-short term
memory (biLSTM) (with and without Atten-
tion) models which take the generated bilin-
gual embeddings as input. We make use of
Twitter data to create bilingual word embed-
dings. All our proposed architectures outper-
form the state-of-the-art results, and Attention-
based bidirectional LSTM model achieved an
accuracy of 73.6% which is an increment of
more than 4% compared to the current state-
of-the-art results.

1 Introduction

In the present day, we observe an exponential
rise in the number of individuals using Internet
Technology for different purposes like entertain-
ment, learning and sharing their experiences. This
led to a tremendous increase in content gener-
ated by users on social networking and micro-
blogging sites. Websites like Facebook, Twitter,
and Reddit (Danet and Herring, 2007) act as a plat-
form for users to reach large masses in real-time
and express their thoughts freely and sometimes
anonymously amongst communities and virtual
networks. These natural language texts depict var-
ious linguistic elements such as aggression, irony,
humor, and sarcasm. In recent years, automatic
detection of these elements (Davidov et al., 2010)
has become a research interest for both organiza-
tions and research communities.

* These authors contributed equally to this work.

The advancement in computer technologies
places increasing emphasis on systems and mod-
els that can effectively handle natural human lan-
guage. So far, the majority of the research in
natural language processing and deep learning is
focused on the English language as individuals
across the world use it widely. But, in multi-
lingual geographies like India, it is a natural phe-
nomenon for individuals to use more than one lan-
guage words in speech and in social media sites
like Facebook and Twitter (Cárdenas-Claros and
Isharyanti, 2009; Crystal, 2002). Data shows that
in India, there are about 314.9 million bilingual
speakers and most of these speakers tend to mix
two languages interchangeably in their commu-
nication. Researchers (Myers-Scotton, 1997) de-
fined this linguistic behavior as Code-mixing -
the embedding of linguistic units such as phrases,
words, and morphemes of one language into an ut-
terance of another language which produces utter-
ances consisting of words taken from the lexicons
of different languages.

The primary challenge with the code-mixed cor-
pus is the lack of data in general text-corpora,
(Nguyen and Doğruöz, 2013; Solorio and Liu,
2008a,b) for conducting experiments. In this pa-
per, we take up the task of detecting one critical
element of natural language (Kruger, 1996) which
plays a significant part in our linguistic, cognitive,
and social lives, i.e., Humor. Martin (Martin and
Ford, 2018) extensively studied the psychology of
humor and stated that it is ubiquitous across cul-
tures and it is a necessary part of all verbal com-
munication. The classification of some text as hu-
mor can be very subjective. Also, capturing Hu-
mor in higher order structures (de Oliveira et al.,
2017) through text processing is considered as a
challenging natural language problem. Pun detec-
tion in one-liners (Kao et al., 2016) and detection
of humor in Yelp reviews (de Oliveira et al., 2017)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multilingualism in India
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have also been studied in recent years.
Deep learning techniques (LeCun et al., 2015)

have contributed to significant progress in various
areas of research, including natural language un-
derstanding. Convolutional neural network based
networks have been used for sentence classifica-
tion (Kim, 2014), bidirectional LSTM networks
(biLSTM) were used for sequence tagging (Huang
et al., 2015), and attention based bidirectional
LSTM networks were used for relational classifi-
cation (Zhou et al., 2016) and topic-based senti-
ment analysis (Baziotis et al., 2017). In this work,
we propose three deep learning networks using
bilingual word embeddings as input and compare
it against the classification models presented in
(Khandelwal et al., 2018) using their annotated
corpus to detect one of the playful domains of lan-
guage: Humor. An example from the corpus:

“Subha ka bhula agar sham ko wapas ghar aa
jaye then we must thank GPS technology..”
“(If someone is lost in the morning and returns
home in the evening then we must thank GPS tech-
nology.)

This tweet is annotated as humorous. In par-
ticular, we are focused on code-mixed data as it
lacks the presence of bilingual word embeddings,
commonly used, to train any deep learning model
which is essential for understanding human behav-
ior, events, reviews, studying trends as well as lin-
guistic analysis (Vyas et al., 2014).

1.1 Corpus creation for Bilingual Word
Embeddings

The corpus used for training the bilingual word
embeddings is created using Twitter’s API.
Around 200k tweets are extracted using 1000 most
common words from the training corpus after re-
moving stop words. Preprocessing is done on the
sentences, and Twitter handles starting with “@”
or words that have any special symbol are re-
moved. URLs are replaced with the word “URL”.

1.2 Word2Vec
Code-mixed (Hindi-English) data need vector rep-
resentations of its words to train a deep learning
based model. However, our corpus being bilin-
gual in nature prohibits the use of any pre-trained
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) representations.
As mentioned earlier, we used the collected Twit-
ter data to train the bilingual word embedding
model. We experimented with various hyperpa-
rameters like embedding size, window length, and

negative sampling. Based on the results, we final-
ized the following set of values for our main task -
humor detection.

• Embedding size: 300, Window length: 10,
Negative sampling

1.3 FastText

One of the limitations of word2vec model is the in-
ability to handle words with very low frequency in
the training corpus and out-of-vocabulary words
which might be present in the unseen text in-
stances. Example: people on social media write
words like “happppyyyyy”, “lolll”, etc. These
kinds of new words can’t have pre-trained word
embeddings. To address this problem in the bilin-
gual scenario, we analyzed the performance of
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) word embed-
ding model, which considers subword informa-
tion, for generating word embeddings. FastText
learns character n-gram (Joulin et al., 2016) repre-
sentations and represents words as the sum of the
n-gram vectors, where n is a hyperparameter. We
kept hyperparameters like embedding size, win-
dow length, etc., same as in word2vec model to
compare their results.

1.4 Model Architecture

We propose three different deep learning archi-
tectures for the task of humor detection based on
CNN and biLSTM networks which take bilingual
word embeddings as input. We used cross-entropy
loss function and Adam optimizer for training all
our proposed architectures.

1.4.1 Model 1 - Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN)

We propose a CNN-based model, refer to Figure
1, which takes bilingual word embeddings as in-
put. CNN based model makes use of a set of
4 parallel 1D convolution layers to extract fea-
tures from the input embeddings. Features de-
rived from the convolution layer are then fed into
the global max-pool layer, which extracts one fea-
ture per filter. The extracted features from max-
pool layer are then flattened and passed to multi-
ple fully connected (FC) layers. Finally, classifica-
tion is performed using a softmax layer. We have
used various training techniques such as dropout
(.25 to .75) (Srivastava et al., 2014) and batch-
normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) that helps
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in reducing overfitting and sensitivity towards ini-
tial weights respectively. With the use of batch-
normalization, we also observed improvement in
the convergence rate.

Figure 1: Proposed CNN architecture

The model uses four parallel instances of convo-
lution layer with varying kernel sizes. We exper-
imented with various values for hyperparameters
such as the number of kernels, kernel sizes and fi-
nalized following values based on the performance
on the validation set:

• Kernel size:

fh1 = 3, fh2 = 6, fh3 = 9, fh4 = 12

• Number of kernels = 200, Stride = 1.

We analyzed the performance of the proposed
CNN based network with both word2vec and fast-
Text generated bilingual word embeddings and
presented their results in Table 2. Here, Model
1(a) refers to CNN with word2vec and Model 1(b)
refers to CNN with fastText based word represen-
tations respectively.

1.4.2 Model 2 - Bidirectional LSTM Network
Bidirectional LSTM architectures have been
proved to be very useful to model word sequences
and are robust to learn on data with long-range
temporal dependencies. We use the bidirectional
LSTM network on the input bilingual word em-
beddings to capture the compositional semantics
for the bilingual texts in our experiments.

The sentiment of each word in the sentence de-
pends on the context in which the word is used,
where context includes content in front of the word
as well as behind the word. To model these scenar-
ios, we make use of bidirectional LSTM network
which has been successfully applied in generating
context-dependent hidden representations as well
as capturing long-term dependencies in text clas-
sification tasks (Wang et al., 2016). We experi-
mented with a different number of hidden layers
and number of hidden units in each hidden layer

and finalized the value of 1 and 200 respectively
based on the results on the validation set. We used
similar architecture as showed in Figure 2 with
no attention mechanism and used concatenated

−→
ht

and
←−
h1 as input to the dense layer (#hidden units =

200) which is followed by the final softmax layer.
To analyze the effect of different bilingual word
embeddings, we make use of both word2vec, and
fastText generated embeddings. In Table 2, Model
2(a) refers to the use of word2vec with Model 2
and Model 2(b) refers to the use of fastText with
Model 2.

Figure 2: Proposed Attention based BiLSTM Model

1.4.3 Model 3 - Attention-based Bidirectional
LSTM Network

We further propose an attention-based mechanism
for the bidirectional LSTM network. The word-
level attention model learns which words in a
given sentence are more critical for determining
the overall emotion (humorous / non-humorous) of
the sentence. These words act as decisive points.
Some parts in sentences create noise, and this
mechanism helps to filter out those noises.

Input sentence x1, x2, ..., xt−1, xt represents
bilingual word embedding of the input text utter-
ance, which is fed into the hidden layer of the pro-
posed bidirectional LSTM network as input. As
presented in Figure 2, bidirectional LSTM archi-
tecture makes use of both forward and backward
hidden states at each time step. We used well-
known standard LSTM units for our architecture
and thus omitted the equations related to the cell
units. At each time step i, hi = [

−→
hi ;
←−
hi ] represents

complete hidden state representation. We make
use of the hidden state of each step to calculate
the weights for each word and weighted summa-
tion of all time steps. hα is used as an input to the
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classifier in combination with
−→
ht and

←−
h1. Concate-

nated hidden states are passed on to a single dense
layer, followed by output softmax layer. We used
the same hyperparameter settings for hidden rep-
resentation and dense layer size as mentioned in
Model 2 to analyze the effect of adding attention to
the proposed model. We experimented with both
word2vec and fastText generated bilingual word
embeddings, and results are presented in Table 2.
Here, Model 3(a) refers to the use of word2vec
and Model 3(b) refers to the use of fastText with
Model 3 respectively.

Word-Hi Word-En Word2Vec FastText
pyaar love 0.64 0.78
nafrat hate 0.71 0.73
ldai fight 0.74 0.85
majak funny 0.62 0.71
gussa angry 0.78 0.76

Table 1: Similar meaning Hindi and English words
similarity scores with word2vec and fastText models

2 Results

The benchmark dataset that is published online by
(Khandelwal et al., 2018) is used for evaluating the
effectiveness of bilingual word embeddings and
proposed deep learning models. It contains 3543
annotated tweets where 1755 are labeled humor-
ous and 1698 as non-humorous. We make use of
5-fold cross-validation for generating our experi-
mental results. Using all the features (Khandelwal
et al., 2018), the baseline systems: kernel SVM,
random forest, extra tree, and naive Bayes pre-
sented the best accuracy of 69.3%. Going forward,
to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
experiment with deep learning architectures using
bilingual word embedding for detecting humor in
code-mixed data. All of our models showed bet-
ter accuracies than current state-of-art-results, and
our proposed Attention-based bidirectional LSTM
achieved the best accuracy of 73.6%.

The challenges in this task are the linguistic
complexity of code-mixed data and lack of clean
data. To address phrasal repetitions, short and
simple constructions, non-grammatical words and
spelling errors in the data, larger corpora need to
be built and annotated in the geographies and com-
munities where multilingualism is observed.

In Table 1, we analyzed the generated bilin-
gual word embeddings by comparing the similar-

Model Accuracy
Random Forest* 65.2
Naive Bayes* 67.2
Extra tree* 67.8
Kernel SVM* 69.3
Model 1(a) 70.8
Model 1(b) 71.3
Model 2(a) 71.5
Model 2(b) 72.2
Model 3(a) 72.8
Model 3(b) 73.6

Table 2: Detailed accuracies achieved on the bench-
mark dataset by different models. *Random Forest,
Naive Bayes, Extra tree, and kernel SVM accuracies
are from (Khandelwal et al., 2018)

ity scores of Hindi and English words with sim-
ilar meaning. We observed that fastText model
showed better similarity scores than word2vec
model which indicates that bilingual word em-
beddings do get better with subword information
which is used in learning fastText word represen-
tations. In Table 2, we presented the results of our
proposed deep learning based architectures which
takes bilingual words embeddings generated from
word2vec and fastText skip-gram model. We also
experimented with CBOW versions of both learn-
ing strategies and achieved similar results.

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we address the problem of humor
detection in code-mixed Hindi-English data gener-
ated by bilingual users. We propose three different
deep learning based models which take bilingual
word embeddings as input. Both word2vec and
fastText based models are used for learning bilin-
gual word representations and also to demonstrate
the effectiveness of these techniques by present-
ing similarity scores of words with similar mean-
ing in Hindi and English languages. The proposed
attention-based biLSTM model worked best with
an accuracy of 73.6%. Compared to the state-
of-the-art models all our proposed deep learning
models performed better at detecting humor in
code-mixed data. For future work, we will gen-
erate aligned multilingual word embeddings and
compare them with vectors aligned with MUSE,
and pre-aligned fastText embeddings.

https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
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Abstract

In 2014, a chatty but immobile robot called
hitchBOT set out to hitchhike across Canada.
It similarly made its way across Germany and
the Netherlands, and had begun a trip across
the USA when it was destroyed by vandals. In
this work, we analyze the emotions and senti-
ments associated with words in tweets posted
before and after hitchBOT’s destruction to an-
swer two questions: Were there any differ-
ences in the emotions expressed across the
different countries visited by hitchBOT? And
how did the public react to the demise of hitch-
BOT? Our analyses indicate that while there
were few cross-cultural differences in senti-
ment towards hitchBOT, there was a signif-
icant negative emotional reaction to its de-
struction, suggesting that people had formed
an emotional connection with hitchBOT and
perceived its destruction as morally wrong.
We discuss potential implications of anthropo-
morphism and emotional attachment to robots
from the perspective of robot ethics.

1 Introduction

A small group of Canadian researchers created
the hitchBOT project in 2014, intersecting art, so-
cial robotics, and social science (Zeller and Smith,
2014; Smith and Zeller, 2017b). Its purpose was to
kindle the public’s engagement in arts and science,
as well as spark discussions about our societies’
attitudes towards robotics and technology. To this
end, hitchBOT, shown in Figure 1, was designed
to hitchhike alone across Canada (from Halifax
to Victoria), relying on the kindness of strangers
since it could not move on its own.

Figure 1: The hitchBOT robot.

The physical form of hitchBOT consisted of
‘pool noodle’ flotation devices for arms and legs,
rubber boots, a plastic bin wrapped in solar panels
for a body, and LED screens with facial anima-
tion on its head. GPS and 3G wireless allowed
hitchBOT to communicate location and other di-
agnostics to the home server, and enabled speech
recognition and automated dialogue via Clever-
script servers (Existor, 2016). Roughly the size
of a five-year-old child, hitchBOT was designed
to appear playful and non-threatening (Smith and
Zeller, 2017a).

To a large extent, hitchBOT was successful.
It traversed Canada, over 10,000 kilometres in
26 days, with no damage or adverse events, and
gained broad international interest. With more
than 35,000 followers on Twitter, 48,000 Likes
on Facebook, and 12,000 followers on Instagram,
hitchBOT incited a substantial level of engage-
ment on social media. Moreover, hitchBOT at-
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tracted significant international media interest, en-
compassing all traditional media forms (TV, radio,
print media).

In 2015, a twin hitchBOT traveled Germany,
the Netherlands, and the USA. The latter jour-
ney began on 17 July in Marblehead, MA, but
abruptly ended in wilful destruction on 1 August,
in Philadelphia, PA, only 500 km away.

In this paper, we examine the emotional con-
notations of the words used in the Twitter dis-
course around hitchBOT, using existing crowd-
sourced lexicons for emotion and sentiment. Oth-
ers have started to investigate the emotional con-
nections people build through personal interac-
tions with robots (Young et al., 2009; Hirth et al.,
2011; Hwang et al., 2013; Damiano et al., 2015).
However, hitchBOT was exceptional in that the
vast majority of its many Twitter followers would
never meet it. In this sense, hitchBOT was similar
to a public figure, or celebrity, and its destruction
was a news-worthy event. As such, this represents
a unique opportunity to measure widespread pub-
lic opinion about robots and their treatment at the
hands of humans, without the complicating fac-
tor of personal ownership. Darling (2016) argues
that the degree of emotional connection we feel
towards non-human entities, and specifically the
emotional distress we feel when they are abused,
is a major factor in whether we agree as a soci-
ety to grant those entities legal protections beyond
the simple property rights of the owner. Therefore
it stands to reason that a better understanding of
public sentiment could help to inform the debate
over potential policies and regulations relating to
robots and their use (e.g., Lin et al. (2011)).

We specifically explore two questions here:

(1) Were there differences in the type or scale
of emotions expressed in each of the host coun-
tries? We compare the percentages of words as-
sociated with different emotions from the tweets
produced during each trip, to examine any cultural
factors in the public reaction to hitchBOT.

(2) What emotions were triggered when hitch-
BOT was destroyed? We compare the percent-
ages of different emotion words and the distri-
bution of positive and negative words produced
before and after hitchBOT’s destruction, to de-
termine the dominant emotional responses to the
event.

We begin with an overview of the related work

studying human emotions towards robots, and
then describe the corpus of tweets and the word–
emotion association lexicons used in this work.
We then present our findings, and conclude by
discussing some examples from the data in rela-
tion to issues of anthropomorphism, emotion, and
the question of how the ethical codes that govern
our behaviour toward humans and animals may (or
may not) apply to robots.

2 Background and related work

As robots become more common in our everyday
lives, there is a growing need to understand the
factors influencing interactions between humans
and robots, including the emotional component.
One active area of research focuses on developing
robots that can express emotion (Kühnlenz et al.,
2013); here, in contrast, we consider the emotions
expressed by humans towards robots. How do
robots make us feel? Many robots are designed
to promote anthropomorphism and zoomorphism
(the attribution of human or animal characteris-
tics to a non-human/animal entity), and it has been
shown that the degree to which we anthropomor-
phize a robot affects our emotional connection
with it (Riek et al., 2009). However, even robots
with little physical resemblance to a human or ani-
mal can induce emotional attachments (Sung et al.,
2007).

Our sentiments towards robots may depend
partly on cultural differences. Bartneck et al.
(2007a) administered a questionnaire on negative
attitudes towards robots to 467 participants from
seven different countries, including Germany, the
Netherlands, and the USA. The questionnaire was
divided into three subscales focusing on interac-
tion, social influence, and emotion. In general,
participants from the USA showed the most pos-
itive attitudes towards robots, particularly in their
openness to interacting with robots, although they
were more negative than the German or Dutch on
the topic of robot emotion.

Social media has proven to be a rich source of
data for sentiment and emotion analysis on a va-
riety of topics, using lexicon-based and machine
learning methods (e.g. Rosenthal et al. (2015); Gi-
achanou and Crestani (2016); Mohammad et al.
(2018)). However, very little work has focused
on the emotions expressed towards robots. Fried-
man et al. (2003) analyzed 3,119 forum posts re-
lating to the AIBO robot dog. They developed
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a coding scheme to categorize posts as affirming
or negating the following characteristics in AIBO
robots: life-like essences, technological essences,
mental states, social rapport, and moral standing.
Interestingly, while most users affirmed aspects of
life-like essences, mental states, and social rap-
port, only 12% expressed that the AIBO dogs have
moral standing (e.g. a right not to be mistreated).
Mubin et al. (2016) annotated 235 Twitter posts
relating to the Nao robot, using a similar coding
scheme, finding that over half the tweets expressed
life-like essences and/or social rapport. Fink et al.
(2012) compared forum posts about AIBO dogs,
Roomba robot vacuum cleaners, and iPad tablets
for topic and degree of anthropomorphism. They
characterized anthropomorphic language as an at-
tribution to the device of: life-likeness, emotional
states or feelings, gender, personality, intention,
names, or status as a family member. They found
a generally higher frequency of anthropomorphic
language in posts which also expressed a feeling
or attitude towards the device, again supporting a
link between anthropomorphism and emotion.

Other work on social media has focused specif-
ically on users’ interactions with chatbots, such as
the infamous Tay chatbot. Tay was launched by
Microsoft in 2016 and promptly shut down a day
later, after her interactions with Twitter users re-
sulted in her learning to generate toxic and offen-
sive content. Neff and Nagy (2016) analyzed user
responses to the incident and found that most reac-
tions fell into two categories: those who saw Tay
as a helpless victim of human behaviour, and those
who viewed her as a threat or an example of tech-
nology spinning out of control. More generally,
we expect that there will be individual differences
in the degree to which artificial intelligence tech-
nologies are seen as useful and progressive ver-
sus threatening and dangerous, and this may be
reflected in the emotional responses observed.

The questions of how we feel when a robot
is harmed are open for debate. Friedman et al.
(2003) describe the outrage and disgust expressed
by some online forum users when an AIBO robot
dog was thrown into the garbage on live TV; some
Twitter users also expressed discomfort or sadness
in response to a video of a Boston Dynamics em-
ployee kicking a robot dog (Parke, 2015).

The ‘death’ of a robot can be even more emo-
tional. In Japan, when robot dogs break down per-
manently, they are sometimes honoured with Bud-

dhist funerals (Burch, 2018). Other work has ex-
plored the attachments that soldiers develop with
military robots, and the sense of loss that can fol-
low their destruction in battle (Carpenter, 2016).
Even the break-down of a Roomba can elicit “sur-
prising” levels of emotional distress (Sung et al.,
2007).

The prospect of ‘killing’ a robot can also be dis-
turbing to many people. Bartneck et al. (2007b)
report a study in which participants first interacted
with a robot, and were then asked to destroy it with
a hammer. Participants described feelings of guilt
and uneasiness (although, notably, it appears that
they all complied). Darling et al. (2015) reported
that, when faced with a similar task, participants
hesitated longer when the robot had been given a
name and personified back-story.

To summarize the related work as it applies
to our questions: we expect to see evidence for
different attitudes towards hitchBOT across coun-
tries, with the USA expressing more positive sen-
timent and openness towards the robot (Bartneck
et al., 2007a). After hitchBOT’s destruction, we
expect to see an increase in negative emotion, in-
cluding sadness at the loss of hitchBOT and anger
and disgust towards the perpetrator(s). However,
people who feel distrustful of technology or artifi-
cial intelligence may express opinions supporting
hitchBOT’s destruction.

3 Methodology

In this section we first present the Twitter data col-
lected for the analysis, then discuss our method-
ology for emotion analysis through the use of
two large, publicly-available lexicons for senti-
ment and emotion.

3.1 Twitter data

The raw dataset comprises 188,082 tweets con-
taining the token @hitchBOT, with the first tweet
posted on 29 May, 2014, two months before hitch-
BOT’s first trip, and the last tweet posted on 16
November, 2015, 3.5 months after its destruction.

We first remove all retweets with no additional
content (73,050 tweets), and all exact duplicates
(30,334 tweets). We also remove all tweets from
hitchBOT’s own Twitter account1 (494 tweets).
We determine the language of a tweet using the
Python langdetect library.2 The vast majority

1Tweets from this account were written by a human.
2https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
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of tweets are written in English; to better capture
the emotions in the countries through which hitch-
BOT travelled, we also include all tweets writ-
ten in French (one of Canada’s official languages),
German, and Dutch. We exclude those written in
any other languages (20,132 tweets). We then pre-
process the tweets by replacing links, usernames,
and RT tokens with 〈URL〉, 〈@USERNAME〉, and
〈RT〉, respectively. After this step, any tweets con-
taining only links, usernames, and retweet tokens
are also removed (435 tweets). As a result, we in-
clude 63,632 tweets in the final dataset.

3.2 Emotion analysis

There are different theories regarding the catego-
rization and definition of emotions. In one view,
there is a finite set of universal emotions. In pi-
oneering work, Ekman et al. (1969) proposed a
set of six culturally-universal emotions (joy, sad-
ness, disgust, fear, anger, and surprise); Plutchik
(1984) later developed a set of eight basic emo-
tions (adding trust and anticipation).

An alternative theory seeks to describe emo-
tions in terms of their underlying factors, or di-
mensions. Russell (2003) argues in favour of three
largely independent dimensions, namely: valence
(positive versus negative), arousal (active versus
passive), and dominance (powerful versus weak).

In this work, we conduct our analysis from
both the categorical and dimensional perspectives
by using two lexicons: the NRC Emotion Lex-
icon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013), and the
NRC Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD) Lexi-
con (Mohammad, 2018). Both lexicons were
collected by crowd-sourcing annotations of emo-
tional associations with words, and are publicly
available.3 The NRC lexicons offer wider cov-
erage than most existing lexicons, and the use of
best-worst scaling in the VAD Lexicon has been
shown to lead to more reliable annotations than
those obtained using rating scales (Mohammad,
2018). The NRC lexicons have been extensively
validated for Twitter emotion and sentiment anal-
ysis (Tang et al., 2014; Yu and Wang, 2015; Chik-
ersal et al., 2015).

Briefly, the Emotion Lexicon contains emotion
labels for 14,182 unigrams. The labels are bi-
nary, indicating whether a word is associated with
(a) any of Plutchik’s eight basic emotions, and

3http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/
lexicons.html

(b) positive or negative sentiment. The VAD Lexi-
con contains scores for 20,007 words along the di-
mensions of valence, arousal, and dominance. The
scores are real-valued and range from 0 to 1 along
each of the VAD dimensions. Note that the scores
do not have intrinsic meaning; rather, they repre-
sent the relative rankings of words along each axis.

In both cases, the lexicons were originally cre-
ated for English words; multi-lingual versions of
the lexicons are also available, but were obtained
by simply translating the English words to other
languages. This can lead to some ambiguity,
as one word may have multiple possible trans-
lations, and words may have different emotional
connotations in different languages and cultures.
However, Mohammad et al. (2016) showed that
when words were automatically translated from
English to Arabic, 90% of the Arabic words had
the same sentiment associations as the original En-
glish word, and Afli et al. (2017) reported similar
results for Irish.

In our analysis, the tweets are first tokenized
using the NLTK tweet tokenizer. We ignore all
words from the Cornell stoplist,4 as well as the
word token robot, which occurs in 30% of all
tweets. From the remaining word tokens, we in-
clude only the subset of words which are listed in
both the Emotion and VAD lexicons. For the ba-
sic emotions, we measure the percentage of words
associated with that emotion (i.e. out of every 100
words, how many are associated with sadness, joy,
etc.). For the VAD analysis, we focus primarily
on valence, and report the average valence of all
words (which are present in the lexicons), as well
as the distributions of valence values.

The number of tweets and word tokens for each
phase, as well as the number of word tokens which
are represented in the lexicons, are given in Ta-
ble 1. The ‘Other’ row includes tweets written be-
fore hitchBOT’s destruction, but while it was not
actively travelling (e.g. between trips). The ‘Post-
USA’ row includes tweets posted after hitchBOT’s
destruction which ended the USA trip.

4 Analyses

4.1 A contrast of nations

In the first analysis, we aimed to compare the emo-
tion words produced during each of the four trips
(i.e., the first four rows in Table 1). However,

4http://www.lextek.com/manuals/onix/
stopwords2.html
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Phase Tweets Tokens Lex.
1 Canada 8,490 131,846 21,843
2 Germany 1,625 23,171 3,457
3 Netherlands 211 2,970 478
4 USA 2,703 44,565 7,415
5 Other 5,316 82,090 13,430
6 Post-USA 45,287 714,441 116,752
Total 63,632 999,083 163,375

Table 1: Number of tweets and word tokens in the
various phases of hitchBOT’s existence, after pre-
processing. The ‘Lex.’ column indicates the number
of tokens appearing in both lexicons.

due to the relatively small number of tweets avail-
able for the Netherlands trip, we exclude these
data and compare only Canada, Germany, and the
USA (note that the USA data includes only those
tweets produced before hitchBOT’s destruction).
This corresponds to lines 1, 2, and 4 in Table 1.

Only a small fraction of tweets are labelled with
location information, and so for each country we
include all tweets posted within the duration of
hitchBOT’s visit to that country, with the assump-
tion that much of the Twitter content will be gen-
erated from inside the country of interest. There
is some evidence to support this: during the Ger-
many trip, 75% of tweets were written in German
(compared to 7% during the Canada trip 1% dur-
ing the USA trip).

Figure 2 shows the percentage of words associ-
ated with each emotion during each phase. Qual-
itatively, the distributions are similar across the
trips, with Twitter users in all countries produc-
ing more positive than negative emotion words,
and more words associated with anticipation and
joy than anger, disgust, fear, and sadness. How-
ever, there are some differences as well. To de-
termine whether the differences between countries
are significant, we first perform a χ2 test for each
emotion, comparing the observed word counts for
each emotion for each of the three countries to the
expected counts under the null hypothesis of no
difference between the countries. The χ2 test is
appropriate in the case of unequal sample sizes,
as we have here. Since we repeat this test 10
times, we use a Bonferroni-adjusted α of 0.005
as the significance threshold. In cases where a
significant difference is observed, we conduct a
post-hoc pairwise proportion test to determine be-
tween which countries the relevant differences oc-
cur. Since the pairwise procedure involves three
comparisons, we use α = 0.016 as the threshold
for significance.

Figure 2: A comparison of the emotions expressed
in tweets while hitchBOT travelled through different
countries. For all words in the tweets which are con-
tained in the emotion lexicon, we show the percentage
of those words that are associated with the various emo-
tions, by country.

Considering first the overall sentiment, there is
no significant different in the percentage of nega-
tive words produced in the three countries. Canada
produces the highest percentage of positive words,
although the difference is only significant com-
pared to the USA (p = 9.8×10−5).

For the basic emotions, there are no significant
differences between the countries on anger, antic-
ipation, joy, surprise, or trust. For disgust, Ger-
many has a significantly higher percentage than
both Canada (p = 6.6× 10−5) and the USA (p =
7.0× 10−6). The USA has the lowest percent-
age of fear words, significantly lower than both
Canada (p = 2.2×10−8) and Germany (p = 6.1×
10−5). Finally, the USA has the highest percent-
age of words associated with sadness compared
to both Canada (p = 4.2× 10−18) and Germany
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(p = 6.8×10−6).
While it is not possible here to analyze each of

these trends in detail, we do consider two illustra-
tive examples of what kinds of words are driving
these differences:

Why were people sadder during the USA trip,
even before hitchBOT’s death? This pattern
turns out to be driven by multiple discouraged
tweets around the start of hitchBOT’s American
journey, when the robot did not manage to leave its
starting point for a week, e.g. hitchhiking robot’s
cross-country trek off to a sluggish start and a
cross-country hitchhike is tough if no one will help
you leave massachusetts. Since hitchBOT’s de-
struction cut the trip short after only two weeks,
these early tweets have a larger impact than if the
trip had been completed as expected.

Why were people more disgusted during the
Germany trip? The most frequent word associ-
ated with disgust during the Germany trip is the
German schade, which in the NRC lexicons is
translated as the English bummer, which is associ-
ated with disgust. However, schade could also be
translated as shame or pity; in the Emotion Lex-
icon, shame is also associated with disgust, but
pity is not. This illustrates how different transla-
tions of the same word may have slightly different
emotional connotations. (A manual review of the
German tweets reveals that most occurrences of
this word correspond to the sense of “what a pity,”
rather than explicit disgust towards hitchBOT.)

While these differences certainly merit further
investigation, the overall impression is of remark-
ably similar emotional profiles in each of the three
countries visited.

4.2 The death of hitchBOT

In the second analysis, we partition the dataset into
those tweets written before and after hitchBOT’s
destruction (lines 1–5 versus line 6 from Table 1).
For convenience, we refer to these time periods
as Life and Death, respectively. Note that these
tweets could have been posted from anywhere in
the world, as long as they were written in English,
French, German, or Dutch. Figure 3 shows the
percentages of words associated with the eight ba-
sic emotions as well as positive and negative sen-
timent. The difference in emotion word percent-
ages between life and death is significant for every
emotion and sentiment (according to a χ2 test and

corrected for multiple comparisons).
Most trends are as expected, with increases in

anger, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise, and negative
sentiment after hitchBOT’s death. Similarly, we
observe a decrease in anticipation, joy, and pos-
itive sentiment. Counter-intuitively, the percent-
age of trust words shows a small but significant
increase after death. An examination of the data
suggests multiple reasons for this, including: the
negation of trust words (e.g. hitchhiking not safe
for robots either in us), irony (e.g. welcome to the
city of brotherly love), and word-sense ambigu-
ity (e.g. adorable hitchhiking hitchbot found mu-
tilated).

In terms of the magnitude of the changes, the
greatest relative difference is seen in the emotions
of anger (4.7 times greater after death) and disgust
(3.8 times greater), followed by sadness (3.6 times
greater). This pattern seems reasonable, given the
deliberate nature of the destruction.

Figure 3: A comparison of the emotions expressed in
tweets before and after hitchBOT’s destruction. For all
words in the tweets which are contained in the Emotion
Lexicon, we show the percentage of those words that
are associated with the various emotions.

We then consider the valence distribution of the
words produced before and after hitchBOT’s de-
struction. Valence is similar in some ways to the
positive-negative sentiments discussed above, but
contains much richer information about the inten-
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Figure 4: The valence distribution before/after hitchBOT’s destruction, for words contained in the VAD lexicon.

sity of the emotion. If we consider only the mean
valence, we do see a reduction from 0.67 in life, to
0.55 in death. However, Figure 4 offers a more
detailed picture of how the valence distribution
changes. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test indicates
that the two distributions are significantly different
(p < 0.001). Specifically, we observe a substantial
increase in the lowest-valence words (i.e. those ex-
pressing strong negative emotion) after death.5

To qualitatively examine the words which are
found in these lowest-valence bins, the most
highly-frequent words in the three lowest bins are
given in Table 2. An interesting feature of these
words is how many of them reflect some level of
anthropomorphism and/or moral judgment. For
example, words like die, death, demise, killing,
and kill, imply the end of a life, at least metaphor-
ically. The word murder is even stronger, since
it denotes specifically the unlawful ending of a
human life. In terms of moral judgments, the
high frequency of words such as blame, shame,
terrible, and wrong suggest the belief that there
was something ethically wrong with destroying
the robot. The word crime is also significant in
this context, implying that this action was not just
ethically but also legally unacceptable.

5The distributions for arousal and dominance, as well
as interactive visualizations for all the figures in this pa-
per, can be accessed at http://saifmohammad.com/
WebPages/hitchbot.html

However, these views are far from universal.
We also observe many words which are not usu-
ally associated with actions against animate be-
ings, such as destroyed and destruction, as well as
broken and wrecked (not visible in Table 2, with
frequencies of 55 and 53, respectively). Further-
more, we note an apparent dissociation between
the degree of anthropomorphism expressed in the
tweet, and the polarity of the sentiment regard-
ing hitchBOT’s destruction. For example, among
tweets expressing dismay at the incident, some
mourn the loss of hitchBOT merely as a piece of
technical equipment in a science experiment:

so a canadian robotics students’ long,
successful experiment in trust ended a
few weeks after entering the states :(

while others attribute personality and mental state
to hitchBOT, and even refer to it with a nickname:

oh ’merica, what did you do to our
sweet, sweet @hitchbot poor little
hitchy.

Tweets which celebrate hitchBOT’s destruction
are in a minority, but there are several, and they
similarly range from describing hitchBOT sim-
ply as an object (albeit, an object that could be
‘killed’):
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i’m glad we killed hitchbot before it be-
came trendy to transport roadside trash
around the country

to attributing gender and personality:

philadelphia saves the world again, kills
#hitchbot. he was a smug bastard and
deserved to die

Attributing human-like characteristics to a
robot, but then not ascribing it moral standing (e.g.
the right not to be harmed), has interesting paral-
lels to the findings of Friedman et al. (2003) with
respect to AIBO dogs, and may also relate to the
observations of Neff and Nagy (2016) that Tay
the chatbot was sometimes viewed as a threat to,
rather than a victim of, humanity. However, the
examples here are merely anecdotal and additional
work will be required to annotate the data for these
various attitudes before we can draw further con-
clusions.

5 Discussion

There is a potential gap between what people write
on Twitter and how they truly feel about robots
and their destruction. On such a platform, there
may be a tendency to use emotionally provocative
language to attract attention and retweets. Even
ignoring this effect, clearly we can say, for exam-
ple, that a battery is ‘dead’ without thinking that it
was ever really alive. Friedman et al. (2003) also
discuss this disconnect between language and be-
lief, observing that in many cases, anthropomor-
phic language is used playfully and as an informal
shorthand (even in this paper, we find it simpler
to refer to hitchBOT’s life rather than the period
of time prior to hitchBOT’s destruction). In their
work, Friedman et al. (2003) conclude that, “we
are not saying AIBO owners believe literally that
AIBO is alive, but rather that AIBO evokes feel-
ings as if AIBO were alive.” Similarly, we cer-
tainly do not propose that the use of anthropomor-
phic language indicates that Twitter users actually
believed hitchBOT was a living thing, but rather
that their lexical choices reflect an emotional con-
nection with the robot, and subsequent empathetic
reaction to its destruction, akin in some ways to
that which might be evoked by a living being.

The human tendency towards anthropomor-
phism can have far-reaching consequences in
terms of what we view as ethical behaviour. In

Freq. Token Freq. Token Freq. Token
3061 destroyed 214 shame 127 blame
1477 demise 205 shit 124 terrible

739 death 185 hate 119 hell
417 destruction 178 wrong 105 die
413 murder 175 tragic 104 dangerous
360 kill 156 destroying 101 crime
277 mutilated 155 upset 93 violence
234 doomed 147 damn 91 war
228 killing 143 violent 87 sadly
216 fake 132 hurt 85 incident

Table 2: The highest frequency words in the lowest va-
lence bins after hitchBOT’s destruction.

a thought-provoking discussion of whether social
robots should be extended any type of legal protec-
tion, Darling (2016) argues that many of our exist-
ing laws protecting animals from abuse are based
on our anthropomorphism and emotional connec-
tion with animals, rather than, e.g., biological fac-
tors (the fact that it is legal to slaughter a cow for
food but not a horse seems based primarily in our
cultural emotional connection to horses). Darling
(2016) also writes that one interpretation of the
purpose of law is to codify a social contract: “We
construct behavioural rules that most of us agree
on, and we hold everyone to the agreement.” From
that perspective, it is important to start gathering
data on the nature and extent of society’s emo-
tional attachments to robots of various kinds.

The current analysis is limited in a number of
ways. Emotion is analyzed on the word level,
rather than the sentence level, and as such we do
not take into account negations or any other con-
text, nor do we attempt to detect sarcasm. In par-
ticular, we cannot ensure that hitchBOT is the ac-
tual entity to which the emotion is attached (e.g.,
when he comes to this great nation’s beautiful
capital, i want to be able to drive him through it.).
Furthermore, the amount of data in each phase is
not balanced, with the majority of tweets occur-
ring after hitchBOT’s destruction, and the partic-
ularly small number during the trip to the Nether-
lands limited our cross-cultural analysis.

Nonetheless, while somewhat exploratory in na-
ture, these preliminary analyses suggest several
avenues for future research. By analyzing tweets
on the sentence-level and conducting a topic anal-
ysis, we can get a better sense of what atti-
tudes and beliefs are underlying people’s emo-
tional word choices. Additionally, by manually
annotating tweets for attributions to hitchBOT of
life-likeness, emotional states, intention, and so on
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(following the work of Fink et al. (2012)), we can
start to draw a clearer link between anthropomor-
phic language and emotional attachment. In fu-
ture work we also plan to look more specifically
into different cultures and their perceptions, using
various lexicons. We can also consider machine
learning approaches to emotion analysis, as well
as recent advances in lexicon-based approaches
(Buechel and Hahn, 2016). Finally, although the
corpus is not currently publicly available, we do
plan to release the data to other researchers in the
future.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an analysis of the emotion
words produced by Twitter users about hitchBOT.
When comparing tweets written during each of
hitchBOT’s trips across Canada, Germany, and the
United States, the emotion word percentages were
generally similar, although some significant dif-
ferences were observed, with Canadians express-
ing the most positive sentiment, and Americans
expressing the least fear and the most sadness.
While Germans expressed significantly more dis-
gust than the others, this effect may be due to
a near-synonym translation with a different emo-
tional connotation than the original German word.

When examining the tweets written before and
after hitchBOT’s ‘death’, significant differences
were observed in all of the basic emotions, with
marked increases in the percentage of words as-
sociated with anger, disgust, and sadness. The
proportion of words with very low valence scores
(i.e. those expressing negative sentiment) also
increased dramatically. A qualitative analysis
of these low-valence words suggests that Twit-
ter users perceived the actions of the vandals as
morally corrupt, with an intensity of emotion that
seems incommensurate with an interpretation of
the event as simple property damage. These find-
ings will hopefully provoke future questions prob-
ing how humans should behave towards robots and
towards discussions around robot ethics.
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Abstract

Research in sarcasm detection spans almost
a decade. However a particular form of sar-
casm remains unexplored: sarcasm expressed
through numbers, which we estimate, forms
about 11% of the sarcastic tweets in our
dataset. The sentence ‘Love waking up at 3
am’ is sarcastic because of the number. In this
paper, we focus on detecting sarcasm in tweets
arising out of numbers. Initially, to get an in-
sight into the problem, we implement a rule-
based and a statistical machine learning-based
(ML) classifier. The rule-based classifier con-
veys the crux of the numerical sarcasm prob-
lem, namely, incongruity arising out of num-
bers. The statistical ML classifier uncovers the
indicators i.e., features of such sarcasm. The
actual system in place, however, are two deep
learning (DL) models, CNN and attention net-
work that obtains an F-score of 0.93 and 0.91
on our dataset of tweets containing numbers.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
line of research investigating the phenomenon
of sarcasm arising out of numbers, culminat-
ing in a detector thereof.

1 Introduction

Sarcasm is a challenge to sentiment analysis be-
cause it uses verbal irony to express contempt
or ridicule, thereby, potentially confusing typical
sentiment classifiers. Several approaches for sar-
casm detection have been reported in the recent
past (Hazarika et al., 2018; Joshi et al., 2017;
Ghosh and Veale, 2017; Buschmeier et al., 2014;
Riloff et al., 2013). In this paper, we focus on
a peculiar form of sarcasm: sarcasm expressed
through numbers. In other words, the goal of this
paper is the classification task where a tweet con-
taining one or more numbers is classified as sar-

∗Equal Contribution.
†The work was done when authors were doing their Mas-

ters at IIT-Bombay.

castic due to numbers or non-sarcastic. For exam-
ple, the sentence ‘Having 2 hours to write a paper
is fun’ is sarcastic. The numeral 2 plays a key role
in conveying sarcasm. Therefore, in this paper, we
focus on different approaches for the detection of
sarcasm due to numbers. Towards this, we first in-
troduce the task, identify its challenges, introduce
a labeled dataset and devise three approaches for
the task. Our approaches are based on three preva-
lent paradigms of NLP: rule-based, statistical ma-
chine learning-based1 and deep learning-based.

The contribution of the paper is as follows:

1. The paper details the purpose and challenges
of the problem.

2. We introduce a labeled2 dataset of 60949
tweets containing numbers.

3. Finally, we present approaches which will
serve as strong baselines for future work in
detecting sarcasm arising due to numbers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present our motivation. In Section
3, we discuss the related work in detail. Then, we
present insights into the problem using rule-based
and statistical machine learning-based approaches
in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, we present two
deep learning-based approaches. In Section 6, we
outline the experimental setup and present the re-
sults of our experiments in Section 7. We present
both qualitative as well as quantitative error anal-
ysis in Section 8. Finally, we conclude the paper
and discuss future work in Section 9.

2 Motivation

The challenge that sarcastic text poses to senti-
ment analysis has led to research interest in com-

1This refers to statistical approaches that do not rely on
deep learning.

2labels: sarcastic due to number, non-sarcastic.
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putational sarcasm. While several approaches
to detect sarcasm have been reported (González-
Ibáñez et al., 2011; Joshi et al., 2015), they may
fall short in case of sarcasm expressed via num-
bers. Consider the following three sentences:

1. This phone has an awesome battery backup
of 38 hours

2. This phone has a terrible battery backup of 2
hours

3. This phone has an awesome battery backup
of 2 hours

At the time of writing this paper, a battery
backup of 38 hours is good for phones while a
battery backup of 2 hours is bad. Therefore, sen-
tences 1 and 2 are non-sarcastic because the senti-
ment of the adjectives (‘awesome’ and ‘terrible’)
conforms with the sentiment associated with the
corresponding numerical values. On the contrary,
the sarcasm in sentence 3 above occurs because
of incompatibility/incongruity3 between the word
‘awesome’ (positive word) and ‘2 hours’ (numer-
ical value). The above examples illustrate that the
sarcasm can arise due to numbers which can mis-
lead a normal sarcasm detection system. There-
fore, in this paper, we aim to solve the problem
of detecting sarcasm arising due to numbers. The
utility of our work lies in the fact that our system
is a crucial link in a pipeline for sarcasm detection
where the input tweets first pass through a gen-
eral sarcasm detector, out of which the tweets la-
beled as non-sarcastic are then subjected to further
scrutiny of the numerical sarcasm detector. Fig-
ure 1 shows the interfacing of our module with the
overall sarcasm detection system.

Figure 1: Interfacing of our module with the overall
sarcasm detection system

3Ivanko and Pexman (2003) describe the relationship be-
tween incongruity and sarcasm.

3 Related Work

Sarcasm and irony detection has been extensively
studied in linguistics, psychology, and cognitive
science (Gibbs, 1986; Utsumi, 2000). Computa-
tional detection of sarcasm has become a popu-
lar area of natural language processing research
in recent years (Joshi et al., 2017). Tepperman
et al. (2006) present sarcasm recognition in speech
using spectral (average pitch, pitch slope, etc.),
prosodic and contextual cues. Carvalho et al.
(2009) use simple linguistic features like an in-
terjection, changed names, etc. for irony detec-
tion. Davidov et al. (2010) train a sarcasm clas-
sifier with syntactic and pattern-based features.
González-Ibáñez et al. (2011) state that sarcasm
transforms the polarity of an apparently positive
or negative utterance into its opposite. Liebrecht
et al. (2013) show that sarcasm is often signaled
by hyperbole, using intensifiers and exclamations;
in contrast, non-hyperbolic sarcastic messages of-
ten receive an explicit marker. Riloff et al. (2013)
capture sarcasm as a contrast between a positive
sentiment word and a negative situation. Joshi
et al. (2015) show how sarcasm arises because
of implicit or explicit incongruity in the sentence.
Buschmeier et al. (2014) analyze the impact of
different features for sarcasm/irony classification.
Bouazizi and Ohtsuki (2016) propose a pattern-
based approach to detect sarcasm on Twitter. As
deep learning techniques gain popularity, Ghosh
and Veale (2016) propose a neural network seman-
tic model for sarcasm detection. They use Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) followed by a
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network and
finally a fully connected layer. Poria et al. (2016)
propose a novel method to detect sarcasm using
CNN. They use a pre-trained CNN for extract-
ing sentiment, emotion and personality features
for sarcasm detection. Amir et al. (2016) propose
a deep-learning-based architecture to incorporate
additional context for sarcasm detection. They
propose an approach to learn user embeddings to
provide contextual features, going beyond the lexi-
cal and syntactic cues. Finally, they use these user
embeddings for sarcasm detection. Zhang et al.
(2016) use a bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) followed by a pooling neural network to
detect sarcasm. Ghosh and Veale (2017) propose
a neural architecture that considers the speaker’s
mood on the basis of most recent prior tweets for
sarcasm detection. Farı́as et al. (2016) propose a
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novel model using affective features based on a
wide range of lexical resources available for En-
glish for detecting irony in tweets. Sulis et al.
(2016) study the difference between sarcasm and
irony in tweets. They propose a novel set of senti-
ment, structural and psycholinguistic features for
distinguishing between irony and sarcasm. Peled
and Reichart (2017) and Dubey et al. (2019) model
sarcasm interpretation as a monolingual machine
translation task. They use Moses4, attention net-
works, and pointer generator networks for the task
of sarcasm interpretation. Van Hee et al. (2018)
present the first shared task in irony detection in
tweets. Recently, Hazarika et al. (2018) propose
a hybrid approach for sarcasm detection in online
social media discussions. They extract contex-
tual information from the discourse of a discussion
thread. They also use user embeddings that en-
code stylometric and personality features of users
and content-based feature extractors such as CNN
and show a significant improvement in classifica-
tion performance on a large Reddit corpus.

4 Getting Insight into the Problem

End-to-end deep learning (DL) architectures are
very popular for solving NLP problems these days.
However, DL approaches do not give insight into
the problem. To better understand the “numeri-
cal sarcasm problem” (detecting sarcasm arising
due to numbers in tweets), we first implement a
rule-based and statistical machine learning-based
approach before embarking on the deep learning-
based approach. In this section, we introduce a
rule-based approach that conveys the crux of the
numerical sarcasm problem, namely, incongruity
arising out of numbers. We also present a statisti-
cal machine learning-based approach that conveys
the importance of handcrafted features for deci-
sion making.

4.1 Rule-based Approach

Figure 2 shows our rule-based system. This ap-
proach considers noun phrases in the tweet as can-
didate contexts and determines the optimal thresh-
old of a numerical measure for each context.

We divide tweets into two sets, namely sarcastic
and non-sarcastic repository. We represent each
tweet in the form of a tuple containing tweet in-
dex number, noun phrase vector, numerical value,
and unit of measurement. For example, assume

4http://www.statmt.org/moses/

Figure 2: Rule-Based Approach

that the 14th instance in the dataset is the sar-
castic tweet ‘This phone has an awesome battery
backup of 2 hours’. This tweet contains two noun
phrases: ‘phone’ and ‘awesome battery backup’.
The words in these two noun phrases are ‘phone’,
‘awesome’, ‘battery’, ‘backup’. We first convert
these words into 200-D word vectors (initialized
using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and fine-
tuned on our dataset). Then we sum up word vec-
tors of words in the noun phrase list and normal-
ize them by the length of the noun phrase list. We
call this the noun phrase vector. Given these enti-
ties, the tweet representation is: (14, Noun Phrase
Vector, 2, ‘hours’). Since the tweet is sarcastic,
it is stored in the sarcastic repository. In addition
to tweet entries, both sarcastic and non-sarcastic
repositories also maintain two dictionaries: (a)
Dictionary of mean values where each entry is a
key-value pair where key is the unit of measure-
ment and value is the average of all the numbers
corresponding to that number unit and (b) Dictio-
nary of standard deviation is created in a similar
manner.

A test tweet is classified as sarcastic or non-
sarcastic according to the following steps:

1. Computation of noun phrase vector: We
create a noun phrase vector from the words
in the noun phrase list of the test tweet as de-
scribed above.

2. Sarcastic repository consultation: We
compute the cosine similarity of noun phrase
vectors of test tweet and tweets in sarcas-
tic repository respectively. Then, we select
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the tweet from the sarcastic repository whose
noun phrase vector has the maximum cosine
similarity with the noun phrase vector of the
test tweet. We call this the ‘most similar
entry’. If the unit of measurement in the
most similar entry is same as that in the test
tweet, we use the dictionary of mean val-
ues and dictionary of standard deviations to
check whether the number present in the test
tweet is within ±2.58 standard deviation of
the mean value for that unit of measurement.
If it is, the tweet is predicted as sarcastic, oth-
erwise, non-sarcastic.

3. Non-Sarcastic repository consultation: If
the unit of measurement in the most simi-
lar entry from the sarcastic repository is not
the same as that in the test tweet, we select
the most similar entry to the test tweet from
the non-sarcastic repository and proceed in a
similar manner.

4. Fall-back label assignment: If no match
is found, the test tweet is predicted as non-
sarcastic.

4.2 Statistical Machine Learning-based
Approach

We use two statistical machine learning-based
classifiers: SVM and Random-forest. We use
the following features in our statistical machine
learning-based approach.

• Sentiment-based features (S): Number of
positive words, number of negative words5,
number of highly emotional positive words,
number of highly emotional negative words
(Positive/Negative word is said to be highly
emotional if it is an adjective, adverb or
verb).

• Emoticon-based features (E): Number
of positive emoticons, number of negative
emoticons, contrast between word and
emoticon which is a boolean feature that
takes the value as 1 when either positive
word and negative emoticon is present or
negative word and positive emoticon is
present in the tweet.

5Positive and negative words are selected using Senti-
WordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010).

• Punctuation-based features (P): Number of
exclamation marks, number of dots, number
of question mark, number of capital letter
words and number of single quotations.

• Numerical value (NV): The actual number
in the tweet.

• Numerical unit (NU): One-hot representa-
tion of the unit of measurement.

5 Deep Learning-based Approach

In this section, we describe two deep learning-
based models.

5.1 CNN-FF Model
Figure 3 shows the architecture of CNN-FF model.
We use embedding matrix E ∈ IR|V |×d with |V |
as the vocabulary size and d as the word vector
dimension. For the input tweet, we obtain an input
matrix I ∈ IR|S|×d where |S| is the length of the
tweet. Ii is the d-dimensional vector for i-th word
in the tweet in the input matrix. Let k be the length
of the filter, and the vector f ∈ IR|k|×d is a filter
for the convolution operation. For each position p
in the input matrix I, there is a window wp of k
consecutive words, denoted as:

wp = [Ip, Ip+1, ..., Ip+k−1] (1)

A filter f convolves with the window vectors (k-
grams) at each position to generate a feature map
c ∈ IR|S|−k+1, each element cp of the feature map
for window vector wp is produced as follows:

cp = func(wp ◦ f + b) (2)

where ◦ is the element-wise multiplication, b ∈ IR
is a bias term and func is a nonlinear transfor-
mation function. We use multiple convolution fil-
ters of different sizes to obtain a feature map of
the given tweet. We further apply max-over-time
pooling over the obtained feature map. The output
from each filter is concatenated to get the final fea-
ture vector. This feature vector acts as input to the
fully-connected layer. We train the entire model
by minimizing the binary cross-entropy loss.

E(y, ŷ) =

e∑

i=1

yi log(ŷi) (3)
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Figure 3: CNN followed by Fully Connected Layer for
Numerical Sarcasm Detection

5.2 Attention Network
Figure 4 shows the architecture of our attention
network. It consists of two main parts: a word
encoder and a word level attention layer. We de-
scribe these two components as follows,

1. Word Encoder: Given an input tweet of
length T with words wt, where t ∈ [1, T ].
We convert each word wt to its vector repre-
sentation xt using the embedding matrix E.
Then, we use a bidirectional LSTM to get an-
notations of words by summarizing informa-
tion from both directions. The bidirectional
LSTM contains the forward LSTM

−→
f , which

reads the tweet from w1 to wT and a back-
ward LSTM

←−
f , which reads the tweet from

wT to w1:

xt = ETwt, t ∈ [1, T ] (4)
−→
ht =

−−−−→
LSTM(xt), t ∈ [1, T ] (5)

←−
ht =

←−−−−
LSTM(xt), t ∈ [T, 1] (6)

We finally obtain the annotation for a given
word wt by concatenating the forward hid-
den state

−→
ht and backward hidden state

←−
ht ,

i.e., ht = [
−→
ht ,
←−
ht ], which summarizes the in-

formation of the whole tweet centered around
wt.

2. Word Level Attention: We claim that num-
bers play a crucial role while predicting sar-
casm in tweets containing numbers. Hence,
we introduce the attention network to extract
information which is important to the overall
meaning of the tweet. Our attention archi-
tecture is similar to the attention model intro-
duced in Yang et al. (2016), except that we do
not use hierarchical attention since tweets are
short sentences and do not have a hierarchical
structure.

ut = tanh(W T
w ht + bw) (7)

αt =
exp(uTt uw)∑
t exp(u

T
t uw)

(8)

si =
∑

t

αtht (9)

p = softmax(W T
c si + bc) (10)

First, we multiply the word annotation ht
with Ww ∈ IR2d×T and add to bw ∈ IRT×1,
which is fed into tanh layer to get ut as its
hidden representation. Then, we calculate
the similarity of ut with a word level context
vector uw to measure the importance of the
words. Then, we calculate normalized impor-
tance weight αt using softmax function. The
word level context vector uw is randomly ini-
tialized and jointly learned during the train-
ing process. Finally, we aggregate this rep-
resentation to form a tweet vector si, and
multiply it with Wc ∈ IR2d×2 and add to
bc ∈ IR2×1 to generate p, which is used for
classification. We train this model by mini-
mizing the binary cross-entropy loss.

Figure 4: Attention Network for Numerical Sarcasm
Detection

6 Experimental Setup

We create two datasets containing tweets as fol-
lows. We download tweets containing hashtags
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Dataset Sarcastic Non Sarcastic
Dataset 1 100000 (28.57%) 250000 (71.43%)
Dataset 2 11024 (18.1%) 49925 (81.9%)

Table 1: Statistics of Datasets. From Dataset 1, we
extract sarcastic and non-sarcastic tweets containing
numbers and then manually annotate them to obtain a
high quality labeled dataset of tweets containing num-
bers.

#sarcasm, #sarcastic, #BeingSarcastic as sarcastic,
and those with #nonsarcasm, #notsarcastic as the
non-sarcastic, using the Twitter-API. We eliminate
duplicate tweets, retweets, remove URLs, user-
names, hashtags and other Non-ASCII characters
from the tweets. We call this Dataset 1 which con-
tains a total of 350000 tweets. From Dataset 1,
we select a subset of tweets which contain numer-
ical values. Then, we remove irrelevant tweets
from this subset, like the ones which contain al-
phabet or special character adjacent to a number
like Model34d, 4s, < 3 (heart smiley), etc. As a fi-
nal step, to improve the quality of our dataset, we
give the following instructions to two annotators
who independently annotate tweets to evaluate if
the tweets containing numbers are really sarcastic
due to the number or not. We call this Dataset 2
(Dataset of tweets containing numbers) which is a
subset of Dataset 1 and contains a total of 60949
tweets.

1. Mark the tweet with label = 1, if it is sarcas-
tic and the sarcasm is arising due to numbers.

2. Mark the tweet with label = 0, otherwise.

The value of Cohen’s Kappa which measures
inter-annotator agreement is 0.81. Table 1 shows
the percentage of sarcastic and non-sarcastic
tweets in Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 respectively.

As baselines, we re-implement the work (by
adapting features wherever necessary) reported by
González-Ibáñez et al. (2011), Liebrecht et al.
(2013) and Joshi et al. (2015). The choice of
our baselines is based on approaches that use
only the text to be classified. For statistical ma-
chine learning-based approaches, we use SVM
with RBF kernel and c = 1.0 using grid-search
and Random-forest with number of estimators
= 10. For deep learning-based approaches, we use
200D tweet word embeddings, initialized using
GloVe and fine tuned on our data. For CNN-FF
Model, we use 128 filters each of size 3, 4 and 5,

i.e., a total 128 × 3 filters. We use a dropout of
0.5. We train the network using mini-batch gradi-
ent descent. Finally, we report the average 5-fold
cross-validation values in Table 4.

7 Results

Table 3 shows the evidence of degradation in
the performance of three previous approaches on
Dataset 2 (dataset of tweets containing numbers).
We observe that among the three previous ap-
proaches, features from Joshi et al. (2015) perform
the best and obtain an F-score of 0.72 and 0.27
on Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 respectively. There
is a degradation of 45% points in F-score from
Dataset 1 to Dataset 2 which clearly shows that the
past approaches are not able to capture the sarcasm
arising due to numbers because their features are
not designed to capture the incongruity arising due
to numbers. This strengthens our claim. To further
strengthen the importance of our approaches, we
evaluate them on Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 respec-
tively using the strategy illustrated in Figure 1. On
Dataset 1, we apply our approaches on tweets that
are misclassified by the best performing past ap-
proach of Joshi et al. (2015). We also evaluate our
approaches on Dataset 2 and show the evidence of
overall improvement in F-score in Table 4. Our
CNN-FF model obtains the best F-score of 0.88
and 0.93 which is a significant improvement of
16% and 66% points in F-score over the best per-
forming past approach of Joshi et al. (2015) on
Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 respectively.

To check if our results are statistically sig-
nificant, we perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Karson, 1968) and find that our results are statis-
tically significant.

8 Error Analysis & Visualization

Table 2 shows the distribution of attention weights
over input tweets and illustrates the importance of
numbers while making the sarcastic/non-sarcastic
decision. We also perform a qualitative analysis
of errors which results in six categories:

1. Sarcasm not due to numbers: Sarcastic sen-
tences which contain a number but the sar-
casm is not due to the number. For example,
‘phelps will be the mvp for 2014 lmao phelp-
shaterhere’
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Sarcastic due to numbers Non-Sarcastic

Table 2: Distribution of attention weights over some input tweets while making the numerical sarcastic/non-
sarcastic decision. The darker the color and larger the font, the higher is the weight

Approach Dataset 1 Dataset 2
González-Ibáñez et al. (2011) 0.68 0.17

Liebrecht et al. (2013) 0.67 0.21
Joshi et al. (2015) 0.72 0.27

Table 3: Evidence of F-score degradation of previous
approaches on Dataset 2 (numerical sarcasm dataset)

Approaches Dataset 1 Dataset 2
Rule-Based Approach 0.83 0.78

SVM 0.86 0.82
Random Forest 0.86 0.84

CNN-FF 0.88 0.93
Attention Network 0.87 0.91

Table 4: Evidence of overall improvement in F-score
using our approaches

2. Numbers enhancing sarcasm: An interest-
ing type of error is related to the previous. Al-
though the sarcasm is not due to the numeri-
cal value, the number highlights the sarcastic
property of the sentence, as in ‘day 2 of hav-
ing an adorable puppy n he already chewed
up my macbook charger’. The fact that the
incident happened on the 2nd day strengthens
the sarcastic expression in the sentence.

3. Comparison of numbers: Multiple numer-
ical entities may result in sarcasm as in the
case of ‘wow..from 30$ to 25$... significant
discount!’. Our approaches are not designed
to take this into account.

4. Unseen situations: Since numeric sarcasm
is associated with situations present in the
tweet, situations unseen in the training set re-
sult in errors in sarcasm detection. An exam-
ple of such a tweet is ‘yay it’s 3 am & i’m
bored with no one to talk to’.

5. ‘Special’ numbers: These include numeric
tokens that should not have been considered
as tokens at all. This includes the use of ‘2’

and ‘4’ in place of ‘to’ and ‘for’ in noisy text
such as tweets.

6. Additional context required: These are ex-
amples where the sarcasm is understood if
additional context is available. For example,
‘i get to work with the worlds mos (sic) excit-
ing person at 9 to make my day better’.

To clearly understand the proportion of errors
made by each of our approaches, we also per-
form quantitative analysis of errors which re-
sults in three categories: (A) Examples where the
rule-based approach fails to detect sarcasm but
machine learning-based approach detects it, (B)
Examples where the machine learning-based ap-
proach fails to detect sarcasm but deep learning-
based approach detects it, and (C) Examples
where none of the approaches detect the sarcasm.

Error Category (A) (B) (C)
Sarcasm not due to numbers 34 32 10
Numbers enhancing sarcasm 12 22 20

Comparison of numbers 4 12 12
Unseen situations 32 14 18
‘Special’ numbers 12 12 30

Additional Context Required 6 8 10

Table 5: Percentage of errors for the three config-
urations; (A): Rule-based approach goes wrong but
statistical machine learning-based approach is correct,
(B): Statistical machine learning-based approach goes
wrong but the deep learning-based approach is correct,
(C): All three approaches go wrong

Table 5 shows the proportion of errors in the
three configurations. The ad-hoc nature of the
rule-based approach reflects in percentage values.
Similarly, analyzing tweets in which sarcasm is
enhanced due to numbers and sarcasm arising due
to a comparison between numbers appear as useful
pointers for future work.
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9 Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we present approaches to handle
a special case of sarcasm: sarcasm expressed
through numbers. We show that past works in
sarcasm detection do not perform well for text
containing numbers. We then compare our ap-
proaches with three previous works and show the
significant improvements in F-score when our ap-
proaches are used on top of other approaches. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first line of
research investigating the phenomenon of sarcasm
arising out of numbers, culminating in a detec-
tor thereof. Our error analysis points out to spe-
cific numerical sarcasm challenges, thus creating
immediate future tasks. The utility of our work
lies in the fact that our system is a crucial link in
a pipeline for sarcasm detection, where a tweet
labeled as non-sarcastic and containing a num-
ber gets a final check of being sarcastic. Future
work consists of incorporating a language model
for numbers to handle unseen situations. Long
term future work consists in tackling irony in gen-
eral, humor and humble bragging (‘Oh my life is
miserable: I have to sign 500 autographs a day’)
all of which have their genesis in incongruity.
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Abstract

Wide and universal changes in the web con-
tent due to the growth of web 2 applications
increase the importance of user-generated con-
tent on the web. Therefore, the related re-
search areas such as sentiment analysis, opin-
ion mining and subjectivity detection receives
much attention from the research commu-
nity. Due to the diverse languages that web-
users use to express their opinions and senti-
ments, research areas like subjectivity detec-
tion should present methods which are practi-
cable on all languages. An important prerequi-
site to effectively achieve this aim is consider-
ing the limitations in resource-lean languages.
In this paper, cross-lingual subjectivity detec-
tion on resource lean languages is investigated
using two different approaches: a language-
model based and a learning-to-rank approach.
Experimental results show the impact of dif-
ferent factors on the performance of subjectiv-
ity detection methods using English resources
to detect the subjectivity score of Persian doc-
uments. The experiments demonstrate that
the proposed learning-to-rank method outper-
forms the baseline method in ranking docu-
ments based on their subjectivity degree.

1 Introduction

Rapid growth of web 2 applications lead to an in-
crease in textual content generated by users such
as comments, reviews and any kind of textual data
reflecting peoples opinions. In text mining lit-
erature, this kind of data is known as subjective
data. Consequently, many automatic methods for
detecting this kind of data from objective ones and
in the next step, for detecting the polarity of sub-
jective data have been proposed. These methods
form one of the main research areas in text mining
called subjectivity and sentiment analysis. Most
papers in this area propose methods for sentiment
analysis on English whereas users of web 2 ap-

plications are from a wide range of languages so
there is a serious need for making sentiment anal-
ysis possible on other languages. This goal is
achieved by different approaches proposed in this
research area. Some papers present methods for
sentiment analysis on non-English languages such
that English resources are translated to the target
language using dictionaries, machine translation
or other tools, then a sentiment analysis method is
proposed for the non-English language using the
translated resources.

Some other papers propose a cross-lingual
framework for sentiment analysis. In this ap-
proach, passing the language boundaries is an in-
ternal step which is situated within the whole pro-
cedure. Some other papers address sentiment anal-
ysis on multi-lingual environments. The main goal
in these papers is to employ all useful information
from different languages to facilitate subjectivity
detection and sentiment analysis on multi-lingual
documents.

In this paper, the problem of subjectivity de-
tection in cross-lingual case is studied to see
how the sentiment resources in resource-rich lan-
guages like English can be used to achieve high
performance in subjectivity detection systems of
resource-lean languages like Persian. The meth-
ods employed as subjectivity detection methods in
this paper are a language-model-based method and
a method based on learning-to-rank techniques
that are implemented in cross-lingual case.

Our experiments show that some factors includ-
ing translation direction and translation unit have
an impact on the performance of cross-lingual sub-
jectivity detection methods. Furthermore, experi-
mental results show that learning to rank approach
leads to high performance in subjectivity detection
task.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, some of the most relevant studies in
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subjectivity detection and sentiment analysis area
are reviewed. Section 3 describes two subjectivity
detection methods implemented in this paper. Ex-
perimental results are explained in section 4. The
paper is concluded by future work and conclusion
section.

2 Related Work

Most of previous studies in sentiment analysis area
has been applied to English data. Sentiment anal-
ysis on other languages and on multi-lingual en-
vironments and in cross-lingual settings which is
using resources of one language like English to
do sentiment analysis on another language, has at-
tracted a great deal of attention in recent years so a
large number of papers focus on these areas. Pre-
vious studies related to these areas are explained
in the rest of this section.

2.1 Cross-lingual Sentiment analysis

Ku et al. (Ku et al., 2006) propose algorithms
for opinion extraction and summarization for Chi-
nese. To this aim, they provide the necessary Chi-
nese sentiment lexicon by translating the avail-
able English one, namely General Inquirer. In an
Italian one, Esuli and Sebastiani (Esuli and Se-
bastiani, 2009) propose an opinion extraction sys-
tem using lexical resources to improve the perfor-
mance of the proposed opinion extraction system.

Banea et al. (Banea et al., 2008) have studied
the performance of automatic translation in a sen-
timent analysis system where training sources are
in a resource-rich language and test sources are in
another language. Authors have done compara-
tive evaluations on Romanian and Spanish through
three different experiments. In all three experi-
ments, English is used as a source language which
both a manually annotated corpus (MPQA) and a
subjectivity analysis tool (OpinionFinder) is avail-
able.

Another paper on Spanish sentiment analysis is
proposed by Brooke (Brooke et al., 2009). In this
paper, a lexicon-based sentiment analysis system
is adapted to Spanish such that semantic orienta-
tion of each word in Spanish is computed using
the translated lexicon.

Steinberger et al. (Steinberger et al., 2011a)
propose a method that starts by construction of
a sentiment dictionary in two languages (English
and Spanish). In the next step, parallel data from
English and Spanish are translated to the third lan-

guage (Arabic, Czech, French, German, Italian
and Russian) and the new sentiment dictionary is
obtained from the intersection of the translations.

In another paper of Steinberger et al. (Stein-
berger et al., 2011b), the construction and employ-
ment of a parallel corpus with sentiment labels
is studied. This paper proposes to detect the po-
larity of opinions that are about entities like per-
sons, organizations and concepts across different
languages. A simple method is selected for polar-
ity detection in this paper, which adds up positive
and negative scores in six-word windows around
the entities. The sentiment scores of the words
are computed using the sentiment dictionaries cre-
ated by triangulation method (Steinberger et al.,
2011a).

Bautin et al. (Bautin et al., 2008) propose a
method to detect the sentiment label of news ar-
ticles gathered from online newspapers in nine
languages including Arabic, Chinese, English,
French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, and
Spanish. In this paper, machine translation is used
to transfer textual documents into English. Then,
a sentiment analysis system entitled Lydia is em-
ployed to detect the translated documents labels.

Wei and Pal (Wei and Pal, 2010) propose a
cross-lingual sentiment analysis system that uses
SCL(Structural Correspondence Learning) tech-
nique to find an efficient representation for doc-
uments which is shared in both languages.

One of the latest papers in this area address the
aspect-based sentiment analysis in cross-lingual
setting (Lambert, 2015). In this paper, Lambert
propose a method which translates opinionated
segments of the source language under some con-
straints such that their translation in target lan-
guage would not be reordered.

2.2 Multi-lingual sentiment analysis

Banea et al. (Banea et al., 2014) uses classifica-
tion methods for subjectivity detection in a multi-
lingual environment using the alignments between
word senses in different languages from wordNet,
namely English and Romanian.

Balahur and Turchi (Balahur and Turchi, 2014)
propose to investigate sentiment detection and
classification on different languages other than En-
glish. Three languages including German, Span-
ish and French are selected for this aim. In this
article, three machine translation systems such as
Google, Bing and Moses is investigated and its
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results show that the machine translation method
can lead to high performance in sentiment detec-
tion and classification similar to the performance
in the original language (English).

In Banea et al. (Banea et al., 2010) a labeled En-
glish dataset is translated to five other languages
including Romanian, Spanish, French, German
and Arabic. Then some multilingual versions of
the English datasets based on all possible combi-
nations of these six languages are generated and
used to train Nave Bayes classifiers with unigram
features.

Wan (Wan, 2009) propose a sentiment analy-
sis system whose idea is similar to (Banea et al.,
2010). Authors in (Wan, 2009) use the multi-
lingual views to the dataset by automatic transla-
tion of reviews. The English reviews are trans-
lated to Chinese and the paper illustrates that the
proposed cross-lingual sentiment analysis system
outperforms the mono-lingual one.

To evaluate the multi-lingual comparability of
multi-lingual subjectivity analysis systems, Kim et
al. (Kim et al., 2010) have presented an evaluation
method. In this method, performance of different
subjectivity analysis systems including a corpus-
based method, a lexicon-based method and Opin-
ionFinder (a well-known tool for subjectivity anal-
ysis) is measured on multi-lingual data on English,
Korean, Japanese and Chinese.

3 Methodology

The main aim of this paper is to distinguish sub-
jective text from objective ones. The task of iden-
tifying documents containing subjective text is ap-
pealing due to the fact that subjectivity detection is
a preliminary step before other sentiment analysis
tasks such as polarity detection. In many subjec-
tivity detection methods there is a need for a col-
lection of documents with two labels: subjective
and objective. The main aim of this paper is to ex-
plore and investigate different methods for making
the full use of labeled datasets from resource rich
languages like English (as train data) to improve
quality of subjectivity detection in resource lean
languages like Persian (as test data).

Having both test and train datasets in the same
language, would cause less ambiguities in subjec-
tivity detection results in comparison with having
them in different languages. Consequently, bet-
ter subjectivity detection performance is expected
when both train and test datasets are in the same

language.
In cross-lingual domains, the similarity between

the source and target language and the quality of
translation tool are critical in the performance.
Each language has its own ambiguities. For ex-
ample, both words “milk” and “lion” translate to
the same word in Persian or the word “pretty” has
two meanings in English. Each of these ambigui-
ties affect both monolingual and cross-lingual re-
sults. However, these effects may be more catas-
trophic in cross-lingual cases since we are deal-
ing with ambiguities in both languages and the er-
rors caused by incorrect translations. In this paper,
two different approaches for crossing the language
borders are investigated:

In the first approach, resources of the source
language are translated to the target language, then
a model is built using the translated data and fi-
nally the model is applied on the test data (source
translation).

The second approach uses an inverse transla-
tion direction. In this approach, first, a model is
built using the data in the source language. Simul-
taneously, the data in the target language is trans-
lated to the source language. Finally, the model is
applied on the translated test data (target transla-
tion).

These two approaches are studied by means of
two different subjectivity detection methods in-
cluding a language-model based method and a
learning-to-rank method. In the following sec-
tions, the details related to each of the mentioned
methods are further discussed.

3.1 Cross lingual Subjectivity Detection
In cross lingual subjectivity detection, the test
data is form the resource lean language(Persian)
and the train data is from the resource rich lan-
guages(English). Due to the different languages
of the train and test data, there is a need to cross
the language borders in one of the steps of cross
lingual subjectivity detection process. Translation
phase adds some more challenges to the problem
in terms of translation direction and unit.

Translation direction is one of the factors that
affects the translation quality due to the different
ambiguities in each language.

Translation unit Translation can be done in
word or sentence level that leads to different re-
sults. For example, the context available in sen-
tence level translation can help the translator solve
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the the ambiguity of words’ different meanings.
Therefore, the translation unit can be another fac-
tor to be considered. These two factors are con-
sidered in each of the proposed methods, i.e. the
language-model based method and the learning-
to-rank method.

3.1.1 Language-Model based method
Language modeling is an approach which has
been widely used in Information retrieval recently.
In this paper, we employed the language-model
based subjectivity detection method proposed in
(Karimi and Shakery, 2017). In (Karimi and Shak-
ery, 2017), each test document is assigned a sub-
jectivity score based on its similarity to the lan-
guage models of subjective and objective train
datasets. This score is computed from the differ-
ence of the similarity between the test document
language model and the language model of subjec-
tive train dataset (subjective model), simsubj(d),
and the similarity between the test document lan-
guage model and the language model of objective
train dataset (objective model), simobj(d).

score(d) = simsubj(d)− simobj(d) (1)

The subjective and objective models are built
over the unigrams of subjective and objective doc-
uments in the train dataset. Each unigram in each
model is assigned a value representing the its oc-
currence probability in the subjective or objective
documents. In this approach, the effect of each
word on the subjectiveness and objectiveness of
the document is measured. For example the word
“opinion” would appear more frequently in sub-
jective documents. In addition to that, the ef-
fect of neutral words(propositions or modal verbs)
can be ignored with the usage of an appropriate
scoring formula since these words are present al-
most equally in both categories. In our method,
we utilize this approach to compute the subjec-
tivity score of a document in a cross-lingual set-
ting. The details of how the similarity values (i.e.
simsubj(d) and simobj(d)) are computed in our
method are explained in the rest of this section.

As mentioned before, the translation unit and
translation direction are two important factors af-
fecting cross-lingual subjectivity detection per-
formance. The proposed language-model based
method is explained considering these two fac-
tors. Words and documents are two translation
units considered in this paper:

• Word level translation: In this case, the transla-
tion phase follows the training phase. The trans-
lation can be done in two directions.

From English to Persian (source translation):
In this case, the translation should be applied to
the reference language models, namely subjec-
tive and objective models. These models consist
of unigrams and their occurrence probability, so
the translation can be easily applied to the mod-
els. The translated reference language models
are computed as follows.

p(f |θsubj) =
∑

w

p(f |w, θsubj)p(w|θsubj)

≈
∑

w

p(f |w)p(w|θsubj)
(2)

p(f |θobj) =
∑

w

p(f |w, θobj)p(w|θobj)

≈
∑

w

p(f |w)p(w|θobj)
(3)

p(w|θsubj) =
∑

d∈Dsubj
c(w, d)

∑
d∈Dsubj

|d| (4)

p(w|θobj) =
∑

d∈Dobj
c(w, d)

∑
d∈Dobj

|d| (5)

where c(w, d) represents the frequency of word
w in document d and |d| is the length of doc-
ument d. DSubj and Dobj represent the set of
subjective and objective documents in the train
dataset respectively. f , w and p(f |w) represent
a Persian word, an English word and the proba-
bility that f translates to w using the employed
translation tool (i.e. translation probability) re-
spectively. p(w|θsubj) and p(w|θobj) stands for
the occurrence probability of word w in the pri-
mal (before translation) subjective and objective
language models that are calculated using the
Eq. (4) and the Eq. (5). Accordingly, p(f |θsubj)
and p(f |θobj) represent the word probabilities in
the translated subjective and objective language
models respectively.

The outputs of the translation phase are the ref-
erence language models in the target language,
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Figure 1: Language model-based subjectivity detection
from English to Persian

namely, the translated subjective and objective
models which can be used for computing the
subjectivity score of a test document d. To this
aim, first, we need to calculate the similarity be-
tween the language model of d and the subjec-
tive model, i.e. simsubj(d), and also the similar-
ity between the document’s language model and
the objective model, i.e. simobj(d). The sim-
ilarity between the language models are mea-
sured using kl-divergence formula according to
the Eq. (6) and the Eq. (7):

simsubj(d) =
∑

f∈d

−p(f |θd). log p(f |θd)
p(f |θsubj)

(6)

simobj(d) =
∑

f∈d

−p(f |θd). log p(f |θd)
p(f |θobj)

(7)

Figure 1 illustrates this procedure in more de-
tails.

Persian to English (target translation): In
this case, the Persian unigrams are mapped to
the model. For each of the Persian documents,
the unigrams are derived and translated to En-
glish. Therefore, the model in the source lan-
guage can be used over the translated unigram
language model of the test document. In this
case, the reference language models are com-
puted the same as mono-lingual case using the
Eq. (4) and the Eq. (5) and the documents lan-
guage model is translated according to the Eq. (
8).

p(w|θd) =
∑

f

p(w|f, θd)p(f |θd))

≈
∑

f

p(w|f)p(f |θd)
(8)

where p(w|θd) represents the word probabili-
ties in the translated document language model
and p(f |θd) represents the word probabilities
in the primal (before translation) document lan-
guage model. Final subjectivity score is com-
puted according to the Eq. (1).

• Document level translation: This level of trans-
lation is independent of the direction of the
translation. So, the translation is applied as a
preprocessing step. Then, the training and test-
ing steps would be similar to monolingual situ-
ation.

3.1.2 Learning to rank
Learning to rank approach in information retrieval
refers to a method using machine learning tech-
niques to rank documents based on their relevance
to a query. Therefore, to use this approach in sub-
jectivity detection task a query list is needed. In
this paper, for each language a list of subjective
terms is specified as the query list. These lists
are the subjective portion of a sentiment lexicon
in each language which is specified by selecting
terms with higher subjectivity weights. Then, the
relevance of documents to the queries in the list
is used as a measure of their subjectivity level. In
other words, the learning to rank method computes
the relevance degree of each test document to the
query and the final result is a ranked list of docu-
ments for each query. The query set used in this
paper is a sentiment lexicon constructed in (De-
hdarbehbahani et al., 2014) which is employed in
two manners:

• List query level: In this manner, all of the
words in the sentiment lexicon are assumed
to be one enormous query.

• Term query level: The assumption of having
a query with the length of more than 1000
words can be inane. Therefore, in this sec-
tion, each term of the lexicon is used as a sep-
arate query so the number of feature vectors
would be the multiplication of the number
of queries and documents. The final output
should be the scores assigned to the test doc-
uments. As mentioned above, there would
be q*d feature vectors, hence, q*d individual
scores. To compute a single score for each
test document, as the desired output of the
subjectivity detection method, a weighted av-
erage over scores obtained from each query
term qi of the query q can be computed in
this manner as below:

score(d, q) =
∑

qi∈q

w(qi).score(d, qi)

|q| (9)

wherew(qi) is the weight of each query term
qi in the sentiment lexicon. score(d, qi) is
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the score of each test document d with query
term , qi obtained from the learning to rank
method.

In this approach, the translation can be done
via two procedures. These procedures are figured
based on the feature set used in the learning to rank
method as explained below:

• Translated Unigrams: In the first procedure
which unigrams are used as query independent
features, the translation phase is performed sim-
ply on the unigrams of the train dataset.

• Query dependent features: These features are
computed using the probabilistic translations
for query terms as described below:

a) Term Frequency: This feature is calculated
according to the following relations in cross
lingual situation:

TF (fi, df ) = c(fi, df ) (10)

CLTF (ej , df ) =
∑

fi

p(fi|ej).TF (fi, df ) (11)

CL Feat1(d, e) =
∑

ej∈e

log(CLTF (ej , d)) (12)

where df represents the document in Per-
sian, ej represents the query term in En-
glish and e represents the whole query, fi
represents the ith translation of ej , p(fi|ej)
shows the translation probability of ej to fi
and c(fi, df ) represents the frequency of the
query word fi in document df .

b) Inverse Document Frequency: This feature
is calculated as below:

IDF (ej) =
N

|d ∈ D|ej ∈ D|
(13)

CLIDF (ej) =
∑

fi

p(fi|ej).IDF (fi) (14)

CL Feat2(e) =
∑

ej∈e

log(CLIDF (ej)) (15)

where N represents the number of doc-
uments in the collection, d represents the
test document, D represents the collection
of documents, ej represents the query term
and e represents the whole query.

c) BM25: This feature provides a measure-
ment of the relevance degree of the docu-
ment to the query. This feature is calculated
as below:

CL Feat3(d, q) =
∑

qi∈q

CLIDF (qi)×

c(qi, d).(k1 + 1)

c(qi, d) + k1.(1 + b− b. |d|
avg(dl)

)

(16)

Where |d| represents the document length
and avg(dl) is the average length of the
documents in the collection and c(qi, d) is
the frequency of query term qi in docu-
ment and d. k1 and b are constant parame-
ters used for determining the effect of query
term frequency and normalizing the docu-
ment length respectively.

d) KL-Divergence: This feature that shows
the relevance degree of the document to
the query is computed according to the Eq.
(8) where the document language model is
computed based on the probabilistic trans-
lation (Azarbonyad et al., 2012).

e) Document length: this feature shows the
length of the document.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1 Datasets

The datasets used in this paper consist of docu-
ments about movies. Movie is a difficult domain
to analyze since it contains a great variety of words
based on the movie story while comments regard-
ing other products can mostly be narrowed to a set
of technical words that are used in the products
domain. The datasets used in this paper are in two
languages:

English Dataset : This dataset (Ku et al.,
2006) contains 5000 movie reviews from Rot-
ten Tomatoes that form subjective documents and
5000 movie summaries from the Internet Movie
Database that form objective documents of the
dataset. The average document length in this
dataset is 11 words.

Persian Dataset : As there was no Persian
dataset in movie domain with subjective and ob-
jective labels, it is constructed to be employed
in this paper. Subjective documents are gathered
from the websites containing movie critics such
as: www.naghdefarsi.com, myturn.blogsky.com,
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yasserbayani.persianblog.ir. To ensure that all
documents gathered from these websites are opin-
ionated, only some specific URL patterns are fol-
lowed. More than 7500 subjective documents are
accumulated using these URLs. For the objective
part of this dataset, Wikipedia is used as the main
information resource. This website poses informa-
tion regarding the movies that are produced over
the past century so it contains objective data about
movies. To ensure that none of documents con-
tains any opinions, only the textual content under
specific titles are collected. These titles are Ac-
tors/Actresses, Awards and Movie Story. All these
data, if existed, are considered as one document.
In addition to Wikipedia content, the paragraphs
that start with movie story title from naghdefarsi
website are also added to the objective dataset. In
total, 3500 objective documents are gathered. The
average document length in this dataset is 83.

Language Differences There are major distinc-
tions between Persian and English languages in-
cluding the difference in the sentence structure,
negative and modal verb formations, and the use
of adjectives. In contrast to English language, the
verb in Persian appears at the end of the sentence.
Negative verbs are constructed by adding ne to the
beginning of the verb in contrast of having sepa-
rate not. The usage of adjectives, which are also
critical in subjectivity detection, are different in a
way that they usually appear after the word they
are describing.

4.2 Translators

Translators accuracy has a great impact on the fi-
nal results. The more accurate the translator, the
closer to mono lingual results would be. In ad-
dition, based on the methodology employed, dif-
ferent kinds of information regarding the transla-
tion are needed. For the language-model based
method, Google translate is used as the transla-
tion tool. The source text is sent to this tool in
packages via 100 separate threads. In word level
translation, the unigrams of the dataset are sub-
mitted as input and the outcome is the list of pos-
sible translations. In this case, the first transla-
tion is considered to be the most probable transla-
tion. In the document level translation, the whole
documents are extracted and sent for translation.
The result would be the whole document in the
target language that does not include different
possible translations so the returned document is

Runs MAP
LM-EToP-W 0.693
LM-PToE-W 0.849

Table 1: The comparison of LM-EToP-W and LM-
PToE-W in terms of MAP.

used as the translated document. In the learning-
to-rank method, the probabilistic translations are
needed. The Moses translator is used for this pur-
pose (Koehn et al., 2007). This translator is built
over the Wikipedia corpus in Intelligent Informa-
tion Systems Lab in University of Tehran. All pos-
sible translations with their probabilities are con-
sidered in our learning to rank method.

4.3 Experimental results

In this section, two different methods for
cross-lingual subjectivity detection are evaluated
through different experiments investigating their
different characteristics. These methods are
language-model based method and learning-to-
rank method which are explained in section 3. In
the rest of this section, experiments related to each
of the methods are presented.

4.3.1 Language-model based method
In this section, experimental results of the
language-model based method are represented. In
this experiment, the English dataset is used to
build the reference language models and the Per-
sian dataset is used as the test data. Translation is
applied on both directions, in other words on both
English and Persian datasets and top translation is
chosen for each word. Furthermore, translation is
done on both document level and word level. In
word level, based on the direction of translation,
unigrams of the language models in the source
language are translated to the target language and
used to be compared with the other language mod-
els according to the methods formulas explained in
section 3.1.1. Table 1 shows the results of this ex-
periment which contains MAP values of the cross-
lingual word level runs namely LM-EToP-W and
LM-PToE-W which only differ in the direction of
translation.

As shown in table 1, the Language-model based
method using the word level translation performs
better when the translation is from Persian to En-
glish. One of the reasons for this result is that
in LM-EToP-W the unigrams in the reference lan-
guage models (English dataset) are translated and
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Runs MAP
LM-EToP-D 0.800
LM-PToE-D 0.483

Table 2: The comparison of LM-EToP-D and LM-
PToE-D in terms of MAP.

subsequently are subject to translation errors. As
the methods performance basically depends on the
quality of subjective and objective reference lan-
guage models, the results would be reasonable.

In the next experiment, translation is applied in
document level. The documents are translated to
the target language in a preprocessing step and the
rest of the experiment is similar to a monolingual
problem. LM-EToP-D and LM-PToE-D are two
runs executed in this section with document level
translation from English to Persian and Persian to
English respectively.

The results in Table 2 show that in document
level translation, translation from English to Per-
sian is more accurate than from Persian to En-
glish, contrary to word level translation. The rea-
son is that the translation tool failed in translating
most of the Persian documents, while in translat-
ing from English to Persian more documents are
translated correctly by the machine translation tool
so the MAP value of LM-EToP-D is higher than
LM-PToE-D

4.3.2 Learning-to-Rank method
To obtain the results of our learning-to-rank
method, a query list is needed. In this paper, the
Persian query list is selected from the lexicon con-
structed in (Dehdarbehbahani et al., 2014). The
lexicon contains 7491 terms and one tenth of it
which has higher weights are selected as the Per-
sian query list. The English query list which is
selected from the Sentiwordnet (Baccianella et al.,
2010) contains 156581 terms.

As explained in section 3.1.2, the queries are
used via two approaches. In the first approach,
the whole list is considered as one big query. In
the second approach, each term in the query list
is considered as an individual query and final sub-
jectivity detection result is obtained by aggregat-
ing the results of each query weighted by the
querys subjectivity weight. We employed SVM-
rank (Joachims, 2006) and RankLib (Dang) to im-
plement our learning-to-rank based method. In
computations of the second feature set, BM25 fea-
ture has two parameters, including k and b, which

Runs MAP
AD-EToP-LQ 0.675
AD-PToE-LQ 0.708
AD-EToP-TQ 0.929
AD-PToE-TQ 0.764

Table 3: The comparison of AD-EToP-LQ, AD-PToE-
LQ, AD-EToP-TQ and AD-PToE-TQ in terms of MAP.

are set to 1.5 and 0.8 respectively.
In the following experiments, the English

dataset is used as the train set and the Persian
dataset as the test set, MAP value is reported and
the translation is applied in word level.

In the next experiment, ADARank algorithm is
executed using the RankLib tool by four runs: 1)
Using the whole query list of subjective words as
one query while the translation direction is from
English to Persian (AD-EToP-LQ). 2) Using the
whole query list as one query while the translation
direction is from Persian to English (AD-PToE-
LQ). 3) Using each word of the query list as an
individual query while the translation direction is
from English to Persian (AD-EToP-TQ) 4) Using
each word of the query list as an individual query
while the translation direction is from Persian to
English (AD-PToE-TQ). The results of this exper-
iment are shown in table 3.

According to Table 3, using each word of the
list as a separate query leads to better results
than using one big query containing all subjective
words as AD-EToP-TQ and AD-PToE-TQ out-
perform AD-EToP-LQ and AD-PToE-LQ respec-
tively. Since words may have different translations
and the selected translation may be incorrect, in
AD-PToE-TQ and AD-EToP-TQ runs, the trans-
lation error only affects the single search corre-
sponding to that query term but in AD-PToE-LQ
and AD-EToP-LQ runs, the translation error of
query terms would affect the whole query and it
leads to lower results in the search corresponding
to the list of query terms.

In the next experiment, we compare the results
of the learning-to-rank based method with a base-
line method. As a baseline method for ranking
documents according to their subjectivity score,
the language-model based method explained in
section 3.1.1 can be a good choice since:

• It provides quantitative values as subjectivity
scores of documents which facilitates ranking
them similar to the output of the learning to
rank approach.
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Runs MAP
LM-PToE-W 0.849
AD-EToP-TQ 0.929

Table 4: The comparison of AD-EToP-TQ and LM-
PToE-W in terms of MAP.

• In previous papers, this method has been used
for detecting positive documents from nega-
tive ones (Hu et al., 2007) and also for de-
tecting subjective documents from objective
ones (Karimi and Shakery, 2017).

To do the comparison, the best results of each
method obtained in the experiments is selected.
According to the results reported in previous ta-
bles, the best result of the language-model based
method is achieved when translation is from Per-
sian to English and translation units are words
(namely LM-PToE-W). The best result of the
learning-to-rank based method is obtained when
each word of the list is used as an individual query
while the translation direction is from English to
Persian and the ADARank algorithm is employed
(namely AD-EToP-TQ). These results are shown
in table 4.

According to the results in table 4, in case trans-
lation tools are available, subjectivity detection
using the learning-to-rank based method outper-
forms the language-model based method. The
next experiment is designed to check if the re-
sults are biased to the dataset. Therefore, the Per-
sian and English datasets are used interchange-
ably. In other words, in this experiment, the Per-
sian dataset is used as the train set and the En-
glish dataset is used as the test set. Hence, the
direction of translation is from Persian to En-
glish and term query level is used in this ex-
periment. In this experiment, three learning to
rank algorithms using Ranklib tool including Ran-
dom Forests (RF-EToP-TQ-rev), ADARank (AD-
EToP-TQ-rev) and Coordinate Ascent(CA-EToP-
TQ-rev) are used and the MAP values are mea-
sured. Table 5 shows the results of these three
runs.

As table 5 shows, Coordinate Ascent out-
performs both other algorithms while Random
Forests and ADARank performs similarly.

Runs MAP
RF-EToP-TQ-rev 0.811
AD-EToP-TQ-rev 0.809
CA-EToP-TQ-rev 0.860

Table 5: The comparison of RF-EToP-TQ-rev, AD-
EToP-TQ-rev and CA-EToP-TQ-rev in terms of MAP.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an extensive investi-
gation on the cross-lingual subjectivity detection
problem. Our main focus is to employ of En-
glish resources to rank Persian documents based
on their subjectivity degree. In this study, two
methods are employed as subjectivity detection
systems. The first method is a language-model
based method which computes the subjectivity
score of each test document based on the similar-
ity between the statistical language model of the
test document and a reference subjective model
and a reference objective model. The reference
subjective and objective models are built using the
labeled English data. Moreover, a cross-lingual
subjectivity detection method is proposed which
employs learning-to-rank techniques to rank doc-
uments according to their subjectivity score. In
this method, the terms of a sentiment lexicon are
used as query terms and the documents of the train
data with subjective labels are considered as rel-
evant documents to the query terms. Based on
these definitions, the learning-to-rank framework
is employed to rank test documents in resource-
lean languages benefiting from resources includ-
ing sentiment lexicon or labeled data in resource-
rich languages. These two methods are evalu-
ated using various translation directions and dif-
ferent translation units. Experimental results show
how different parameters impact on the methods
performance. Experiments also demonstrate that
the proposed learning-to-rank based method out-
performs the language-model based approach as a
baseline method of ranking document according to
their subjectivity degree. One of the future works
for this research is studying the impact of transla-
tion on the performance of subjectivity detection
in other resource lean languages.
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Abstract

In this work, we investigate the impact of
incorporating emotion classes on the task of
predicting emojis from Twitter texts. More
specifically, we first show that there is a cor-
relation between the emotion expressed in the
text and the emoji choice of Twitter users.
Based on this insight we propose a few simple
methods to incorporate emotion information in
traditional classifiers. Through automatic met-
rics, human evaluation, and error analysis, we
show that the improvement obtained by incor-
porating emotion is significant and correlate
better with human preferences compared to the
baseline models. Through the human ratings
that we obtained, we also argue for preference
metric to better evaluate the usefulness of an
emoji prediction system.

1 Introduction

Emoji is a set of pictograms that symbolize a lot of
things from facial expressions to flags. Recently,
research in emoji started to gain attention from
Natural Language Processing (NLP) researchers
due to its rising popularity in social media for
users to express ideas, concepts, or emotion (No-
vak et al., 2015).

There has been some interest in tackling the task
of emoji prediction (Barbieri et al., 2017, 2018a).
Because of the rich expressiveness of emoji, un-
derstanding emojis will help other kinds of nat-
ural language understanding tasks such as senti-
ment analysis (Felbo et al., 2017) or generating or
suggesting emoji for social media content (Novak
et al., 2015).

Now, as noted by Wolny (2016), people use
emojis to express diverse emotions. And intu-
itively we can see why certain emojis are used
to convey certain emotions. For example, the ,
which depicts “loudly crying face”, seems highly

∗ equal contributions

Figure 1: An example of a tweet with high emo-
tional content (sadness) overall, while individual
words do not really reflect any particular emotions.

correlated with the emotion of sadness. Figure 1
shows a tweet for which the user expresses their
sadness about the event through the use of the
emoji . The individual words alone do not ex-
plicitly convey any sadness, but the readers will
be able to get a sense of sadness from the tweet.
In this case, a system that is able to recognize the
emotion content of a tweet will be more likely to
recommend emojis related to such emotion, hence
providing better user experience.

Based on this intuition, in this work we aim to
explore the incorporation of emotion content of
a tweet to improve emoji prediction. Thus, the
question that we would like to answer through this
work is: “How can we make use of emotion con-
tent to guide emoji prediction models?”

Our contributions are as follows:
• We show more explicitly the link between

certain emojis and certain emotions.
• We evaluate two simple methods to incor-

porate emotion information into an SVM
model.
• We show, both through automatic and man-

ual metrics, significant improvement of top
emojis predicted by our emotion-aware mod-
els over the baseline models.
• We do an in-depth analysis of the dataset, the

task, and give some recommendation for fu-
ture directions.
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• We release our crawled tweets the corpus
containing human-rated tweet-emoji pairs for
further analysis.1

2 Related Work

Barbieri et al. (2017) pioneered the task of emoji
prediction by creating a dataset of 589,000 tweets
containing a single mention of an emoji from the
top-20 most frequent emojis. They also performed
human evaluation by asking crowdworkers to give
the emoji that best matches the tweet in a 5-emoji
setting, and found that their systems are compara-
ble to human performance in predicting emojis.

Cappallo et al. (2018) highlights the importance
of having a balanced test set, in order to better
evaluate the models’ performance on rarer emojis.
Bušić et al. (2018) also notice the imbalanced test
set of the original dataset in Barbieri et al. (2017),
and propose a more balanced dataset that is based
on the top-5 and top-10 emojis in that dataset.

Çöltekin and Rama (2018) shows that SVM is
better in emoji prediction than using bi-directional
RNN. Wu et al. (2018) incorporated sentiment in-
formation in their neural models, and obtained
small improvements in terms of overall F1-score
over the baseline models that do not use sentiment
information.

Barbieri et al. (2018b) explores another metric,
called coverage error, to account for the fact that
some emojis are quite synonymous to each other
(e.g., and ).

3 Task Description and Data

In this paper, we begin by following Barbieri et al.
(2017) on the definition of the task: given a tweet
which initially contains a single emoji, predict the
original emoji using just the text of the tweet. In
our case, we would also like to offer a reinterpre-
tation of the task as the task to suggest an appro-
priate emoji for a given tweet. This reinterpreta-
tion has a few benefits. First, it acknowledges that
there is no a single correct emoji that can fit in a
tweet. There could be (and there are, as we will
see) multiple emojis that fit the tweet, depending
on the context. Second, it makes it natural to use
human ratings as evaluation metrics, instead of F1-
score, since now the systems are evaluated in how
good their recommendations are.

1https://github.com/sweetpeach/semoji
As per Twitter policy, we release only the Tweet IDs, from
which the actual texts can be queried using Twitter API.

Dataset Train Dev Test
BARBIERI 580,271 4,359 4,370
UNION 597,995 74,747 75,000

Table 1: Training, development, and test set size
for the two datasets in this paper.

3.1 Dataset

We use dataset from Barbieri et al. (2017), which
consists of tweets retrieved between October 2015
and May 2016 containing exactly one emoji from
the 20 most frequent emojis. We call this dataset
BARBIERI.

As also observed by Cappallo et al. (2018) and
Bušić et al. (2018), there are some limitations to
this dataset, namely:
• The set of 20 emojis in the dataset are not all

independent; some emojis have overlapping
semantics or are ambiguous. For instance,
and arguably have similar semantics and
we see people using them in similar context.
• The emoji distribution is imbalanced, as also

mentioned by Bušić et al. (2018) and Cap-
pallo et al. (2018). From Table 2, we can see
that the tweets labeled with , , and
greatly outnumber the rest.
• It contains duplicate tweets that appear both

in training and test data, diluting the model
analysis. Moreover, the dataset is divided
into train set, development set, and test set
based on the timestamp of the tweets, result-
ing in more disparity in the dataset. For ex-
ample, in the test set, it has 757 tweets la-
beled with but only 3 with .

To address the first issue, we collapsed some
emojis and removed some others, and we combine
the dataset from BARBIERI with the dataset from
SEMEVAL (Barbieri et al., 2018a) to increase the
diversity of the emojis. From BARBIERI, we re-
moved and after analyzing the tweets with
those labels because the context in which they ap-
pear tends to be too broad, and the emoji covers
similar semantics.

SEMEVAL has eight emojis which are not in-
cluded in BARBIERI. We select , , , , ,
and to be included in our data. Then, we merge
{ , , } as , { , } as , and { , }
as . At the end, we have 20 emojis for our new
dataset.

To address the label imbalance, we improve the
number of tweets with low frequency emojis like
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100.7 89.9 59 33.8 28.6 27.9 22.5 21.5 21 20.8

19.5 18.6 18.5 17.5 17 16.1 15.9 15.2 14.2 10.9

Table 2: The 20 emojis in Barbieri et al.’s (2017)
dataset with their frequencies (in thousands).

All 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 60.4 59.5 51.9 41.0 27.8 27.6

Train 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 48.2 47.5 41.4 32.7 22.2 22.0

Dev 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 6.0 5.9 5.2 4.1 2.8 2.8

Test 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 6.0 5.9 5.2 4.1 2.8 2.8

All 25.9 22.4 19.4 19.2 17.9 16.9 14.8 14.7 14.1 13.0

Train 20.7 17.9 15.5 15.3 14.3 13.5 11.8 11.8 11.2 10.4

Dev 2.6 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3

Test 2.6 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3

Table 3: The 20 emojis in UNION dataset with their
frequencies (in thousands).

by including additional tweets that are crawled
from February to April 2018. We follow Barbieri
et al. (2017) in that we pick tweets that are geo-
localized in the United States, and we pick only
tweets that contain a single emoji that is in our set
of 20 emojis. We also subsample the most fre-
quent emojis so that they do not appear more than
75,000 times in this dataset.

Finally, the issue of duplicate tweets are han-
dled in our preprocessing step, which will be de-
scribed in more details in the next section.

We call our new dataset UNION. The way we
construct UNION results in a much bigger valida-
tion and test data, as summarized in Table 1. The
statistics for both datasets is also shown in Table 2
and Table 3.

3.2 Preprocessing
For BARBIERI dataset, we use their original
dataset as is without any further modification. For
UNION dataset, we preprocessed the tweets using
NLTK Tweet tokenizer2, normalizing user handles
and URLs to special tokens. The tweets were to-
kenized and lowercased. Certain repeated punc-
tuations are split, such as multiple exclamation
marks, while others are kept, like ellipsis. Words
with more than two same repeated characters are
truncated into only 2 repeated characters, such as

2http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html#nltk.
tokenize.casual.casual_tokenize

“cooool” becoming “cool”. We also removed du-
plicate tweets and tweets with less than three to-
kens after tokenization. Unlike BARBIERI which
was split based on timestamps, we randomly split
the UNION dataset into training, validation, and
test set with 80%, 10%, 10% ratios.

4 Emotion as Features

The objective of this work is to see how emotions
can be incorporated into the models for predicting
emoji, and whether they can be used to improve
the models’ performance.

For this study, we choose the more popular Ek-
man et al. (1969)’s six basic emotions: anger,
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. To
label our tweets with emotion categories,3 we
used Twitter Emotion Recognition (Colneriĉ and
Demsar, 2018), which is a character-based Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) model for predicting
emotion categories from English tweets, to assign
emotion scores to the Twitter texts. The model was
trained on tweets distantly supervised by hashtags,
and is reported to achieve 71.8% micro F1-score
for classifying Ekman’s six emotions under multi-
class setting. Distant supervision of emotion cat-
egories using hastags in tweets has been shown
to correlate well with human judgments (Moham-
mad, 2012).

We suppose that some emojis such as and
would have strong association with certain emo-
tions. To validate this intuition, we extract from
the emotion classifier the probabilities for each of
the Ekman’s six emotions for each tweet. We then
aggregate these probability distributions based on
the emoji labels, and measure the deviation of the
probabilities from the average distribution over all
tweets, representing the baseline probabilities for
each emotion.4

More formally, let X = {x1, . . . , xN} be the
collection of tweets with Y = {y1, . . . , yN} the
corresponding emojis, where N is the number of
tweets, and yi ∈ M = {m1, . . . ,m20}, the set
of 20 emojis. Let Xmj = {xi | yi = mj} be
the set of tweets that have mj as the emoji label.
Let e1, . . . , eK be the set of emotions, where K is
the number of emotion categories, and let pek(xi)
be the probability of the emotion ek assigned by

3Note that we cannot simply use emotion-labeled data as
our dataset, since we also require the tweets to contain exactly
one emoji.

4The emotion classifier seems to be biased towards the
joy emotion, predicting on average 0.46 probability scores.
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Figure 2: Emotion radar, showing the association of the 20 emojis in our UNION dataset with the six basic
emotions defined by Ekman et al. (1969). These associations were calculated automatically by running
emotion prediction model on tweets with emojis. Notice how has less joy and more sadness, and

has much more surprise. Ambiguous emojis, like , which can appear both in positive (jokes) and
negative (self-deprecation) context, have multi-peak distribution.

the emotion classifier to tweet xi. Now, the emo-
tion score of an emoji Sek(mj) as defined above
is then:

Sek(mj) =

∑
xi∈Xmj

pek(xi)

|Xmj |
−

∑N
i=1 pek(xi)

N

We plot this deviation of probabilities in a radar
chart, shown in Figure 2. In this chart, each emo-
tion category is shown as separate polar axis from
the center of the radar, with being closer to the
center representing more negative value, and being
closer to the perimeter representing more positive
value over the baseline probabilities.

Some emojis are correlated with the emotions
we anticipated, for example the emoji, which
has very high sadness and very low joy although
most emojis seem to be close to the average distri-
bution. This might mean that the emotion clas-
sifier could not pick up the correct emotions in
which those emojis are used, or simply that the
emojis themselves are not particularly strongly as-
sociated with any of the six emotions. Neverthe-
less, we do see some intuitive trends in the emo-
tion distribution, such as the high joy in and the
surprise in .

5 Models

To test the hypothesis that emotion information
helps emoji prediction, we conduct experiments
using Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the
model of our choice.

As a baseline feature set for SVM, we use
TF-IDF scores based on unigram bag-of-words
features. This baseline model obtains 34.28%
weighted F1-score on BARBIERI dataset, which is
comparable to the results in Barbieri et al. (2017)
which uses bi-directional LSTM, which shows
that this is a reasonable baseline model. This is
also in line with the conclusion of Çöltekin and
Rama (2018) that says SVM is a strong model for
this task.

Inspired by our observation from the emotion
radar, we consider two different ways to incor-
porate the emotion information produced by the
emotion classifier, which we dub basic and combi.
In basic, we use the probabilities of each emotion
as features directly, resulting in 6 additional dense
features on top of the unigram features. Since a
single emotion might not capture the distribution
of an emoji directly, in combi we also combine
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Dataset Emotion P R F1

BARBIERI none 38.68 39.31 ‡34.28
basic 38.80 39.45 ‡34.49
combi 39.25 39.73 34.86

UNION none 38.77 39.65 ‡37.13
basic 38.76 39.76 †37.22
combi 38.96 39.83 37.29

Table 4: SVM performance with weighted F1.
Marked results are significantly different from the
best in the respective dataset (†p < 0.05, ‡p <
0.01) with bootstrap resampling (n = 10, 000 for
BARBIERI and n = 1, 000 for UNION).

the emotion features by considering binary indica-
tor features for all possible combination of emo-
tion polarities. A tweet is considered to have pos-
itive polarity of an emotion if the probability of
that emotion is higher than the average probabil-
ity of that emotion in the training set, similarly for
negative polarity. For example, a tweet might have
a feature -joy+sadness describing the lack of
joy and the abundance of sadness. This results in
722 sparse binary features.

6 Experiment Results and Analysis

To test the efficacy of the emotion features, we ran
the models with the various feature combinations
on BARBIERI and UNION datasets.5 Our baseline
for SVM uses only bag-of-word features. The re-
sults are shown in Table 4.

We can see that the emotion features con-
sistently improve emoji prediction in the SVM
model, with statistically significant results. The
emotion combination features also consistently
perform slightly better compared to the one using
only the 6 basic emotions.

Based on our results, which show significant
improvement coming from emotion features, we
focus our analysis on the role of emotions in pre-
dicting emojis.

From the emotion radar in Figure 2, we ex-
pect that the model incorporating emotion features
would get much improvement in recognizing the

emoji, which has very distinct emotion distri-
bution compared to other emojis, and we found
that it is indeed the case. Table 5 shows the score

5For historical reasons we do not do in-depth analysis
of SEMEVAL and subsequently do not report the results on
SEMEVAL here. In general, we observe that the average
weighted F1-score is lower compared to BARBIERI.

-0.29 -0.04 0.18 0.30
-0.11 0.00 0.20 0.35
-0.10 0.14 0.20 0.50
-0.05 0.16 0.20 0.51
-0.05 0.16 0.23 0.92

Table 5: Change in F1-score in UNION dataset
from baseline SVM model to the model incorpo-
rating emotion combination features.

Emoji Top Emotion Features
Sad (0.3737), Dis (0.1162), Ang (0.0596)
Sur (0.0981), Joy (0.0400),
+Ang+Dis+Fea+Joy-Sad-Sur (0.0112)
Fea (0.0867), Joy (0.0691), Sur (0.059)
Dis (0.2752),
+Ang+Dis+Joy+Sad+Sur (0.0133),
+Ang+Dis-Fea+Joy+Sad+Sur (0.0133)
Joy (0.0822), Sur (0.0421),
+Ang-Dis+Joy+Sad+Sur (0.0181)

Table 6: The top features associated with the emo-
jis. The emotions are truncated to their first three
letters, so ‘Ang’ refers to ‘Anger’, ‘Dis’ refers to
‘Disgust’, and so on.

changes for each emoji in the UNION dataset from
the baseline SVM model to the one with emotion
combination features. We see that the has the
highest positive change compared to other emojis.
This shows the usefulness in distinguishing certain
emojis through the emotion semantic space.

Some top features in the model show that the
emotion sadness is the emotion feature given high-
est weight by the model to predict emoji. Some
of which we display at Table 6. It is encourag-
ing to see that the emojis with distinct emotion
distribution, such as , , and have the cor-
responding emotion feature ranked the highest by
the classifier.

7 Human Evaluation

In Barbieri et al. (2018b), they observe that many
emojis are semantically close, and propose to use
coverage error (Tsoumakas et al., 2009) to mea-
sure “how far we would need to go through the
predicted emojis to recover the true label.” While
this is effective in measuring how the system rank
the emoji in the original tweet, it does not measure
the quality of the top-ranked emoji by the system.
Given the possible application of an emoji predic-
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tion system to recommend emojis to users, it is
also important to see how well received are the top
emojis predicted by the system.

To that end, we conduct human evaluation on
the top-ranked emoji by each system (including
the original emoji) to see which system is pre-
ferred by users. Note that this evaluation is differ-
ent from the human evaluation performed in Bar-
bieri et al. (2017). In that work, they ask human
annotators to choose the best emoji from a list of
5 emojis, and compare the F1-score with the sys-
tem’s predictions. In contrast, in this work we ask
human raters to rate the predictions of several sys-
tems, enabling us to measure preferability of the
emojis.

7.1 Methodology

We conducted human evaluation on the output
of our baseline SVM model, our emotion-infused
model, and also the original emoji in the tweets.
We define emoji triple

< emojiorig, emojibow, emojicombi >

where emojiorig is original emoji, emojibow is
emoji predicted from baseline, and emojicombi pre-
diction from our model infused with combination
emotion features. From each dataset, we selected
1,000 pairs of (tweet, emoji triples); each pair has
at least one different emoji in the emoji triple.
Each pair is then given to three raters to be anno-
tated. To ensure we will get sufficient data for dis-
tinguishing the preferability of different systems
and of different emojis, we use the following cri-
teria in sampling the (tweet, emoji triples):
1. The number of occurrences of all emojis in

the original tweets should be approximately
equal.

2. There should be at least one distinct emoji in
the emoji triples.

3. There should be enough samples that have
different emojis for all pairs of systems

Criterion 1 ensures that we can use the anno-
tated data to gather baseline rating of each emoji in
the original tweet. Criterion 2 ensures that we do
not waste raters’ time in annotating tweets that do
not have distinguishing power. Criterion 3 ensures
that for any two systems (e.g., BoW vs. Ours) we
have enough samples to distinguish the presence
or absence of preferability between them.

In the annotation interface, emojis in the triple
are randomized so that the raters do not know if an

emoji is the true label or a prediction from base-
line or our model. Each emoji is rated in a 3-
point Likert scale where 0 means that it does not
makes sense to pair the emoji with the tweet, 1
means it is reasonable (there are some contexts
where this would be applicable), 2 means it fits
perfectly (something that they themselves would
use). For this annotation task, we recruit English-
speaking (not necessarily native speakers) univer-
sity students and young professionals as our raters.

7.2 Result

We calculated inter-rater agreement using Fleiss’s
Kappa coefficient (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973), re-
sulting in an agreement of 0.12 and 0.20 for
BARBIERI and UNION, respectively. This rather
low agreement shows that emoji use has quite a
large variance between raters. Nevertheless, it
is encouraging to see positive agreement between
raters on this arguably very subjective task.

The average rating for each system is shown in
Table 7. It is interesting to see that the output of
our emotion-incorporated system is consistently
more preferred compared to that of the baseline
system, showing the benefit of emotions.

Another thing worth mentioning is the lower av-
erage rating of the original emoji compared to the
system predictions. We believe this is due to the
systems predicting more stereotypical emojis, thus
have higher chance of being preferred by the raters
given the tweets. This suggests that in a emoji pre-
diction system, it would be better preferred by the
users if the emojis are closer to the more stereotyp-
ical interpretation of the tweets, instead of second
guessing the actual intent of the users.

We also note that even though the F1-score of
the systems are higher in UNION compared to
BARBIERI (see Table 4), the average ratings for
UNION is lower. This shows that in evaluating the
quality of emoji prediction system, using F1-score
alone is not enough, as it might not give rise to a
more preferred emojis.

Looking at the detailed ratings per emoji, shown
in Table 8 and Table 9, we see that the emoji ,

, and consistently get the lowest scores,. It is
interesting to note that in Table 8, the four emojis

, , , and which have similar meaning
also have similar ratings, and all of them are in the
top-5 emojis.
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Emoji BARBIERI UNION

Original Tweet 1.43 1.02
Baseline Model 1.48 1.03
Our Model 1.50 1.05

Table 7: Average rating of emojis in 0-2 scale
from original tweets, baseline, and our emotion-
incorporated model. The difference in rating
is statistically significant for BARBIERI with
Wilcoxon signed rank test (p < 0.005 between
original tweet and the two models, and p < 0.025
between the two models), while in UNION they are
not (p > 0.2).

0.87 1.35 1.45 1.57
1.03 1.39 1.48 1.57
1.31 1.39 1.48 1.67
1.35 1.41 1.54 1.69
1.35 1.41 1.56 1.78

Table 8: Average rating per emoji for BARBIERI

7.3 Discussion

To dig deeper into the ratings provided by the
raters, we analyze some example tweets, shown
in Table 10. We see that in some cases indeed
there could be multiple emojis that fit in certain
tweets. In the first example, the three emojis look
reasonable according to the raters. may be used
to explain if a user happily can go to the sold-
out show. Meanwhile, if the user is unable to go
to the sold-out show, depending on how the user
feels, and may be used. The second exam-
ple also shows that a tweet may have two different
focuses. The more emotional phrase “miss you”
can be described with while may explain
“strong olympics”.

In the third example, the raters favor our
model’s prediction as the best emoji to describe
the tweet. Even though the tweet contains a nega-
tive word “can’t”, the overall tone of the tweet is
positive, and therefore or fits the tweet better
than .

It is interesting to see the fourth example which
is considered as flirtatious by the tweet user
through the use of , but the raters consider
as a more suitable emoji since is more versatile
to be used in different contexts. Most raters do not
prefer for the tweet as we see in Table 9 and
Table 9 where average rate is lower than .

The last example demonstrates the highest-rated

0.53 0.80 1.03 1.32
0.62 0.83 1.13 1.33
0.77 1.00 1.13 1.38
0.80 1.02 1.16 1.40
0.80 1.02 1.20 1.41

Table 9: Average rating per emoji for UNION

Tweet Orig BoW Ours

sold out show at benedum center
1.33 1.33 1.33

miss you but glad you are
enjoying the strong olympics ! 2.00 1.00 2.00

can’t wait to use it too
1.33 0.33 1.67

i’m always cute, wherever i’m going
1.00 0.67 1.67

i saw a gif of mrs smith on twitter
0.00 1.67 0.67

Table 10: Sample tweets (lightly edited) with the
original emoji (Orig), prediction from the bag-of-
words baseline (BoW), and prediction from our
emotion-infused combination model (Ours). Be-
low the emojis are their average ratings from 3
raters. Pink highlight refers to phrase related to
our system’s prediction while blue highlight refers
to original emoji.

emoji is the one output by the baseline. The
raters also like our model’s predicted emoji bet-
ter than the original emoji , suggesting that our
model may be helpful to be used as emoji recom-
mendation system since the model’s emoji is more
favorably stereotypical.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, we first show the correlation between
emojis and the emotion content of tweets from a
large corpus of tweets. Then we make use of this
correlation to improve the prediction of an emoji
prediction model. Although we found that most
of the emojis do not have much emotional con-
tent, for those emojis with strong emotional con-
tent, such as , our experiments show significant
improvements over the baseline models in terms
of F1-score.

We then further scrutinize the difference be-
tween the models through human evaluation. We
confirm previous work that generally there could
be more than one emojis that fit a given tweet,
and conduct human rating experiments to see the
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preferability of the systems’ recommendation. We
found that the output of the model with emo-
tion features is generally more preferable over the
baseline models and also the original tweet. This
suggests that a more stereotypical emoji might be
rated higher by users.

Our findings further emphasis the need for a
better measure in emoji prediction task. That is,
one that is more geared towards users’ preferabil-
ity instead of based on a single gold standard. In
this work, we use a slightly labor-intensive method
of collecting human ratings as a way to handle this
multiple suitable emojis. A future direction would
be to explore more automatic methods as proxies
to users’ preferability.

Another interesting venue for future work is to
analyze the context of each emoji to determine
how versatile an emoji is (e.g., it can appear in
many different context). An emoji recommenda-
tion system should be aware of this versatility, so
that it does not fall into the trap of always predict-
ing versatile emojis due to relatively high suitabil-
ity with any tweet.
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